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(ABSTRACT)

Naval operational planning is complex because it is dependent on uncertain future combat

conditions. Effective decision making is directly related to the validity of assumptions regarding

future combat scenarios and the appropriateness of selected procedures.

A two phase procedure for comparing multiple combat tactics is developed in this thesis. In the

first phase of the procedure, simulation models are developed to replicate combat under each tactic.

The models generate data for performance measures that are relevant for comparing a wide range

of tactics. In the second phase of the procedure, the data for the performance measures are analyzed

using the sign test or the Wilcoxon signed ranked test. The applicability of simulation rnodeling,

r appropriateness of the performance measures, and the use of sign test to compare combat tactics

with any degree of complexity is established in this study. An application of tlnis procedure is

illustrated using two hypothetical tactics.
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1 . Introduction

Problems in naval operational planning are particularly difficult to solve because of the uncertainties

that naturally exist in the naval combat environment. Planners or decision makers have extensive

knowledge about their own facilities and inventories but rarely have sufficient knowledge about the

opponent's weapon systems or how the defensive weapon systems will perform in future combat

conditions. The increasing complexity of weapons and speed of combat have established the need

to verify the adequacy of weapon systems in meeting strategic and tactical objectives [JONN87].

When adequate data about the combat situation, weapons and threats are available, problems in

this domain can be modelled analytically. But often such data carmot be obtained and the

interactions between the threats and weapons cannot be stated mathematically. Planners are then

forced to work in a 'what if" environment making conjectures about the components and capability

of the opponent's combat systems. Prototyping via simulation is a widely accepted solution tool

for such problems.

Simulation provides a way of gaining experience and information about combat situations without

paying the high price of engaging in actual combat. Simulation models that replicate conflict

situations between multiple parties are cormnonly known [as war games. Garret and London

[GARR70] cite the following definition for war games :
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•
'A war game is a simulation, in accordance with predetemrined rules, data, and procedures of

a selected aspect of a conflict situation."

1.1 Characteristics of War Games

Figure 1 shows that war games are classified according to six categories. These are purpose, scope

and level, number of sides, amount ofintelligence, method ofevaluation, and simulation techniques

[GARR70]. The following subsections give a brief overview of these categories.

1.1.1 Purpose of War Games l

War games provide potential military commanders with decision making experience and

information. They have been successful as analytical and educational tools. Decision makers use

war games with specific purposes such as testing historical and future actions, particular combat

formations, new equipment and training personnel.

1.1.2 Scope and Level of War Games

The scope of a war game indicates the granularity of combat. War games may model a conflict

between two similar combat units or a global conflict between coalitions of nations and multiple

services. The scope of a game also involves the number geographie points that are modelled. The

level of a game indicates the hierarchy ofcommand levels modelled. Based on scope and level, war

games are classified as tactical, strategic, or combined. A tactical game may involve only the lower

I.Introduction2
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levels of command while a strategic game may involve persormel from a national level to the lower

echelons of command.

The scope and level of command are determined mainly by the purpose of the game. Due to the

potential vastness of scope and hierarchical complexities of the command structure, it is often

difficult to classify models using scope and level alone.

1.1.3 Number of Sides

Typically, war games involve one, two or multiple parties. There is no conflict in a one sided game.

They are played with the aim of deciding on an optimum course of action or testing weaknesses in

an existing procedure. Two-sided games are more typical and are played to judge tactical and

strategic options in a dynamic combat situation. Multi-sided games are costly and are implemented

with very specific purposes.

1.1.4 Amoimt of Intelligence

A war game is said to be 'open' if all sides have access to all information. If players have access

to restricted information (typical of real situations) then the game is said to be 'closed'. Open

_ games are easier to simulate and compensate for the inaccurate flow of information by a reduction

in computer and human costs. The choice ofbuilding an open or closed game is dependent on the

purpose of the modeling effort.

l.Introduction4



1.1.5 Methods of Evaluation

Methods of evaluation relate to the ways of ascertaining that the objectives of a game have been

met. In ^'free" evaluation, experienced personnel monitor the model as it executes. Decisions are

based entirely on the experience of the people. In 'rigid' evaluation quantitative evaluations are

used to monitor the model. 'Semi rigid" lies between "free" and 'xigid" evaluation and prescribes

a combination of expert judgement with quantitative analysis. The use of these procedures are

dependent on the scope and level of a game.

1.1.6 Simulation Techniques

War games are played manually, on machines or via computers. Manual games, popular in early

days ofwar gaming involve symbols of combat such as pins and flags. Experts move these symbols

around maps and observe the behavior of the desired parameters. Machine games are played on

systems designed expressly for the purpose of gaming. These are often used for training purposes.

Computer gaming requires input about a combat situation and a model of the game. The computer

presents the results after executing the model with the given input. Interactive and batch computer

war games are the most sophisticated replications of combat situations.

1.2 Combat System Modeling

In the naval operational environment simulation modeling is regarded as an indispensable tool.

Many existing war games are being used within the naval community to aid combat system decision

makers in threat and situation assessment, resource scheduling and determination of rapid reaction

I.Introduction5



time [NSSC85]. Simulation modeling is particularly useful in assessing naval combat system

capability under varying combat tactics.

A naval combat system simulation model can be stand alone or be a part of a joint theatre level

simulation that models naval, ground, and air combat. A combat system simulation model can

implement one-sided or two-sided scenarios. Typically, in a two-sided model the defending force

is called the Blue Force and the opposing force is the Red Force.

1.3 Parpose ofResearch

It is evident from past research that limited efforts have been directed towards establishing a

procedure for comparing combat tactics (or tactical plans). Decision makers tend to use adhoc

methods for tactical compaxisons. This may result in an incomplete analysis of the effectiveness

of tactical plans. The purpose of this thesis is to establish a procedure that can be used by naval

operational planners in comparing multiple tactical plans. The objective is not to provide a vehicle

to judge how good a tactic is in absolute terms but to affect relative comaprisons between tactics.

In this study, 'evaluation' is indicative of a relative assessment of one tactic over another.

Figure 2 defines the components of this procedure. The first task in the procedure is the

designation of two or more tactical plans to be evaluated. This is followed by the definition of a

combat scenario in terms of the features of threats and components of the weapon system to be

tested under each tactical plan. The third task in the suggested procedure is the implementation

of a simulation model for each tactical plan. Simulation models are particularly useful in tactical

evaluations since the same tactic can be tested against varying hypothetical threats. The model

results are analyzed by the paired sign test or the the Wilcoxon signed ranked test. The latter test

1. Introduction 6
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is applied only when more than two plans are evaluated. The procedure terminates with the

presentation of comparative results to the decision makers.

The following chapters illustrate how the suggested procedure is applied to evaluate two

hypothetical tactical plans named Stagewise and Bigbang. It is shown that the suggested measures

used to test weapon system performance are comprehensive and can be used to test a wide array

of tactical plans. The applicability of the sign test and its variation, the Wilcoxon signed ranked test

in tactical evaluations are also established.
T

1.4 Organization of Thesis

Chapter 2 reviews past research done in this area and establishes the need for a rigid procedure to

guide decision makers during tactical evaluations. Chapter 3 gives an overview of the two

hypothetical tactics to be evaluated and defines the combat scenario. Chapter 4 defmes the

structure of the simulation model for each plan. Chapter 5 presents and analyzes results from the

simulation models using the paired sign test. Chapter 6 sumrnarizes the effectiveness of the

suggested procedure with emphasis on the general applicability of the procedure to complex tactical

evaluations. Chapter 6 also suggests ideas for further research regarding extensions to the

simulation models and use of artilicial intelligence.
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2. Literature Survey

Past research in U.S. Naval planning has concentrated on the logistics of handling personnel and

supplies, guidance and control of equipment, and testing existing and proposed procedures for

combat. Apart from the U.S. Navy, military and research laboratories have actively participated

in Ending eflicient solution to problems in naval operational planning. The Advisory Group on

Aerospace Research based in France, G. H. Watson Center for Naval Analyses, and the Rand

Strategy Assessment Center (RSAC) have done some of the seminal work in this area.

A review of the analytic models developed in past research is beyond the scope of this thesis. The

Catalog of Wargaming and Military Simulation Models [GUIJ86] lists 367 models that are

implemented and in use. A review of the relevant models from this list follows an overview of the

motivation of research in this area.

—
Simulation modeling has some inherent problems that often cause inefficient use of the models.

Rand Corporation set up the Military Operations Simulation Facility (MOSF) in 1986 to address

and rectify some of these inefliciencies. Donohue et al. [DONG86] summarize the following

problems that MOSF faces in using simulation modeling.

• Sophisticated models require complex and realistic data base support. ·
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•
Models are built with a specific purpose and often discarded after short term use.

•
Models are fragmented and have dissimilar user interfaces.

•
Models become obsolete since hardware and software technologies change rapidly.

•
Analysis of simulation results requires trained personnel.

An ideal solution to these problems should be interdisciplinary, interdivisional and, project

independent. Interdivisional implies that the model is accessible to multiple groups within the naval

· community and modifiable according to the needs ofthe users. This reduces costs in the long term

and produces more robust models. MOSF together with RSAC are set up to achieve these goals.

These organizations are attempting to combine the versatility of simulation modeling with the

iigidity of analytic methods to produce the best models to replicate realistic combat situations

[DAVP83]. Operations research and artificial intelligence tools are popular among researchers to

implement such a combination. Another aim of researchers is to incorporate a complex level of

command into the models. Figure 3 shows the processes that are involved in an RSAC automated

war gaming model.

The design of any concept in operational planning involves the following two tasks [ROMP88]:

•
A forecast of conditions during combat including elements over which planners have partial

or no control (such as threats and performance of future Blue weapons).

• A judgement on which of a vast array of options are preferred and why.

The first of these two tasks is a major hurdle for operational planners because in building war

gaming models, modelers have to deal accurately and efficiently with uncertainty about future

conditions. Srinivasan lists a set of required reasoning abilities that a planning consultant must

possess to model future conditions [SRIC86]. Briefly they are:

2. Literature Survey l0
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• reasoning with incomplete knowledge

•
reasoning about simultaneous actions

•
reasoning about dynamically changing worlds

• knowledge of other agents involved in the situation

•
knowledge of strategies

•
design of disinformation campaigns

Unfortunately, planners rarely have in·depth knowledge about the capability of their own combat

systems or that of their opponent's. Romero suggests that uncertainty can be handled only by

deiining acceptable ranges around the "most likely estimates" like "best case" or 'worst case"

estimates for all the variables outside the Blue Commander’s area of expertise [ROMP88]. This

may lead to a major problem. The number of variables in a combat situation is directly

proportional to the granularity (or scope) of combat. Testing the robustness of the model would

involve testing the model for 'most likely estimates" for an enormous set ofvariables. The Training

and Doctrine Analysis Center (TRAC) is developing a model to aid planners judge which of

possible values are reasonable [ROMP88]. At each stage of model development, only a subset of

’most likely" values (that pass a set of rigorous tests) are accepted and passed to the next stage.

The analysis at each stage grows in complexity and fmally only those values are accepted that are

the best 'most likely' estimates given a particular scope of combat.

Due to the inherent problem of forecasting 'proper" combat situations, operational planners have

developed simulation models that replicate a subset ofan actual combat situation. None of the 367

models listed in the Catalog of Wargaming and Military Simulation Models (henceforth CWMS)

[GUIJ86] replicate a full scale combat scenario involving all the services, multiple coalition of

nations, and nuclear and conventional warfare. The JTLS (Joint Theatre L.evel Simulation)
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[GUU86] model comes closest in modeling all the services. But it has not yet been implemented

for naval combat.

Available unclassified literature does not address issues regarding tactical evaluations. Relevant

literature contained in the CWMS [GUI.!86] under weapons allocation, weapons effectiveness, air

combat and naval models are discussed in the following subsections.

2.1 Weapons Allocation Models

ASCENT, developed by Lockheed Missiles & Space Co. in 1983 is used to generate threat

trajectories from launch to impact for tracking and engagement purposes. NTE (Nuclear Targeting

Exercise), developed by HQ SAC/DCS Operational Plans and Air War College (AWC) is used to

test strategic force structure capabilities and limitations against U.S. national policy. NTE uses

hypothetical target systems for this purpose.

SWADE (Strategic Weapons Allocation and Damage Expectancy) and WAAM 2 (Weapons

Allocation and Analysis Model) both deal with weapons allocation for strategic warfare. SWADE,

implemented in 1975 by HQ SAC/XPXF Offut Air Force Base in New Mexico is a one-sided

model designed to optimally allocate nuclear weapons and assess damage to installations. SWADE

can handle 40 weapon and target types and has no timing considerations. WAAM 2 allocates

weapons first to the strategic force and then allocates the remaining weapons to other military

forces. It aims to maximize the ratio of damage to the valuable assets of the attacked country to

that of the attacker. This works very efficiently in scenaxios where the attacker escalates the

intensity of combat.
V
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2.2 Weapons Ejfectiveness Models

The CWMS [GUIJ86] lists 16 models in this category. Eight of these are relevant to the work done

in this thesis. ABLES is an analytical damage assessment/weapons effectiveness model which

measures system performance against satellite targets. Scheduling aircraft profile to maximize

targets killed is the primary aim of ABLES. AGM (Attack Generator Model), developed by the

Federal Emergency Management is used in formulating potential attack scenarios. It assigns

nuclear weapons to targets on the basis of target categories to maximize expected contribution to

specified objectives.

DCAPS (Dual Criteria Aimpoint Selection Program), developed by Science Applications, Inc.

selects single weapon aimpoints such that maximum damage is inflicted to the primary target and

minimum to the secondary targets. If weapons have the capability of destroying targets in a

considerable combat area, then weapon effectiveness is reduced due to unnecessary interaction

between weapons and secondary defensive targets. DIDSIM (Defense In Depth Simulation),

developed by Sparta, Inc. comes closest to the Stagewise tactic. DIDSIM consists of four event

based simulation model that replicate the boost phase, rnidcourse defense tier, terminal defense tier

and threat generation. By. not including one of the tiers during simulation the effects of phased

deployment on system vulnerability is monitored. Weapons effectiveness is observed under various

offensive strategies in DIDSIM.
”

ENCOV, developed by Lockheed Missiles & Space Co. ir1 1981 sirnulates an engagement of rocket

weapons against threats and computes the performance of the weapons deployed. MOST

(Multiweapon Optimizer for Strategic Targets), developed by Science Applications, Inc. aims to

find the minimum number of weapons required to achieve multiple damage requirements on sets

of targets. It does not handle multiple weapon types currently. MVADEM (Multi·Value Attack

Defense Effectiveness Analysis), developed by SPARTA Inc. for the U.S. Army Ballistic Missile

2. Literature Survey I4



Defense Systems command is a sophisticated model for optimal weapons allocation. The model

solves for optimal preallocated preferential allocations and assignments for both endoatmosperic

and exoatmospheric interceptors against preallocated preferentially allocated reentry vehicles.

SSSA (System Survivability Simulation), developed by General Electric Co. in 1983 for their Space

Systems division includes complete threat analysis, system design, evaluation ofsystem performance

and risk assessment in a hypothetical combat situation. STRAT/RANGE, implemented in 1976

by the Air Force Center for Studies and Analyses (AFCSA/SASB) is one of the earlier simulation

models. It is used to determine the range ofa strategic aircraft as a function ofpayload, flight profile

and tanker support. Flight profile is a major factor in combat system simulation model and few

models deal with it.

2.3 Air combat Models (One on One)

AI/AAM (Airbome Interceptor Air-to-Air Missile Engagement) is used to determine

countermeasure effectiveness in a one-on-one engagement between an aircraft and a homing missile.

It is developed for the AFWAL Avionics Laboratory. ASPIC (AWACS Simulation-Penetrator

Interceptor Combat), developed by Boeing Military Airplane Co. models the penetration of the

defense of an AWACS directed fighter. HATACS (Helicopter Air-To-Air combat Simulation)

_ models helicopter combat and has three levels of fire control ~· aim at current (perceived) target,

aim at intercept point on predicted linear path or aim at actual target. lf the tracking systems

operate effectively then the actual and current targets are the same. This model is of particular

interest because the Bigbang and Stagewise models uses the aim at current target fire control tactic

for target interception.
·
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MINI~STICK (Tactical Fighter Nonnuclear Weapons Employment Exercise), developed by the

Space Weapons Directorate is used for training cadets. Each cadet is assigned a fixed number of

resources ofvarying points. Each cadet is then required to allocate weapons, determine an intercept

plan and sirnulate the combat. The aim is to use the resources effectively by maximizing the points.

The limitation is that only one target is attacked at a time. STRAT/SPLASH enables the user to

get an estimate of a single shot probability of kill for air-to-air rnissiles. Stagewise makes use of

probability of kill figures for threats and so STRAT/SPLAH is of relevance. It was developed for

the Air Force Studies and Analyses Center.

2.4 Naval Models

All the models described above focus mainly on surface·to-air or air-to·air combat. Only 3 models

listed in the CWMS [GUIJ86] seek to represent naval combat. One is NAVMOD (Naval Model),

implemented in 1983 for the Organization of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. It is a theatre level model

designed to evaluate the combat outcomes of naval force interactions. It is a two·sided model in

which the Blue side has multiple ships and associated aircrafts and the Red side has the same plus

land and air attacks. There is a major restriction on the types ofaircrafts in NAVMOD. NAVTAG

(Naval Tactical Game Training System), developed for the Chief of Naval Operations, is a training

tool for shipboard command. It is a war gaming tool that lets players run through a simulation

of an entire combat situation modeled both stochastically and deterministically. WASGRAM

(Wa.r·At·Sea Graphical Analysis Model), developed in 1975 for the Chief of Naval Operations is

used for analysis and training. It simulates a multi threat environment. The primary solution

technique is kinematic with probabilistic assessment of interactions between RED and BLUE

forces. In addition to these three, JTLS is proposed to be extended to included naval combat.
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Table l. Features of Relevant Models in CWMS |GUlJ86|.

Model Category Tactic

ASCBNT Weapons Allocation Generate threat trajectories

NTB Weapons Allocation Apply national policies to combat situations

SWADB Weapons Allocation Use linear programming to optimally allocate
weapons with certain constraints

WAAM Weapons Allocation Give priority to strategic forces and then
to secondary units

ABLES Weapons Effectiveness Maximize targets killed

AGM Weapons Effectiveness Maximize contributions to preset objectives

DCAPS Weapons Effectiveness lnflict maximum damage to primary targets
and minimum to secondary ones

DIDSIM Weapons Effectiveness Attack in waves

ENCOV Weapons Effectiveness Compute acquisition trackin_g accuracy

MOST Weapons Effectiveness Find minimum # of weapons to inflict
maximum damage

MVADBM Weapons Effectiveness Compute optimal preallocated preferential
allocations

SSSA Weapons Effectiveness Not Known

STRAT/RANGE Weapons Effectiveness Determine range of aircrafts

JPLAN Weapons Effectiveness Not Known

Al/AAM
i

Air Combat Not Known

ASPIC Air Combat Not Known

HATACS Air Combat Use varying levels of fire control

MINI·STICK Air Combat Maximize points with limited resources

STRAT/SPLASH Air Combat Compute PK

NAVMOD Naval Models Not Known

NAVTAG Naval Models Not Known

WASGRAM Naval Models Kinematic with probabilistic assessment of
interactxons

2. Literature Survey I7



Table 1 summarizes the main features of the models discussed above. Operational planners have

used various tactics for weapons allocation. Blending national policies with combat procedures is

gaining wide support in recent research because of the realization that policymakers form an integral

part of combat environments. The underlying tactical plan for weapons effectiveness models is to

inllict maximum damage with the minimum commitment of weapons. Testing weapons

effectiveness is usually tied to damage assessment criteria. Air combat and naval models are

implemented with specific purposes and share no commonality in strategies and objectives. The

overall tactic for interception is not clearly discussed in past literature. The main emphasis has been

to intercept the threat by whatever tactic suitable. Lately, however notions similar to Stagewise

have prompted researchers to develop models like DIDSIM that allow the BLUE force to attack

in waves aüer determining the lethality (probability of kill) of the incoming threats.

On the basis of the above discussion it is evident that war gaming models are built for varying

purposes and none of them incorporate all aspects of combat. The objective of this research is to

develop a procedure by which two tactical plans can be evaluated against the same threats. Models

akin to DIDSIM and STRAT/SPLASH are developed in subsequent chapters. Chapter 3 describes

the two tactics in detail and presents the combat soenario and objectives to be sirnulated.
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3. Problem Definition

War games can be broadly classified as pre-engagement, engagement, and post engagement models.

Weapons allocation models are implemented for pre-engagement objectives, single or multiple

service combat models replicate the engagement and interception process and weapons effectiveness

and damage assessment models are used for post engagement analysis. This chapter deals with

characteristics of engagement models and defmes the boundaries of a hypothetical combat that

forms the basis for comparing Stagewise and Bigbang tactical plans.

Engagement models have typically been used for training purposes. Participants are required to

do threat analysis, weapons allocation, interception tactic development, simulation and analysis of

simulation results. There are no guidelines for formulation of interception tactics. lt is dependent

on the preferences of the players. Proper threat analysis and weapons allocation can be rendered

useless unless they are supported by an effective interception tactic. The two contrasting tactics,

Stagewise and Bigbang affect threat analysis weapons allocation, and interception and are detailed

in the following subsections.

3. Problem Definition
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3.1 Overview ofBigbang and Stagewise

Bigbang is conceptually simpler than Stagewise. Figure 4 shows the flow of control through the

allocation and interception modules in Bigbang. Assuming that the participant (human or

computer) is successful in analyzing the threat in terms of speed, distance, and trajectory, Bigbang

implements a simple weapons allocation scheme. All weapons that can potentially engage and

intercept the incoming threats are launched simultaneously in the direction of the threat. Whether

one or more of these weapons can actually intercept the threat is a combination of the capability

of the weapons and coincidence. This is a particularly useful tactical plan if threat assessment is

time consuming. It is realistic because, in such a situation the commander of a naval unit has ne

choice but to deploy a reasonable number of weapons at the threat expecting one or more ef the

weapons to intercept the threat. Also, since the behavior ef a threat carmot be predicted a priori

it may be risky to deploy a single weapen that may er may not be effective in engaging the threat.

Stagewise is a more sophisticated tactic for threat analysis, weapons allocation and target

interception. Figure 5 shows the flow of control through the interception and decision modules.

Interception is governed by three decision phases. As soon as a threat crosses a line in the air space

over the combat regen, the simulation of the interception is halted to allow the reassessment of the

combat scenario in the next decision phase. Reassessment is done in terms ef distance of threats

from the irnmediate environment and the positions of the weapons in relation to the threats.

Simulation ofthe halted scenario is then resumed with a combination ofprior and newly comrnitted
_

weapons. In the first decision phase, during threat analysis, in addition to determining the standard

features of a threat, Stagewise also ascertains the lethality (L) of the threat. During weapons

allocation only those weapons are allocated that have the highest 'probability of defense" (PD)

against the threat. Each threat is assigned a 'line' number. The lines are hypothetical divisions of

the air space over the combat area. Threats are monitored by their line numbers during

engagement. Model state is recorded as threats cross each line and reassessed in the subsequent ·
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decision phase. In the second decision phase, if an assigned weapon has missed its target then the

fastest weapon that can intercept the threat is committed. If a weapon has not missed its target and

if the corresponding threat has not crossed its assigned line then simulation is resumed with the

previous assignments. In the final decision phase, if any weapon has missed its target then new

weapon assignments are made from available inventory of weapons. Stagewise pays little attention

to matching threat and weapon characteristics at this point since threats are nearing the Blue forces’

immediate environment. For those weapons that have not missed their target the prior assignments

are resumed.

Stagewise is intuitively more realistic than Bigbang because the effects of phased deployment or

'attack by waves' is considered. In combat situations where there is enough time for extended

threat and weapons analysis, Stagewise is expected to perform better since threats and weapons are

matched using L and PD measures in the first decision phase and by speed in the second decision

phase. The final decision phase is included as a backup if the previous phases are unable to

intercept the threats. Secondly, if the offensive tactic is to attack in waves then Stagewise constitutes

a more appropriate response by attempting to apply partial allocation of weapons. Consequently,

the BLUE force can be sirnulated for a longer duration.

3.2 A Hypothetical Combat Situation .

From the literature survey presented in Chapter 2, it is evident that war gaming models concentrate

on replicating a subset of a possibly vast combat scenario. The level of complexity of the model

is solely dependerit on the scope of combat. The taxonomy presented in Chapter 1 for categorizing

war games is used to describe the hypothetical combat situation, used as a basis for testing the

Bigbang and Stagewise.
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•
Purpose of model : To test weapons allocation procedures, interception tactics, and weapons

effectiveness of a combat system under Bigbang and Stagewise tactical plans.

•
Scope and level of combat : This is a one-sided combat consisting of the BLUE (defensive)

and RED (offensive) forces. The BLUE force consists of a group of ships, and aircrafts

equipped to deploy a preset range of surface-to·air missiles (SAM). The combat area is within

a l0 mile radius and only over the surface combat is considered. The commander ofa battalion

is the only relevant level of command to be considered in the problem. Only the BLUE force

uses one of the two tactics. Scope of the RED force combat is limited to the initial inputs.

•
Number of sides : The problem consists of two sides with active hypothetical threats i.e., the

threats are physically approaching the BLUE force.

•
Method of evaluation : A threat is considered intercepted only if it has been physically

destroyed. No expert judgement is used and therefore the method of evaluation is "rigid".

• Amount of Information : The speed, distance of deployment,a1titude ofdeployment, and peak

altitude of threats are available to the BLUE force. The target and distance of target are

available to the RED force. Therefore the problem is 'open’.

• Simulation Technique : Discrete event digital simulation is used to model the problem since

extensive details about the features of the threats and the weapons are not sufficiently known

to permit more analytic treatment.

A restriction on the problem is that the BLUE side has a limited inventory of weapons. This

reflects a realistic feature of combat situations. The objective of the modeling effort is to develop

a means for comparing combat tactics. Tactical evaluations of Bigbang and Stagewise are made

on the basis of weapon system performa.nce.
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4. Model Design

Typically in a simulation study, the system to be modeled is larger and considerably more complex

than the simulation model. The objectives of the study tend to limit the boundaxies of the model.

Nevertheless simulation models can be quite complex and the abstraction principle is employed to

decompose the system representation into component submodels. If needed the submodels can

be coupled together to form a replica of the entire system. The system to be modeled is defined in

the preceding chapter. The given system can be broken into numerous subsystems such that each

subsystem performs a single task. Figure 6 shows the relationships between the components of a

combat system [JONN87]. Although this figure accurately depicts the scope of the defmed combat,

there is no necessity to model all components. Air surveillance and track correlation can be done

by modifying some of the models listed in the Catalog of Wargaming and Simulation Models

[GUIJ86] to suit the needs of this particular problem. The structure of the hypothetical combat

system is defmed in Figure 7 It is assumed that extemal sources (other models, or expert planners)

provide the required air surveillance, track correlation and tracking information to the defined

combat system. Two simulation models are developed in the following subsections. Each model

simulates combat under one of the two tactics. The models are named Combat System

lnterception Models (CSIM). CSIM is used to refer to both models. When necessary the name

of the tactic is pretixed to CSIM to enhance readability.
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4.1 Structure of CSIM

Figure 7 shows the components of a ship’s air defense system modeled in CSIM. The environment

of CSIM is constituted of weather/sea state, threat, air surveillance, and track correlation. All

relevant values— from the environment of CSIM are provided as input to the model. The

development of CSIM is described in terms of the life cycle approach advocated by Balci [BALO86]

and Nance [NANR8l]. Figure 8 shows the processes, phases and credibility assessment stages of

the life cycle of a simulation study. A simulation study starts with the client communicating the

problem to the modeler and ends with the development of an integrated decision support system

to aid in the presentation of model results. The successful implementation of each stage in the life

cycle diagram is crucial to the success of the entire study. The credibility assessment stages are

included to ensure the correctness of results obtained alter each stage. The first three stages

(communicated problem, formulated problem and proposed solution technique), associated

processes (problem formulation, and investigation of solution techniques) and associated credibility

assessment stages (formulated problem verification and feasibility assessment of simulation) are

discussed in preceding sections. The following subsections describe the evolution of CSIM in terms

of the remaining phases of the life cycle approach.

4.1.1 System and Objective Definition

Balci delines a system as "... any collection of interacting elements that operate to achieve some

goal" |BALO86]. A system can also be defined in terms of parameters, input variables and output

variables. Parameters are constant values that affect the system’s operation. Input variables are

exogenous data supplied to the system. Output variables are endogenous data produced within the•

system. The following values are supplied to or produced within the system :
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•
Parameters : none.

•
Input variables : threat and weapon characteristics, inventory of weapons, mean travel times

per block for each threat and weapon, probability of defense for each weapon per line.

• Output Variables : model residence times of threats.

Characteristics of the system in terms of the study objectives need to be defined clearly. A change

to the system is unlikely since the models are irnplernented to replicate a subset of the combat

environment which does not change significantly during the duration of the simulation study. The

environment of the system however can drastically affect model behavior. CSIM is a prototype

model that handles a restricted number and type of threats and weapons. Any changes to threat

and weapon characteristics in the system change the environment definition without effecting the

same change in the model. Counterintuitive behavior is difficult to observe but can influence system

behavior considerably. In a combat situation, many factors affect the performance of tracking,

assessing and interception components. Weather, for instance can hinder the trajectory ofa weapon

and produce counterintuitive results. CSIM does not deal with tracking threats and consequently

ignores counterintuitive behavior.

The components of a combat system are not expected to dn]? to Iow performance since the

combating forces cannot afford to use poorly functioning equipment. CSIM therefore does not

incorporate this characteristic into the model. Interdependency and organization ofthe components —

of CSIM are described in Figure 7. The interdependences and organizations of CSIM

components are adopted from Figure 6 and are expected to be accurate.
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4.1.2 Model Formulation

Model Formulation is the process of translating the problem definition and study objectives into a

conceptual model. Input data analysis and modeling are perforxned at this stage. CSIM is partly

self driven and partly trace driven. The arrival of threats and weapons is distribution driven. There

is one major problem in input data modeling. Trace data from prior systems are classified

information and cannot be obtained. On expert advice, the uniform distribution is selected to

' model the interarrival times between threats and weapons. This choice is justified by the nature

of actual combat situations. In Stagewise the two forces attack in waves at regular intervals. In

Bigbang the threats can arrive in waves at regular intervals and consequently weapons are deployed

in waves after detection of the threats. In both cases uniform distribution is used for input data

modeling. With expert advice, inputs for the threats and weapons are determined such that the

values are in the range of true input data enabling CSIM to be trace driven.

The coneeptual model consists of explicitly stated and justified assumptions and definitions ofeach

component in terms of their attributes and hierarchical relationship to other components in the

model. The process of verifying the correctness of the assumptions and the consistency of the

xmodel representation with the study objectives is called Model Qualification. Balci suggests that

model qualification be done under the guidelines of a structured framework [BALO86]. Model

qualification for CSIM was done using the conical methodology [NANR86] suggested by Nance.

The conical methodology prescxibes a top down decomposition of the problem definition into a tree

of sub-components. The definitions and attributes of each component are detailed at the lowest

level while the topmost level consists of a broad defrnition of the problem and the tasks to be

performed. Appendix A shows how this technique is applied to the given problem.
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4.1.3 Model Representation

Model representation is the process of translating the conceptual model into a communicative

model. Balci cites the following definition for the latter model ·~ "...a model representation that can

be communicated to other humans, can be judged or cornpared against the system and study

objectives by more than one human" [BALO86].

In selecting appropriate representations for CSIM, one must bear in mind that military personnel

are wary of unfamiliar technology [KORJ87]. A simple representation that captures the essential

relationships between the components is desired. Flow charts are used to represent the

communicative model. Both technical and non technical users can maintain and analyze flow

charts with relative ease. Future conceptual modifications to the model can be implemented with

simple changes to the components of the flow charts. The flow charts in Figure 9 and Figure 10

represent the defined combat situation under Bigbang and Stagewise respectively. The main

differences are in weapons allocation techniques and actions following advancement from a block.

These differences are consistent with the definitions of the two tactics.

The translation of a conceptual model into a communicative model for discrete event simulation

utilizes definition through a state space diagram. Figure ll shows the hypothetical division of the

air space over the combat area. The outermost line (line 4) denotes the maximum range of a

weapon. The trajectory and performance of a weapon can be monitored within this line only. Line

4 also marks the earliest point at which threat tracking can be performed. Weapons are deployed

from line l and immediately capture the first block past line 1. For Bigbang combat line 2 and line

3 are irrelevant. For Stagewise, all four lines serve a specific purpose. Threats with lethality (L) less

than 2 are allowed to enter line 1. Threats with 2 < L < = 5 must be intercepted between line 1

and line 2. Threats with 5 < L < = 7 must be intercepted between line 2 and line 3. Threats with

7 < L < = 10 must be intercepted within line 3 and line 4. If these restrictions are not met then

the Stagewise simulation is halted and a reassessment of the combat scenario is executed under the
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next decision phase. The lines correspond to the definition of the blocks so that monitoring a threat

in Stagewise is relatively simple. Threats and weapons are restricted to movements through a

preselected path since block names are coded in CSIM.

The credibility assessment phase associated with model representation is Communicative Model

Verification. The purpose of this stage is to ensure that the representation of the model provides

an adequate level of correspondence between the model and the system, as prescribed by the study

objectives and conditions under which the model is supposed to replicate the system. Table 2 is

a summary of methods that can be used for the verification of model representation [BALO86].

Communicative model verification for CSIM is done via desk checking and model review.

Graph-based analysis is not done because of the costs involved. Desk checking involves an analysis

of the model, in view of the previous phases of model development, by an expert to ensure that

errors are located. Model review is accomplished by a panel of experts who are experienced

modelers and have expertise in naval research. Appropriateness of system ar1d objective definitions,

reasonableness of assumptions, model structuredness, maintainability, robustness, documentation,

model completeness and adherence to standards are examined by the review panel.

4.1.4 Programming the Communicative Model

Programming is the process of translating the communicative model into an executable model.

GPSS/H is chosen because it provides a world view well suited to the problem domain. In the

transaction How world view the modeler identifies the components of the model and describes

system behavior in terms of the changes that occur to these components (action sequences of each

component) [BALO87]. The action sequences associated with threats and weapons are clear ar1d

easy to describe.
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The flow charts in Figure 9 and Figure -10 produce a representation in six programs. Three

implement the Bigbang tactic for three mutually exclusive paths. The remaining implement the

Stagewise tactic for the same paths. The delinitions of the paths and control strategy constitute the

differences in the programs. Figure 12 shows the control sequence for Stagewise and Figure 13

shows the same for Bigbang. The first phase in Figure 12 analyzes threats by lethality. The second

phase analyzes threats by distance ar1d assigns the fastest weapons. The third phase allocates any

weapons that can target the threat and has a positive inventory. Bigbang models eliminate these

control loops since no consideration is given to the characteristics of the threats and weapons. Since

no overlaps exist within the paths, no interaction runs among the programs. This justifies the

implementation of separate programs for each path.

Appendix B contains a user’s guide on valid and invalid inputs to CSIM, output formats, program

execution and how to make changes to the models. Appendix C contains the input files on which

the models are executed. Appendix D contains the model results. Appendix E contains listings

of GPSS/H code for CSIM executed under Stagewise for path 3. The documentation provided ·
with the listing provide details regarding the path chosen, the types of threats considered and

instructions on executing the models. The code in Appendix E is organized in three modules.

Initializations is followed by simulation of interception and threat assessment/weapons allocation

modules. lnitialization code is identical in all CSIM models. Code for interception varies by block

names in paths and tactic. Threat assessment/weapons allocation varies by path and tactic also.

Appendix F contains the GPSS/H code for the remaining five programs for threat assessment and

weapons allocation. Appendix G contains the code for simulation of threats and weapons through

one block for all but Stagewise CSIM for path 3. This also includes initialization code for threat

and weapon transactions, and boolean conditions used during simulation of interception. Some

boolean conditions a.re omitted for Bigbang models since they are the same as those in the

Stagewise models for the same path. Pieces of Stagewise or Bigbang code from Appendices F and

G can replace identical codes in the Stagewise model in Appendix E.
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Table 2. Testing Techniques for the Verification of Model Representation.
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Figure I2. Control Scqucnce for Stagcwise Models.
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Verifying the correctness of the programming effort is called the programmed model verilication

(PMV). Since this credibility assessment stage is akin to comrnunicative model verilication, the

techniques in Table 2 are used for programmed model verilication. Desk checking is done by the

programmer in a static and dynamic manner. All submodels are checked for consistency of code

statically. Hand execution of the model using hypothetical threats and weapons is done to ensure A

that intermediate steps are correctly coded. The panel of experts that perform model review for the

communicative model also do the same for the programmed model. Since desk checking and model

review are utilized, graph based analysis is deemed unnecessary.

Instrument based testing is used rigorously to ensure that interrnediate data transformations

occurcorrectly.This is done by assertion checking and insertion of probes [BALO86]. Assertion

checking is done before and during simulation for invalid values of variables. Before the start of

simulation, if no weapon is selected to intercept a threat, model execution is terrninated. During

the simulation constant assertion checking is done to test the status of threats and weapons. In

addition to this, 'write" statements (probes) are inserted at regular intervals in the code to check the

altitude of threats and weapons and to ensure that the correct action sequence associated with each

component is being followed. The results of instrument based testing are reviewed by the same

panel of experts and changes made to their satisfaction.

4.1.5 Design of Experiments

"An Experimental Model is the programmed model incorporating an executable description of

operations presented in such a plan' [BALO86]. The only independent variable in the experimented

model is tactic which is viewed at two levels -- Stagewise and Bigbang. Stagewise and Bigbang dilfer

in weapons allocation and interception techniques. Performance of the weapon system is the

dependent variable. The following measures are used to observe the behavior of the dependent

variable under each tactic.
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1. Threat interception ratio (TI) = # of threats destroyed / # of threats deployed.

2. Effective weapon use ratio (EW) = # of weapons involved in threat interception / # of

weapons committed.

3. Threat destruction·weapon use ratio (TW) = # of threats destroyed / # weapons committed.

4. Average length of survival time ofa threat (A7}) = i 7}/n, where n = total number ofdeployed
lll

threats and 7} = duration of threat i ri model.

S. Reduction in cumulative lethality of deployed threats (RL) = ij L, - ij lv, where n=total
:-1 jnl

number of deployed threats, k = total number of threats remairring after model execution, and

L, and L, are the lethalities of threats i and j.

The Tl ratio is used to determine which of the two tactics intercepts more threats. The EW ratio

determines the number of weapons contributing to threat destruction. If all weapons engage and

intercept the threats then BW ratio is l. lfnone of the committed weapons are able to intercept any

threat then EW ratio = 0. TW indicates the capability of the weapons allocation procedure. If a

minimal number of committed weapons is able to intercept all threats then TW ratio is high.

Conversely, if too many weapons are committed and all threats are not intercepted then TW ratio

is low. A7} is used to determine which tactic intercepts threats faster and results in lower average

survival time of threats. TI ratio and A7} are affected by the interception technique of the tactic.

EW and TW ratios are affected by the weapons allocation procedure of the tactic. It is not realistic

to expect either tactic to intercept all threats. Examining the reduction in the cumulative lethality

of the threats is an appropriate measure to test the relative superiority of each tactic. These

measures therefore directly observe the performance of the weapons system.

Three paths are used in CSIM to test the behavior of the dependent variable. Table 3 summarizes

the paths and the characteristics of the threats in each path. It is evident from the table that the

selected threats represent a wide range of threats used in combat. Consequently, comparisons
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between the tactics based on results from these paths are justified. Tactical aircraft launched

missiles are simulated in path 1. These threats are typical of short distance low altitude missiles.

Strategic bombers or missiles are simulated in path 2. These threats travel long distances, attacking

from high altitudes. Vertical missiles launched from satellites in space are not represented in path

2. Path 3 simulates sea-skimmer missiles that originate from long distance and high altitude and

drop to very low altitudes at short distance. They are difficult to intercept because of their low

altitude. CSIM does not simulate target tracking, but assumes that the environment is capable of

tracking missiles.

Table 4 summarizes the experimental design. The colurrms identify the two tactical plans under

consideration. The rows are divided into three groups, each corresponding to a path. One sample

of observation is obtained for each row and each tactical plan. An entry in the table is defmed as

follows :

•
Sample ijk indicates kth observation for path i and tacticj

Observations from future additions of paths to CSIM can be added as a new row at the bottom

of the table. This representation allows comparisons ofweapon system performance between paths

under one tactic and, between same paths under both tactics. The table also indicates that the total

number of observations produced by CSIM is 18.

The programmed model is experimented to test the following hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1 : Testing TI ratios

•
HO,: Average Bigbang TI ratio = Average Stagewise TI ratio

•
H1,: Average Bigbang TI ratio < Average Stagewise TI ratio

Hypothesis 2 : Testing EW ratios
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Table 3. Threat Charactcristics of Path;.

PATH NUMBE PATH OEFINITION CHARACTERISTICS OF CORRESPONDINGR IN TERHS OF BLOCKS HYPOTHETICAL THREATS THREAT CATEGORY

LOW ALTITUDE ~ SHORT TACTICAL AIRCRAFTPATH! A-·>B·->C···>D OISTANCE THREATS LAUMZHED HISSILES

PATH 2 HIGH ALTITUDE · LONG STRATEGIC BOMBER
DISTANCE THREATS MISSILES

HIGH ALTITUOE·LONG DISTANZE $£A,$KmM£RPATH 3 THAT BECOME LOW ALTITUO£·_ suonr ousmncz HISSILFS
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Table 4. Experimental Design.

TACTICAL PLANS .

PATH STAGEWISE ( 1) BIGBANG (2)

SAHPLE 111 SAMPLE 121
PATH 1 SAHPLE 112 SAHPLE 122

SAMPLE 113 SAFIPLE 123

SAMPLE 211 SAMPLE 221
PATH2 SAMPLE 212 SAMPLE 222

SAMPLE 213 $Al‘1PLE 223

SAMPLE 311 SAMPLE 321
PATH 3 SAMPLE 312 SAMPLE 322

SAMPLE 313 SAMPLE 323
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•
HO): Average Bigbang EW ratio = Average Stagewise EW ratio

•
H11: Average Bigbang EW ratio < Average Stagewise EW ratio

Hypothesis 3 : Testing TW ratios

•
HO1: Average Bigbang TW ratio = Average Stagewise TW ratio

•
H11: Average Bigbang TW ratio < Average Stagewise TW ratio

Hypothesis 4 : Testing A 7}

•
H01: Bigbang A7} = Stagewise A7}

•
H11: Bigbang A7} > Stagewise A7}

Hypothesis 5 : Testing RL values

• H0,: Bigbang RL = Stagewise RL

•
H11: Bigbang RL > Stagewise RL

In the best case, Stagewise is expected to outperform Bigbang since it uses more sophisticated

procedures for weapons allocation and threat interception. In the worst case, performance under

Stagewise is expected to be identical to Bigbang. The equalities in the null hypotheses and the

one-tailed test for the altemate hypotheses are therefore justitied. Detailed analysis of results is

presented in Chapter 5.

Experimental design veritication involves two tasks: (1) verifying that the random variate algorithms

are theoretically accurate and tested, and (2) ensuring that appropriate statistical techniques are used

and that the underlying assumptions of the technique are satisfied. GPSS/H uses a Tausworthe
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random number generator (RNG). It has been tested rigorously and is theoretically accurate.

Random variate generation for the uniform distribution is done via the inverse transforrnation

technique which is well known and not subject to errors beyond those imported by the RNG.

Selecting an appropriate statistical technique for analyzing CSIM results is a difficult task. Most

statistical tests assume that the observations from the experimental model are independent and

identically distributed. Independence of observations is achieved by replicating the model with

different random number streams. Construction of corriidence intervals for each output variable

requires that the observations be normally distributed [FREJ80]. If the number of simulation runs

(replications) is large (> 30) then the central limit theorem can be used to show that the

observations are normally distributed regardless of the true distributions of the observations.

CSIM is a prototype that has been designed to handle a restricted number of threats and weapons.

Consequently, the total number of observations is strictly limited to the number of sirnulated

threats and weapons. In addition, the model cannot be replicated since threat and weapon

characteristics are predeiined and not stochastic. These problems are contrary to the assumptions

of the central limit theorem and hence eliminate the use of standard statistical techniques in analysis

of CSIM results.

Nonparametric or distribution free statistical tests do not assume an underlying distribution for the

observations and are appropriate for analyzing CSIM results. The nonparametric paired sim test

is selected to analyze the results. The sign test uses a simple technique, that does not require

volumes of data or statistical packages. The procedure assigns a plus or minus sim to observations

after comparison with a hypothesized value. The binomial distribution table is then used to

determine critical regions. If the number of plus sims fall in the critical region then the hypothesis

is rejected else it is accepted. Details of analysis of CSIM results are presented in Chapter 5.
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4.1.6 Experimentation

The purpose of experimentation is to compare the performance of a pre·selected set of weapons

under the Stagewise and Bigbang tactics. Appendix D contains the model results obtained in

experimentation. The associated credibility assessment stage for experimentation is data validation.

This stage is used to conlirm that the ’...data used throughout the model development phases are

accurate, complete, unbiased, and appropriate in their original and transformed forms" [BALO86].

The validity of data is usually measured by comparing the original and transformed data with those

in the corresponding system. A CSIM models a hypothetical combat situation involving

hypothetical threats. Consequently, no "system data' exists for comparison. Data for components

of combat systems are also not readily available to the public. As a result, only a judgement can

be made about the accuracy of input data modeling. lf expert advice is used for input data

modeling, data validation can be done subjectively. In CSIM, no interdependencies between input

data. exist. This makes the task of data validation easier since only accurate data transformations

have to be checked. Data validation for CSIM is done by an extensive review of the output from

the instrumented program. Data transformations are checked for consistency and compared with

the specilications of the model. 'All data transformations during CSIM execution prove to be

accurate in meeting requirements.

4.1.7 Model Validation

Model validation is perhaps the single most important task in the development of a simulation

model. All simulation models need to be validated else no credibility can be assigned to the model

results. Model validation should be done under identical system and model conditions such that

accurate comparisons can be made. For CSIM the task is especially complicated since there is no

real system to validate the model against. Statistical validation cannot used due to the lack of
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a corresponding system. Balci lists several techniques for model validation [BALO86]. Table S

summarizes the techniques that are appropriate for validating CSIM.

Event validation requires the modeler to discem event patterns in the real system and to compare

event pattems in the model against those obtained from the system. Event pattems within the

system are similar to the flow of control through Figure 9 and Figure 10 The output from CSIM

match the flow in these diagrams. Temporal differences are ignored since the real system is

hypothetical.

Face validation is also done for CSIM. The panel of experts involved in the review process

throughout the development of the model, review the results and subjectively compare CSIM to a

hypothetical system. CSIM performs to their satisfaction. Hypothesis validation is suitable to the

problem domain. Although data regarding system behavior is unavailable, experts are able to

hypothesize relationships among system components. The following relationships between

threat/weapon characteristics and output variables are hypothesized in the system :

• Distance of interception is directly proportional to the speed of the selected weapon.

•
Altitude of interception is directly proportional to the altitude of the threat and weapon.

• Time of interception (from simulation start time to interceptionltime) is directly proportional

to speed and altitude of the threat and weapon.

• Total inventory is inversely proportional to the cost of weapons expended.

The results obtained after executing the experimental model are analyzed to observe if the above

relationships hold in the model behavior. For all six programs, consistency is obtained in the

relationships between the hypothesized and simulated variables. Sensitivity analysis is also

implemented to check if variation in model behavior is consistent with system behavior. If changes

are made to the threat and weapon characteristics or to the interarrival times of threats and weapons
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different results are obtained. If appropriate changes are made to altitude adjustment of threats and

weapons then model behavior and system behavior match.
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Table 5. Validation Techniques used for CSIM.

T¢¢h¤l<lU@
Explanation

_ Use event patternsto compareE"°"t V°hd°Ü°" model and system behaviors

Face Vallaallall Experts subjectively compare
model and system behaviors

Hdaalnasls Compare hypothesized relations
Valldallan among system and simulated

variables
_ Systematlcally change modelS°"$‘UVl'~U input and paramter values to

Analysis check for unexpected model
behavior
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5. Analysis of Results

Execution of the six CSIM models produce two types of output data. The first category of data

consists of messages that are printed as threats lweapons enter a model, travel through predefined

blocks and exit the model. A threat or weapon exits a model under three circumstances :

•
threat/weapon is intercepted by other threat/weapon,

• threat enters Blue force’s immediate environment,

• weapon travels beyond the 10 mile radius within which it can be tracked.

'Threat interception ratio (TI), effective weapon use ratio (EW), threat destroyed to weapon use

ratio (TW), and reduction in the cumulative lethality of threats (RL) are computed manually after

analyzing the output from the six executable models. Appendix D contains all CSIM results. The

experimental design format presented in Table 4 is observed in organizing these results for analysis.

Total residence time of a threat constitutes the second type of output data. The value for this

measure is collected by the model. The average residence times (A7]) of threats in each path are

computed manually. Tables imbedded in the text contain computed values of all five measures

under consideration.
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5.1 Application ofPaircd Sign Tcst

The restrictcd sample size and lack of knowledge regarding the underlying distributions of the model

results eliminate the use of standard statistical techniques for analysis. The paired sign test makes

no assumption about the sample size or the nature of the observations in terms of independence

or symmetric distributions of observations. lt is appropriate and sufiicient for the analysis of the

model results.

The paired sign test can be applied to ar1y problem in which a pair of sample means are to be

compared. The data for analysis consists of observations on a bivariate random sample (JL, 11) for

i = 1,..,3. Each pair corresponds to the Stagewise and Bigbang observations for a measure for each

path defined in Chapter 4. There are three pairs for each of the five measures for a total of fifteen

pairs. The paired sign test assumes that the bivariate random variables (A1, 11), i= 1,2,3 are rnutually

independent. This assumption is easily satisfied by CSIM results since there is no overlap among

the paths.

A comparison is made between each pair and ifM < }1 then a
’·"

is assigned to the pair. 1fA} >

11 a
’+

" is assigned to the pair. Pairs in which A] and 11 values are tied are discarded. If x is the

total number of '+ ' signs, n is the number of trials (i.e., the number of untied pairs) and k is the

number of successes in n trials then the test statistic x, is compared with k at a level of significance,

a = .05. If x > = k_„ then the null hypothesis is rejected, else the null hypothesis is accepted.

5.1.1 Hypothesis 1: Comparison of TI Ratios
_

Table 6 shows the TI ratios for Stagewise and Bigbang for paths 1,2, and 3. ()Q,Y,) is discarded

since the values are tied. The remaining two pairs are assigned '+ " signs since A1 > l1 for i= 2,3.
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The binornial distribution table shows that for n= 2, x= 2 and «= .05, k_„ = 2. Since x=k_„, the

null hypothesis (HM) must be rejected and it can be concluded that Tl ratio for Stagewise is greater

than the Tl ratio for Bigbang. This result is intuitive. Stagewise is expected to intercept more

threats because it allows a reassessment of the combat scenario. A Stagewise model has the

capability of reassigning weapons as soon as it_detects that a weapon has missed its target. Bigbang

cannot reassign or commit weapons once simulation of the interception has begun thereby leading

to lower TI ratios.

Table 6. TI Ratios for Stagewise and Bigbang for Paths l,2, and 3.

Hm : Stagewise TI ratio = Bigbang TI ratio

H 11 = Stagewise TI ratio > Blqbanq TI ratio

3/3 = 1 2/3 = .67 +

3/3 s 1 2/3 = .67 +

In path l, Stagewise is able to intercept all three threats. The least lethal is eliminated in the first

decision phase and the remaining two threats are intercepted after one reassignment of weapons at

the end of decision phase 2. Bigbang for path l is successful in eliminating 2 of the three threats.

Weapon 6 is comrnitted against threat 1 and is unable to intercept it, allowing the threat to enter

the immediate environment of the Blue force.
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Stagewise performs as expected in path 2. Two threats are intercepted in the second decision phase

without needing any reassignment of weapons although the threats crossed their assigned lines.

At the end of the second decision phase, Stagewise determines that the original assignment for

threat 3 is unsuccessful and commits the same weapon again. This assignment is successful and all

threats are intercepted. Bigbang results for TI ratios for path 2 clearly shows how unexpected

interactions among threats and weapons can be harrnful. During weapons allocation, weapon 6 is

assigned to threat l and weapon 3 to threat 2. As simulation of interception progresses, weapon 3

intercepts threat 1. Consequently, threat 2 is left unattended a.nd enters the immediate environment

of the ships. This is a gave error since threat 2 has a lethality of 7 and can render the Blue force

incapable of engaging in further combat.

Path 3 shows Stagewise performing at less than par since only l of the 3 threats is intercepted.

Threat l self destructs after spawning two low altitude threats. The weapon committed against it

in Stagewise is unable to intercept the threat before the split occurs. In the second decision phase,

Stagewise recognizes that two new threats have entered the combat area and immediately commits

two appropriate weapons. One of the weapons is successful in intercepting threat 3. At the end

of the second decision phase threat 2 is active and Stagewise commits a second weapon against it.

This assignment however, fails to intercept threat 2. Path 3 TI result shows the worst case

performance of Bigbang since none of the threats are intercepted. Since Bigbang does not reassess

the combat scenario once simulation of interception has commenced, it does not recognize the entry

of the low altitude threats. In effect, the original threat is not intercepted and the two new threats

also enter the immediate environment.

5.1.2 Hypothesis 2 : Comparison of EW Ratios

Table 7 shows EW ratios for Stagewise and Bigbang for paths 1,2, and 3. All three pairs are

assigned "+ ' signs since X > Y, for i= 1,2,3. The binomial distribution table shows that for n= 3,
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x=3 and a= .05, k„ =2. Since x=k,„ the null hypothesis (Hm) must be rejected and it can be
concluded that Stagewise EW ratio is higher than that of Bigbang. Stagewise allocates weapons
by the lethality of the threats in decision phase l, the fastest weapons in decision phase 2, and any

available weapon in decision phase 3. Blending the interception module with the decision phases
permits the Stagewise models to reassess the combat situation and reassign weapons if necessary.

This 'intel1igent' weapons allocation tactic leads to an enhanced EW ratio since matching threat
and weapon characteristics increases the probability of threat interception.

Bigbang, on the other hand, allocates and commits all weapons that can potentially intercept the

threats with no regard to the etfectiveness or capability of the weapons. Using the Stagewise tactic

for path l, all weapons are involved in threat destruction. EW ratio is therefore 1. Bigbang
produoes low EW value (0.4) since only 2 threats are intercepted with 5 comrnitted weapons.

Table 7. EW Ratios for Stagewise and Bigbang for Paths l,2, and 3.

H02: Stagewise EW ratio ¤ Biqbanq EW ratio
u

H 12 : Stagewise EW ratio > Biqbonq EW ratio

2/4 = .5 0/2 = 0 +
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In path 2, Stagewise commits weapon 2 twice but intercepts all threats. Bigbang commits three

weapons but unexpected interactions between weapons explained in the previous subsection results

in low EW ratio.

Sea skimmer missiles that originate at long distance and high altitude and drop to low altitudes in

the combat area simulated in path 3. Both tactics attempt to intercept the original high

altitude-long distance threat. The Stagewise model recognizes the new threats almost instantly and

commits new weapons in decision phases two and three. Two attempts are made to intercept threat

2 but neither is successful and Stagewise performs poorly by intercepting only one of the three

threats. The Bigbang tactic is unsucoessful in path 3. Two weapons are comrnitted against the

original threat but neither weapon is able to intercept the threat. In addition, Bigbang fails to

recognize the new low altitude threats producing the lowest EW ratio.

It is interesting to note that Stagewise uses 11 weapons to engage 9 threats (over all three paths)

whereas Bigbang uses only 10. The additional use of weapons under Stagewise is justified by the

higher TI ratios for all three paths.

5.1.3 Hypothesis 3 : Comparison of TW Ratios

Table 8 shows the TW ratios for Stagewise and Bigbang for paths 1,2, and 3. All three pairs are

assigned "+ ' signs since AQ > E for i= 1,2,3. The binomial distribution table shows that for n= 3,

x= 3, and a= .05, k_„ = 2. Since x=k_„,, the null hypothesis (H„,) must be rejected and it can be

concluded that TW ratio under Stagewise is greater than under Bigbang.
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Table 8. TW Ratios for Stagewke and Bägbang for Paths I,2, and 3.

Ho;:Staqewise TW ratio = Bi9b¤¤9 TW
V°ü°

H 13 = Stagewise TW ratio > Bigbang TW ratio

@@ .1..... ä
Path 1 3/3 g1 2/5 = .4

3/4 = .75 2/3 = .67 +

1 /4 = .25 0/2 s 0 +

This result is intuitive since Stagewise can reassess the combat situation while the simulation of the

interception is occurring. If a comrnitted weapon is ineifective then the subsequent decision phases

can change the weapons assignments and attempt to intercept the threat before the next decision

phase. The number of threats intercepted by Bigbang is not proportional to the number of

committed weapons. Unnecessary interactions among weapons reduces the EW ratio thereby

reducing the TW ratio.

5.1.4 Hypothesis 4 : Comparison of ATI Values

Table 9 shows the average length of survival time, A7] for the two tactics for each path. Two pairs

are assigned '+ ' signs since AQ > Y] for i= l and 3. 'The second pair is assigned a '·' sign since

X, < Y,.
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Table 9. Stagewise and Bigbang AT; for Paths l,2, and 3.

HO.; : Stagewi se AT; ratio = Bigbang AT; ratio

HM, : Stagewi se AT; ratio = Bigbang AT; ratio

I I I I _ I
I Path I Stagewise I Bigbang I Sztgn I

I......... I___..,.....- I __........-—- I....-I

I I I I I

~ I Path 1 I 769.67 I 778.30 I + I

I......... I_.......-- I .........---- I....-I

I I I I I

I Path 2 I 40246.30 I 39827.30 I - I

I....... I __............- I .............-—- I.....-I _

I I I I I

I Path 3 I 9160.30 I 9313.30 I + I

I........ I__.........-- I_......-- I...-I

The binomial distribution table shows that for n= 3, x= 2, a= .05, kI, = 2. Since x=k_„ the null

hypothesis (HI,) must be rejected and it can be concluded that Stagewise A7] is less than its Bigbang

counterpart. This result is consistent with the overall estimated effectiveness of Stagewise but an

explanation is necessary for the '·' sign obtained for path 2. Bigbang commits all weapons that can

potentially intercept the threats. The comrnitted weapons are able to intercept two of the three

threats almost immediately. A7] for Bigbang for path 2 is therefore relatively low. In the first

decision phase, Stagewise commits weapons that have the highest potential to intercept the threats,

not necessarily the fastest weapons. Stagewise has to reassign faster weapons in the second decision

phase. The second set of weapons are successful in intercepting the threats. Consequently the

threats remain in the model for a longer time in Stagewise than in Bigbang. It should be noted that

although A7] for path 2 in Stagewise is higher than that of Bigbang, Stagewise is able to intercept

all threats whereas interactions among the comrnitted weapons reduces the TI ratio for Bigbang.
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5.1.5 Hypothesis 5 : Comparison of RL Values

Table 10 shows the reduction in lethality, RL for the two tactics for each path. All pairs are

assigned '+ " signs since IQ > l1 for i= 1,2,and 3. The binomial distribution table shows that for

n= 3, x= 3, a = .05, k_„, = 2. Since x=k_„ the null hypothesis (H„,) must be rejected and it can be

concluded that Stagewise RL greater than Bigbang RL.

Reduction in the cumulative lethality of the threats is an important measure since it assesses the true

capability of the tactic. Neither Stagewise nor Bigbang is expected to intercept all threats. Since

Stagewise employs ainultistage interception pattern, allowing reassessment of the combat scenario,

it is expected to intercept more threats. A higher reduction in lethality is expected. This is

evidenced from the results of the paired sign test on the RL iigures.

5.2 Summary of Analysis

The Stagewise models perform better than the Bigbang models for all three paths as determined

by the paired sign test. TI, EW, TW, and RL values are directly linked to the complexity of the

combat tactic. The Stagewise models produce signiiicantly higher TI, EW, and TW ratios since

they employ 'lI1l¢l.l.lg€I1t' weapons allocation and interception tactics. Weapons are allocated on

the basis of the decision phase and the distance of the threats from the ship’s immediate

environment. The analysis of results also shows that A7] under Stagewise is less than that under

Bigbang which implies that Stagewise is able to intercept threats faster than Bigbang. The

interarrival times of threats is expected to have an impact on the performance of the Bigbang

models. Lower interarrival times will increase the interactions among weapons since multiple

weapons will attempt to capture blocks in the paths simultaneously. It will affect the performance
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Table l0. RL for Stagewise and Bighang for Paths l,2, and 3.

Host Stagewise RL = Biqbang RL

H ,5 2 Stagewise RL < Bigbanq RL

@ ¤i..... ä

E ~ KK
MIZ +

of Stagewise models in the first decision phase. But in subsequent decision phases, models can

reassign weapons and attempt to intercept the threats. 'lhe aim of this research was to evaluate the

two tactics under identical combat scenarios and therefore the effect of varying interarrival times

was not measured although it could signiücantly alter the performance measures.

From the analysis of the CSIM results, it is apparent that Stagewise performs as well as Bigbang

in the worst case and signilicantly better than Bigbang in the other cases. The measures used to

analyze the performance of the dependent variable are representative of characteristics of weapon

systems that are of interest to naval operational planners. The trends observed in the data produced

by CSIM car1 therefore be corroborated by similar models using more representative input data.
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6. Conclusions

Unceratinty regarding capability of Red force, performance of Blue force inventories and future

technological advances in combat neccessitate tactical evaluations. The complexity and speed of

combat have established the need for a framework to guide decision makers in tactical evaluations.

The major effort of this study has been to develop a procedure that ca.n be used to evaluate combat

tactics. The primary contributions of this research are:

·
•

establishing that simulation modeling is imperative and effective for tactical evaluations,

•
determining five performance measures that are applicable for testing a wide range of weapon

systems, and

• establishing the applicability of the sign test or its variation, Wilcoxon signed ranked test for

analyzing results from simulation models for any tactical plan.

The model results presented in the preceding chapter indicate conclusively that simulation can be

used for tactical evaluations. All data for performance measures are gathered from simulation

output regardless of the complexity of the tactical plan. Appropriate messages printed during the

execution of the simulation model provides data for all five measures. The performance measures
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reflect concems of decision makers regarding weapons systems. Threat destruction ratio, effective

weapon use ratio, threat·weapon use ratio, average survival time of a threat and the reduction of

lethality after an engagement directly observe the capability of a weapon system. Effects of changes

to weapon and threat features can be observed by testing these measures. sign test. Use ofa simple

statistical procedure eliminates the need to have in·depth knowledge about stochastic phenomena

in combat scenarios.

The effects using sirnplified input data in this study deserves attention. The objective of the study

is not to compare Stagewise and Bigbang per se but to set up a procedure for comparing combat

" tactics. Unclassified research regarding combat tactics is sparse and provides little basis for input

data modeling. The evaluation procedure is not endangered by the lack of accuracy in inputs to

CSIM. This procedure can be applied if "true" data (such as trace data from an actual engagement)

is provided to CSIM and necessary changes made to CSIM codes. The üve performance measures

(TI, EW, TW, A7} and, RL) reflect issues that are of concem to decision makers in judging weapon

system performance and can be gathered if CSIM executes on 'true' data.

6. I Concluding Remarks on Stagewise vs. Bigbang

In failing to allocate weapons by some logical and predetermined set of rules, Bigbang pays a heavy

price since it is unable to reduce the cumulative lethality of the threats to a sufficient level.

Stagewise considers attack in waves and uses an 'inte1ligent" procedure for weapons allocation and

interception. If the first wave of weapons cannot intercept the threats then the next wave of

weapons is committed. This cycle is repeated until all threats are intercepted or some threats

penetrate the ship’s immediate environment. With the use of 't1ue" data, Stagewise is expected to

produce higher TI, EW, TW, RL and A7} values. In addition, Stagewise is more representative of
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actual combat situations where attempts to intercept a set of threats often needs to be coupled with

the plans of the decision makers.

6.2 Future Extensions to the Simulation Models

CSIM is built as a prototype that can handle a restxicted number of threats and weapons. The

number of threats and weapons carmot be increased or decreased on demand. The path defmitions

are also static. The following recommendations are feasible and will make CSIM a more flexible

tool.

•
Build a preprocessor as a front end to CSIM to update the code so that CSIM can handle any

number of threats or weapons and operate on any path defined in the state space representation

(Figure 6).

• Build a result analysis subsystem to process CSIM results and output the values of the

- performance measures in a report format for the benefit of the decision makers. The

implementation of the sign test can be programmed into this system.

These extensions can make CSIM self suflicient and enable decision makers with no knowledge of

the details of the tactical plans, to test the effectiveness of their weapon systems against varying sets

of threats. _
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6.3 Extensions Using Artüicial Intelligence

The combination of simulation models with artificial intelligence tools is a popular and effective

combination for modeling complex problems [DAVP88,KORJ87,0KER88,0RET87]. Such a

combination is particularly suited to the domain of combat system tactical evaluation. Uncertainty

about future conditions forces researchers to resort to simulation to study the effects of different

tactics. Simulation, however is an expensive tool. Some of the tasks performed by the simulation

models can be replaced by artificial intelligence tools like expert systems at relatively lower costs.

The following extensions can be made to CSIM with the aid of expert system technology.

•
An expert system can be built to forecast the performa.nce of weapons against a hypothetical

set of threats. The expert system can use the results of a simulation of a threat-weapon

interaction as the knowledge base and derive functional relationships between the sirnulated

and proposed weapon characteristics. It can then forecast the performance of the proposed

weapons on the basis of predetermined rules without incurring high costs of deriving the same

results via simulation. 0’Keefe and Roach [OKER87] have developed a tool that embeds

GPSS within the Prolog environment. Such a tool would be well suited for this extension.

•
An expert system can also be used for the analysis of results. Trends in tactics can be

deterrnined by rules that operate on simulation results. Shannon et al [SHAR85] have

implemented a similar result analysis subsystem for training students.

CSIM is currently in a preliminary stage since it cannot handle a wider range of threats and

weapons. But with the recommended extensions the stagewise and big bang models can be enabled

to operate on more representative data reflecting the same trends about the use of the two tactics

as shown in this study.
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Appendix A : Model Definition Using the Conical

Methodology



I. Statement of study objectives :

A. To determine which of two combat strategies · big bang or stagewise performs better against

a hypothetical set of threats.

B. Assumptions regarding objectives :

1. Survivability of a ship is measurable as a probability.

2. Destruction of threat / ship is instantaneous.

3. Ignore surveillance and tracking mechanisms of ship’s

air defense environment.

4. Deployment of threats and weapons are immediately

recognized.

II. Modeling Environment :

A. Modeling Effort

1. Organization creating model, dates etc.:

Model created to examine weapon system performance under two combat strategies by

Mahasweta Sen on Dec. 17, 1987

2. Scope of the effort :

The entire model will be created and tested in six months.

B. Model Assumptions : „

1. Boundaries

2. Interaction with environment

a. Input Description ·

The information provided by the Air Surveillance, extemal Surveillance and Identification

Systems are input as tuples describing threats and weapons. In addition weapon state

(cost) is provided to the model as relational tables.

b. Assumptions on model/environment feedback or cross effects:

The state of any weapon or threat can be ’not deployed', 'deployed and in transit',

’deployed and intercepted’ or 'deployed and successful'.
I

The state of a ship can be ’able’, ’hit but operational', or 'completely disabled’.
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Dependency exists between ships.

Attributes of threats and weapons carmot be changed at run time.

c. Output and format decisions :

The history of simulation of interception, average residence times of threats and new

inventory states are given as output.

3. Initial state definition :

The state is comprised of a set of threats that are ’deployed and in transit’.

4. Simulation termination condition :

A run is terminated when either the threats destroy a ship or a set of weapons intercept the

threats.

III. Model Definition

A. Model

1. Sets :

The inventory of weapons, threats are p_sets at the model level.

2. Indicative attributes :

System time is a temporal transitional indicative attribute.

Max_time, the maximum time allowed for a threat to destroy its target or for a weapon to

intercept a threat is a permanent indicative attribute.

3. Relational attributes :

None at the model level.

Bl. Submodels at the first level :

a. Oifense submodel :

i. Sets : -

Deployed threats is a d_set.

ii. Indicative attribute :

Maximum cost of deployed threats is a permanent indicative attribute.

„ Total cost of threats is also a permanent indicative attribute.

Interval between deployment is a permanent indicative attribute.
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Relational attributes : none
”

B2 Submodel at level two :

B2a. Threat submodel :

2i. Sets : none

Indicative attributes :

Type, speed, lethality of weapon are permanent indicative attributes.

Target, cost (of inventory) and distance of deployment are transitional indicative attributes.

Relational attributes : none.

b. Defense submodel :

i. Sets :

The set of deployed weapons is a d_set.

ii. Indicative attributes :

Maximum cost of weapons that can be deployed at a time is a permanent indicative

attribute.
4

lnterval between deployment is a permanent indicative attribute.

B3 Submodel at level two :

B3a. Weapon submodel :

3i. Sets : none

3ii. Indicative attributes :

Type, speed, ship survivability associated with weapon are permanent indicative attributes.

Threat, cost (of inventory) before and after deployment are transitional indicative

attributes.

3iii. Relational attributes : none.
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The Combat System Interception Models (CSIM)

Author : Mahasweta Sen

Simulation Study Duration : May 1988 · October 1988

Purpose of Study :

CSIM models a hypothetical one-sided combat situation with the purpose of evaluating two

combat strategies. Under the big bang strategy the Blue force tries to intercept a hypothetical

set of threats by committing all weapons that can potentially engage the given threats.

Under stagewise, Blue force commits weapons after reassessing the combat scenaxio under

three successive decision phase. In the first phase weapons with the highest probability of

defense that are capable ofengaging the threats are committed. In the second phase, the fastest

weapons are committed if the original assignments missed the targets. In the third phase, the

first weapon that has a non zero and non negative inventory is committed against a threats that

a previously assigned weapons missed. The performance of the weapon system is measured

under these two strategies to determine which strategy performs better against a wide range

of threats.

The System :

The system consists of the Blue and Red forces. The Red force is hypothetical and does not

employ either of the strategies. The Blue combat system consists of target tracking, threat

assessment, weapons allocation and threat interception components. The initial state of the
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Red force is available to the Blue force. The Blue force has access to information regarding

threat type, speed, lethality, deployment distance, deployment altitude, and peak altitude.

The Model :

CSIM does not simulate target tracking. Threat assessment, weapons allocation, and target

interception are performed by the executable model. CSIM makes the following assumptions:

l) Inputs to the model:

Inputs to the model must be set up according to the specifications in Figure 14 on page 77

Valid input values are given in Table ll on page 80 The executable model halts with

appropriate error messages if invalid input is supplied to the model.

2) Movements of threats/weapons:

Threat/Weapon movement is strictly restricted to a predetined path associated with the

executable model.

3) Definition of paths:

Blocks in the defined paths are hard coded into the model and cannot be changed. Paths and

blocks are defined in table 3.

4) Number of threats/weapons:

The number of threats and weapons cannot be changed on demand. The lethality of threats

are determined randomly. All other threat and weapon characteristics are fixed.

5) Adjustments to altitudes:
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Adjustments to threat/weapon altitude are predefmed based on threat characteristic, block a.r1d

path characteristic. All changes to threat/weapon altitudes are uniform in a path. Figure 15

on page 78 shows how altitude is adjusted for each path.

There are six executable models in Appendix D ·- one for each path and each strategy.

Following is a brief description of each program :

Name of Associated Associated Input Output

Program Strategy Path Filename Filename

l. BIGBI GPSS Bigbang Pathl FILE INF1 FILE OUTBI

2. BIGB2 GPSS Bigbang Path2 ‘ FILE INF2 FILE OUTB2

3. BIGB3 GPSS Bigbang Path3 FILE INF3 FILE OUTB3

4. STGW1 GPSS Stagewise Pathl FILE INF1 FILE OUTSI

5. STGW2 GPSS Stagewise Path2 FILE INF2 FILE OUTS2

6. STGW3 GPSS Stagewise Path3 FILE INF3 FILE OUTS3

The generic output format for the output files are shown in Figure 16 The actual threat and

weapon types, and details of blocks and altitudes are dependent on the program.

Implementation History:

The models were implemented by Mahasweta Sen between May 1988 and October 1988. The

experimental model implementations and statistical analyses were done on the following dates.

BIGBI GPSS : 5/88

STGW1 GPSS : 6/88 . l

BIGB2 GPSS : 6/88
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STGW2 GPSS : 7/88

BIGB3 GPSS : 7/88

STGW3 GPSS : 8/88

Statistical Analysis : 9/88

Revisions to models : l0/88 »
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‘\
Inventory of veaponl
Inventory ofve•pon2

lnventory of ve•pon6
Threet, Terget,CoetI Speed, Deployment.distance, Deployment.altitude, Peek.aItitude,Threat 2 Targetztostz Speedz Deployment..dl:tence2 Deployment.altitude 2 Peek.altitude2

,

Threat; Target-; Cost; Speed; l>eployment.diatanee-I Deployment.altitude-I Peak.„eltitude-IWeepon,SpeedI Cost; Peak.altitude, DeploymenL.altItudeI Target II Terget21 Target3I Idle,Weepon2Speed2 CostI Peak...eltItude2 Deployment..altItude2 Targetlz Tergetzg Terget32 Idlez

Weepen; Speed; Cost; Peak.altltude; I>eployment.altityde; Target 1; Target2; Terget36 Idle;Pde|'{Weepon I ) for line 2 Pdef(WeeponI) for line 3 Pdef(Weapon;) for line 4Pdef (Weapon;) for line 2 Pdef(Weepon2} fer line 3 Pdef(Weepon;) for line 4

Fdef (Weapon; )fer line 2 Pdef (Weapons) fer line 3 Pdef (Weapon;} for line 4Thftllg Petn, mean time Threat; Path; mean time . . .Tnre•t7 Path, mean timeWeapon,PatnI mean time Weapon: PathI mean tlme. . . Weapon; PethI mean time

Figure I4. Input Format for CSIM Models.
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Path Block Name(s) Altitude Increment

Path I A,B,C, and D 40 feet

Path 2 $1,0, önd Z 7000 feet ~

5 7000 featPath 3
F gnd F 40 feet

Figure IS. Aititude Adjustments for Paths in CSIM.
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Echo check of Inventory.
Echo check of threats-
Echo check of weapons. ·‘
Print first selected threat.
Print selected weapon(s).
Print new Inventory of weapon(s).
Print message : 'Before Simulation of Interceptl0n°.
Print message : Threat ' -- entering threat module'

where -— ls the threat
•.

Print message : 'Weapon *
-— enterlng weapon module'

where —- ls the weapon '.
Print message : Threat ' -- will exit block ** at altltude

••‘
where -· ls the threat

•,

** ls the block number currently occupled by threat•+
ls the new altltude of threat after travellng through blockPrint message : 'weapon

•
es will exit block tee ot altltude &&'

where == ls the weapon *
oe ls the block currently occupled by weapon.
&&. ls the new altltude of weapon after travellng throughblock.Print

message : Threat ·- destroyed by weapon == in block ** at altltude &.&'or other appropriate lnterceptlon or mlssed target messages.

Print message : 'After simulation of lnterceptlon‘.
·*“

The following messages are printed by Stagewlse models only.

*

Print message : 'Enterlng decision phase $$'
where, $8 ls the next decision phase.

Print message : °weapon ee asslgned to threat ·-'·if original assslgnment mlssed threat ·-·

return to before slmulatlon of lnterceptlon.

Figure I6. Output Format for CSIM Models.

. .
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Table ll. Valid and Invalid Inputs for CSIM.

Paremeterfveriable valig input lnvelte Input

_ lnventarg integer >= 0 integer < 0

Threat
°

tgse 1 <: lntegar <= 7 7 ·: integer < 1

target ang integer none

letnalltg 2 ta integer <= 10 lO < integer < 2

eeeeg integer > 0 integer < 0

eoet . integer none
cleeiogment diet. integer >= 10 integer < EO

peak altituda integer > 0 integer < 0

geglggment gltitude integer >= 0 integer < 0

weaeon _
tgne 1 te integer <= 6 6 < tnteger < 1

speed integer > 0 _ integer < 0

ceet integer none

peak altitude integer > 0 integer < 0

target 1 integer none

_ target 2 integer none

target 75 integer none ·

itile integer >= 0 integer < 0

Pet —

=¤¤*¤<e¤“Meantravel time
per plock for threate reel > 0 real < 0

Mean travel time
t

_ per block fer weapone real > 0 real < 0
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• •-•-+·•••··•-•·•-•-••-·•
INPUT FILE : FILE INFI FOR PATH I

·•·-•-•-•-••-•n•·•-• ·•

2000000
3600000 °
1300000
3000000
1650000
2700000
1 1 3 1000 95000 30 80 20
2 1 6 700 80000 10 130 100
3 1 9 800 69000 15 120 90
4 1 8 700 9000 5 200 80
419 950 8200015150 0
5 1 2 1200 85000 1 900 0
214720600002300
620060000 80 1 600
3 50 50000120 3 2 0 0
2150 65000110 2 5 010
4 1900 100000 900 7 8 0 0
5 1500 55000 1000 5 4 7 0
1 140 90000 1000 6 2 0 10
2 3 8
3 7 9
5 6 2
3 5 1
1 3 7
6 2 2
.1940 .0300 .2430 .0290 .0380 .1940 .1111
0.0780 1.290 0.3870 2.340 0.8880 0.6450

-•- •••·••·••••--•·•--••
INPUT FILE FILE INF2 FOR PATH 2

•-•••·+·••••-•·•-•· •

2000000 360000
3600000 420000
1300000 190000
3000000 164000
1650000 255000
2700000 207000

- 0 255000
0 45000
2 1 6 350 95000 200 14000 21000
3 1 9 500 69000 500 21000 21000 ·
1 1 3 100 80000 50 21000 21000
4 1 8 700 9000 5 200 80
419 950 8200015150 0
5 1 2 1200 85000 1 900 0
214 720 60000 2 30 0
6 200 60000 30000 1 4 0 28000
3 10 50000 30000 2 7 0 0
2 600 65000 30000 4 3 0 58334
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4 1900 100000 900 7 8 0 0
5 1500 55000 1000 5 4 0 0
1 140 90000 1000 6 0 0 0
2 3 8
3 4 9
5 8 2
3 5 1
1 3 7
6 7 2 I _
2.0 .5713 .4000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
.0650 .333 20 .0550 .0380 .200 .1111

• •••••••••••-•-•
INPUT FILE I FILE INF3 FOR pA·I··I.I 3

••-•-•-•••-•-•+•-• •

200000
360000
130000 ··
300000
165000
270000

. 1 1 3 100 95000 50 21000 21000
213 700 80000 10 110 50
3 1 3 800 69000 10 200 80
4 1 8 700 9000 5 200 80
419 950 8200015150 0
5 1 2 1200 85000 1 900 0
214720600002300
3 46 35000 20000 6 1 0 21760 0
2 600 20000110 4 2 0 0120
4 700 15000 200 3 5 4 0 80
4 1900 100000 900 7 8 0 0 0
51500 55000 1000 5 12 0 60
1 140 90000 1000 6 5 0 0 0
2 3 8
3 4 10
6 8 2
3 5 9
1 3 7
5 7 2
2.0 .5713 .4000 0.0 .133 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.333 4.347 0.285 0.050 0.0 -
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* *** OUTPUT FILE : FILE OUTS1 (STAGEWISE CSIM FOR PATH 1)

ECHO OF RELEVANT PARTS OF THE INPUT FILE

Inventory of current weapons :
2000000
3600000
1300000
3000000
1650000
2700000

Possible threats :
1 1 3 1000 95000 30 80 20
2 1 10 700 80000 10 130 100
3 1 8 800 69000 15 120 90
4 1 6 700 9000 5 200 80
4 1 3 950 82000 15 150 0
5 1 6 1200 85000 1 900 0
2 1 10 720 60000 2 30 0

Current weapons :
6 200 60000 80 1 6 0 0
3 50 50000 120 3 2 0 0
2 150 65000 110 2 5 0 10
4 1900 100000 900 7 8 0 0
5 1500 55000 1000 5 4 7 0
1 140 90000 1000 6 2 0 10

Pdef values for weapons for lines 2, 3, & 4
2 3 8
3 7 9
5 6 2
3 5 1
1 3 7
6 2 2

ENTERING DECISION PHASE 1

The following threat should be intercepted before it exits
line 2

1 1 3 1000 95000 30 80 20 The following weapon
is selected for threat 1

6 200 60000 80 1 6 0 New inventory of
weapon 6 is : 2640000

The following threat should be intercepted before it exits
line 4

2 1 10 700 80000 10 130 100 The following
weapon is selected for threat 2
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2 150 65000 110 2 5 0 New inventory of
weapon 2 is : 3535000 _

The following threat should be intercepted before it exits
line 4

3 1 8 800 69000 15 120 90 The following weapon
is selected for threat 3

3 50 50000 120 3 2 0 New inventory of
_ weapon 3 is : 1250000

BEFORE SIMULATION OF INTERCEPTION FOR PHASE 1

Welcome to Stagewise for path 1. Threats and weapon are
simulated on blocks A, B, C, and D. The following procedure
is adopted for naming the blocks :

Block A = Block 1
Block B = Block 2
Block C = Block 3

~ Block D = Block 4

new threat entering combat environment

new weapon entering combat environment

weapon 6 will exit block 4 at altitude 40

weapon 6 will exit block 3 at altitude 80

weapon 6 will exit block 2 at altitude 50

new threat entering combat environment

threat 1 will exit block 1 at altitude 50

THREAT 1 DESTROYED BY WEAPON 6 IN BLOCK 1 AT ALTITUDE
50

new threat entering combat environment

threat 2 will exit block 1 at altitude 130

weapon 2 will exit block 4 at altitude 50

new threat entering combat environment

AFTER SIMULATION OF INTERCEPTION FOR PHASE 1

ENTERING DECISION PHASE 2
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Weapon 2 did not missed threat 2 and will be reassigned in
current phase

Weapon 3 did not missed threat 3 and will be reassigned in
current phase

BEFORE SIMULATION OF INTERCEPTION FOR PHASE 2

new threat entering combat environment

new threat entering combat environment

threat 2 will exit block 2 at altitude 90

new weapon entering combat environment

weapon 2 will exit block 3 at altitude 90

new threat entering combat environment

threat 3 will exit block 1 at altitude 120

weapon 3 will exit block 4 at altitude 40

QOTHREAT 2 DESTROYED BY WEAPON 2 IN BLOCK 3 AT ALTITUDE

AFTER SIMULATION OF INTERCEPTION FOR PHASE 2

ENTERING DECISION PHASE 3

Weapon 3 did not missed threat 3 and will be reassigned in
current phase

BEFORE SIMULATION OF INTERCEPTION FOR PHASE 3

new threat entering combat environment

new threat entering combat environment

threat 3 will exit block 2 at altitude 80

new weapon entering combat environment

weapon 3 will exit block 3 at altitude 80

SOTHREAT 3 DESTROYED BY WEAPON 3 IN BLOCK 2 AT ALTITUDE

AFTER SIMULATION OF INTERCEPTION FOR PHASE 3
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* *** OUTPUT FILE : FILE OUTB1 (BIGBANG CSIM FOR PATH 1)

ECHO OF RELEVANT PARTS OF INPUT FILE

Inventory of current weapons :
2000000
3600000
1300000
3000000
1650000

A

2700000 Possible threats are :
1 1 3 1000 95000 30 80 20
2 1 10 700 80000 10 130 100
3 1 8 800 69000 15 120 90
4 1 6 700 9000 5 200 80
4 1 3 950 82000 15 150 0
5 1 6 1200 85000 1 900 0
2 1 10 720 60000 2 30 0 Current weapons are

· 6 200 60000 80 1 6 0 0
3 50 50000 120 _3 2 0 0
2 150 65000 110 2 5 0 10
4 1900 100000 900 7 8 0 0
5 1500 55000 1000 5 4 7 0
1 140 90000 1000 6 2 0 10

THREAT/ASSESSMENT AND WEAPONS ALLOCATION :

Threat assessment in progress for the following threat

1 1 3 1000 95000 30 80 20 The following weapon
is assigned to threat 1

6 200 60000 80 1 6 0 New inventory for
weapon 6 is : 2640000

Threat assessment in progress for the following threat

2 1 10 700 80000 10 130 100 The following
weapon is assigned to threat 2

3 50 50000 120 3 2 0 New inventory for
weapon 3 is : 1250000

The following weapon is assigned to threat 2

2 150 65000 110 2 5 0 New inventory for
weapon 2 is : 3535000

The following weapon is assigned to threat 2

1 140 90000 1000 6 2 0 New inventory for
weapon 1 is : 1910000
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Threat assessment in progress for the following threat

3 1 8 800 69000 15 120 90 The following weapon
is assigned to threat 3

3 50 50000 120 3 2 0 New inventory for
weapon 3 is : 1200000

BEFORE SIMULATION OF INTERCEPTION

Welcome to Bigbang CSIM for path 1. Threats and weapon are
simulated on blocks A, B, C, and D. The following procedure
is adopted for naming the blocks :

Block A = Block 1
Block B = Block 2
Block C = Block 3
Block D = Block 4

new threat entering combat environment

new weapon entering combat environment

threat 1 will exit block 1 at altitude 50

weapon 6 will exit block 4 at altitude 40

threat 1 will exit block 2 at altitude 90

threat 1 will exit block 3 at altitude 50

threat 1 will exit block 4 at altitude 10 °

0 THREAT 1 WAS NOT INTERCEPTED BY WEAPON 6 AND CROSSED LINE

weapon 6 will exit block 3 at altitude 80

weapon 6 will exit block 2 at altitude 50

weapon 6 will exit block 1 at altitude 10

WEAPON 6 MISSED THREAT 1 AND CROSSED THE OUTERMOST LINE

new threat entering combat environment

threat 2 will exit block 1 at altitude 130

new weapon entering combat environment
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weapon 3 will exit block 4 at altitude 40

weapon 2 will exit block 4 at altitude 50

weapon 1 will exit block 4 at altitude 50

threat 2 will exit block 2 at altitude 90

threat 2 will exit block 3 at altitude 50

ERROR —- THREE THREATS/WEAPONS IN A BLOCK...
THREAT 2 DESTROYED WHILE ATTEMPTING TO ENTER BLOCK 4

WEAPON 3 ALSO ELIMINATED FROM BLOCK 4 DUE TO ABOVE ERROR

WEAPON 2 ALSO ELIMINATED FROM BLOCK 4 DUE TO ABOVE ERROR

WEAPON 1 ALSO ELIMINATED FROM BLOCK 4 DUE TO ABOVE ERROR

new threat entering combat environment

new weapon entering combat environment

threat 3 will exit block 1 at altitude 120

weapon 3 will exit block 4 at altitude 40

threat 3 will exit block 2 at altitude 80

threat 3 will exit block 3 at altitude 40

4oTI-IREAT 3 DESTROYED BY WEAPON 3 IN BLOCK 4 AT ALTITUDE

AFTER SIMULATION OF INTERCEPTION
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* *** OUTPUT FILE : FILE OUTS2 (STAGEWISE CSIM FOR PATH 2)

ECHO OF RELEVANT PARTS OF THE INPUT FILE

Inventory of current weapons :
2000000
3600000
1300000
3000000
1650000
2700000

Possible threats :
2 1 7 350 95000 200 14000 21000
3 1 7 500 69000 500 21000 21000
1 1 3 100 80000 50 21000 21000
4 1 10 700 9000 5 200 80
4 1 4 950 82000 15 150 0
5 1 5 1200 85000 1 900 0
2 1 7 720 60000 2 .30 0

Current weapons :
6 200 60000 30000 1 4 0
3 10 50000 30000 2 7 0
2 600 65000 30000 4 3 0
4 1900 100000 900 7 8 0
5 1500 55000 1000 5 4 0
1 140 90000 1000 6 0 0

Pdef values for weapons for lines 2, 3, & 4
2 3 8
3 4 9

_ 5 8 2
3 5 1
1 3 7
6 7 2

ENTERING DECISION PHASE 1

The following threat should be intercepted before it exits
line 2

1 1 3 100 80000 50 21000 21000 The following
weapon is selected for threat 1

6 200 60000 30000 1 4 0 New inventory of
weapon 6 is : 2640000

The following threat should be intercepted before it exits
line 3
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2 1 7 350 95000 200 14000 21000 The following
weapon is selected for threat 2

3 10 50000 30000 2 7 O New inventory of
weapon 3 is : 1250000

The following threat should be intercepted before it exits
line 3

3 1 7 500 69000 500 21000 21000 The following
weapon is selected for threat 3

2 600 65000 30000 4 3 0 New inventory of
weapon 2 is : 3535000

BEFORE SIMULATION OF INTERCEPTION FOR DECISION PHASE 1

Welcome to Stagewise CSIM for path 2. Threats and weapons
are simulated on blocks y, o, and z. The following procedure
is adopted for naming the blocks :

Block y = Block 10
Block o = Block 11
Block z = Block 12

new threat entering combat environemnt

new weapon entering combat environment

weapon 3 will exit block 12 at altitude 7000

weapon 3 will exit block 11 at altitude 14000

threat 1 will exit block 10 at altitude 14000

AFTER SIMULATION OF INTERCEPTION FOR DECISION PHASE 1

ENTERING DECISION PHASE 2

Weapon 6 has not missed threat 1 and will be reassigned in
current phase

Weapon 3 has not missed threat 2 and will be reassigned in
current phase

Weapon 2 has not missed threat 3 and will be reassigned in
current phase

BEFORE SIMULATION OF INTERCEPTION FOR DECISION PHASE 2

new threat entering combat environemnt

threat 1 will exit block 11 at altitude 7000
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new weapon entering combat environment

weapon 6 will exit block 12 at altitude 7000

threat 2 will exit block 10 at altitude 14000

THREAT 2 DESTROYED BY WEAPON 3 IN BLOCK 10 AT ALTITUDE
14000

threat 3 will exit block 10 at altitude 14000

weapon 2 will exit block 12 at altitude 7000

THREAT 1 DESTROYED BY WEAPON 6 IN BLOCK 11 AT ALTITUDE 7000

weapon 2 will exit block ll at altitude 14000

AFTER SIMULATION OF INTERCEPTION FOR DECISION PHASE 2

ENTERING DECISION PHASE 3

Weapon 2 missed threat 3 in decision phase 2

The following weapon is selected for threat 3

6 200 60000 30000 1 4 O New inventory of
weapon 2 is : 3470000

BEFORE SIMULATION OF INTERCEPTION FOR DECISION PHASE 3

BEFORE SIMULATION OF INTERCEPTION FOR DECISION PHASE 3

new threat entering combat environemnt

threat 3 will exit block 11 at altitude 7000

new weapon entering combat environment

weapon 2 will exit block 12 at altitude 7000

THREAT 3 DESTROYED BY WEAPON 2 IN BLOCK 11 AT ALTITUDE 7000
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* *** OUTPUT FILE : FILE OUTB2 (BIGBANG CSIM FOR PATH 2)

ECHO OF RELEVANT PARTS OF INPUT FILE

Inventory of current weapons :
2000000
3600000
1300000
3000000
1650000
2700000

Possible threats :
2 1 7 350 95000 200 14000 21000
3 1 7 500 69000 500 21000 21000
1 1 3 100 80000 50 21000 21000
4 1 10 700 9000 5 200 80
4 1 4 950 82000 15 150 0
5 1 5 1200 85000 1 900 0
2 1 7 720 60000 2 30 0

Current weapons :
6 200 60000 30000 1 4 0
3 10 50000 30000 2 7 0
2 600 65000 30000 4 3 0
4 1900 100000 900 7 8 0
5 1500 55000 1000 5 4 0
1 140 90000 1000 6 0 0

2 1 7 350 95000 200 14000 The following
weapon is assigned to threat 2

3 10 50000 30000 2 7 0 New inventory for
weapon 1 is : 1950000

3 1 7 500 69000 500 21000 The following
weapon is assigned to threat 3

2 600 65000 30000 4 3 O New inventory for
weapon 1 is : 1885000

1 1 3 100 80000 50 21000 The following
weapon is assigned to threat 1

6 200 60000 30000 1 4 0 New inventory for
weapon 1 is : 1825000

BEFORE SIMULATION OF INTERCEPTION
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Welcome to Bigbang CSIM for path 2. Threats and weapon are
simulated on blocks y, o, and z. The following procedure is
adopted for naming the blocks :

Block y = Block 10
Block o = Block 11
Block z = Block 12

new threat entering combat environment

new weapon entering combat environment

new threat entering combat environment

new weapon entering combat environment

weapon 3 will exit block 12 at altitude 7000

new threat entering combat environment

new weapon entering combat environment

weapon 3 will exit block 11 at altitude 14000

threat 1 will exit block 10 at altitude 14000

THREAT 1 DESTROYED BY WEAPON 3 IN BLOCK 11 AT ALTITUDE
14000

‘

weapon 6 will exit block 12 at altitude 7000

weapon 6 will exit block 11 at altitude 14000

weapon 6 will exit block 10 at altitude 21000

WEAPON 6 MISSED THREAT 1 AND CROSSED THE OUTERMOST LINE

threat 2 will exit block 10 at altitude 14000

threat 2 will exit block 11 at altitude 7000

threat 2 will exit block 12 at altitude 0

O THREAT 2 WAS NOT INTERCEPTED BY WEAPON 3 AND CROSSED LINE

weapon 2 will exit block 12 at altitude 7000

weapon 2 will exit block 11 at altitude 14000

threat 3 will exit block 10 at altitude 14000
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THREAT 3 DESTROYED BY WEAPON 2 IN BLOCK 11 AT ALTITUDE
14000

AFTER SIMULATION OF INTERCEPTION
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* *** OUTPUT FILE : FILE OUTS3 (STAGEWISE CSIM FOR PATH 3)

ECHO OF RELEVANT PARTS OF THE INPUT FILE

Inventory of current weapons :
200000
360000
130000
300000
165000
270000

Possible threats :
1 1 3 100 95000 50 21000 21000
2 1 10 700 80000 10 110

50
3 1 8 800 69000 10 200

80
4 1 6 700 9000 5 200

80
4 1 3 950 82000 15 150

0
5 1 6 1200 85000 1 900

0
2 1 10 720 60000 2 30

0

Current weapons :
3 46 35000 20000 6 1 0 21760

0
2 600 20000 110 4 2 0

O 120
4 700 15000 200 3 5 4

0 80
4 1900 100000 900 7 8 0

0 0
5 1500 55000 1000 5 1 2

0 60
1 140 90000 1000 6 5 0

0 0

Pdef values of weapons for lines 2, 3, & 4
2 3 8
3 4 10
6 8 2
3 5 9 _
1 3 7
5 7 2

ENTERING DECI S ION PHASE 1
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The following threat should be intercepted before it exits
line 2

1 1 3 100 95000 50 21000 21000 The following
weapon is selected for threat 1 .

3 46 35000 20000 6 1 0 New inventory of
weapon 3 is : 95000

The following threat should be intercepted before it exits
line 4

2 1 10 700 80000 10 110 50 The following
weapon is selected for threat 2

2 600 20000 110 4 2 0 New inventory of
weapon 2 is : 340000

The following threat should be intercepted before it exits
line 4

3 1 8 800 69000 10 200 80 The following weapon
is selected for threat 3

4 700 15000 200 3 5 4 New inventory of
weapon 4 is : 285000

BEFORE SIMULATION OF INTERCEPTION FOR DECISION PHASE 1

Welcome to Stagewise CSIM for path 3. Threats and weapon are
simulated on blocks G, F, and E. The following procedure is
adopted for naming the blocks :

Block G = Block 5
Block F = Block 6
Block E = Block 7

new threat entering combat environment

new weapon entering combat environment

weapon 3 will exit block 7 at.altitude 7000

threat 1 will exit block 5 at altitude 14000

threat 1 has split into 2 new threats

AFTER SIMULATION OF INTERCEPTION FOR DECISION PHASE 1

ENTERING DECISION PHASE 2
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Weapon 2 missed threat 2 in decision phase 1

The following weapon is selected for threat 2

5 60 1000 2 0 0 0 7 New inventory
of weapon 5 is : 150000

Weapon 4 missed threat 3 in decision phase 1

The following weapon is selected for threat 3

4 80 200 3 0 0 0 7 New inventory
of weapon 4 is : 270000

BEFORE SIMULATION OF INTERCEPTION FOR DECISION PHASE 2

new threat entering combat environment

threat 2 will exit block 6 at altitude 90

new weapon entering combat environment

weapon 5 will exit block 7 at altitude 100

threat 3 will exit block 6 at altitude 120

weapon 4 will exit block 7 at altitude 120

weapon 5 will exit block 6 at altitude 140

weapon 5 will exit block 5 at altitude 180

WEAPON 5 MISSED THREAT 2 AND CROSSED THE OUTERMOST LINE

THREAT 3 DESTROYED BY WEAPON 4 IN BLOCK 6 AT ALTITUDE 120

AFTER SIMULATION OF INTERCEPTION FOR DECISION PHASE 2

ENTERING DECISION PHASE 3

Weapon 5 missed threat 2 in decision phase 2

The following weapon is selected for threat 2

2 120 110 2 0 0 0 7 New inventory
of weapon 2 is : 325000

BEFORE SIMULATION OF INTERCEPTION FOR DECISION PHASE 3

new threat entering combat environment

threat 2 will exit block 7 at altitude 130
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new weapon entering combat environment

weapon 2 will exit block 7 at altitude 80

weapon 2 will exit block 6 at altitude 40

THREAT 2 WAS NOT INTERCEPTED BY WEAPON 2 AND CROSSED LINE
4

weapon 2 will exit block 5 at altitude 0

WEAPON 2 MISSED THREAT 2 ANDUCROSSED THE OUTERMOST LINE

AFTER SIMULATION OF INTERCEPTION FOR DECISION PHASE 3
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* *** OUTPUT FILE : FILE OUTB3 (BIGBANG CSIM FOR PATH 3)

ECHO OF RELEVANT PARTS OF THE INPUT FILE

Inventory of current weapons :
200000
360000
130000 _
300000
165000
270000

Possible threats :
1 1 3 100 95000 50 21000 21000
2 1 10 700 80000 10 110 50
3 1 8 800 69000 10 200 80
4 1 6 700 9000 5 200 80 ~
4 1 3 950 82000 15 150 0
5 1 6 1200 85000 1 900 0
2 1 10 720 60000 2 30 0

Current weapons :
3 46 35000 20000 6 1 0
2 600 20000 110 4 2 0
4 700 15000 200 3 5 4
4 1900 100000 900 7 8 0
5 1500 55000 1000 5 1 2
1 140 90000 1000 6 5 0 Threat assessment in

progress for the following threat

1 1 3 100 95000 50 21000 The following
weapon is assigned to threat 1

3 46 35000 20000 6 1 0 New inventory for
weapon 3 is : 95000

The following weapon is assigned to threat 1

5 1500 55000 1000 5 1 2 New inventory for
weapon 5 is : 110000

40.00 2400 100 1 Threat assessment in progress for
the following threat

2 1 10 700 80000 10 110 The following
weapon is assigned to threat 2

2 600 20000 110 4 2 0 New inventory for
weapon 2 is : 340000

The following weapon is assigned to threat 2
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5 1500 55000 1000 5 1 2 New inventory for
weapon 5 is : 55000

0.00 0 700 2 Threat assessment in progress for the
following threat

3 l 8 800 69000 10 200 The following
weapon is assigned to threat 3 ,

4 700 15000 200 3 5 4 New inventory for
weapon 4 is : 285000

0.00 O 800 3
BEFORE SIMULATION OF INTERCEPTION

Welcome ·to Bigbang CSIM for path 3. Threats and weapon are
simulated on blocks G, F, and E. The following procedure is
adopted for naming the blocks :

Block G = Block 10
Block F = Block 11
Block E = Block 12

new threat entering combat environment

new weapon entering combat environment

weapon 5 will exit block 7 at altitude 7000

weapon 5 will exit block 6 at altitude 0

weapon 5 will exit block 5 at altitude -7000

WEAPON 5 MISSED THREAT 1 AND CROSSED THE OUTERMOST LINE

WEAPON 5 BEING TERMINATED

weapon 3 will exit block 7 at altitude 7000
V

threat 1 will exit block 5 at altitude 14000

threat 1 has split into two new threats

THREAT 1 BEING TERMINATED

threat 2 will exit block 6 at altitude 90

threat 3 will exit block 6 at altitude 120
”

weapon 3 will exit block 6 at altitude 14000

threat 3 will exit block 7 at altitude 160
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threat 2 will exit block 7 at altitude 130

THREAT 3 WAS NOT INTERCEPTED BY WEAPON 5 AND CROSSED LINE
0

THREAT 3 BEING TERMINATED

THREAT 2 WAS NOT INTERCEPTED BY WEAPON 5 AND CROSSED LINE
0

THREAT 2 BEING TERMINATED

AFTER SIMULATION OF INTERCEPTION
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Appendix E : Stagewisc CSIM for Path 3



* *
* Program Name z STGW3 GPSS *
* Author : Mahasweta Sen *
* Implementation Date : 8/88 *
* *
* Purpose : This program simulates the combat scenario *
* under the stagewise strategy for path 3. *
* Path Definition : G --> F --> E *
* Input Filename : FILE INF3 *
* Output Filename : FILE OUTS3 *
* *
* Description of threats : The first threat splits into the *
* second two threats before exiting block G. *
* *
* Description of output z Three waves of weapons are committed*

*
x

* Overall Logic z *
* *
* A. INITIALIZATIONS *
* 1) Initialize array for inventory of weapons. *
* 2) Initialize array for threats. *
* 3) Initialize array for weapons. *
* 4) Initialize first column of SECT array to indicate next *
* available slot for recording altitude and type of next *
* threat/weapon arriving at each block. *
* 5) Initialize array for lethality thresholds of each line. *
* 6) Initialize array for mean travel time for each weapon *
* per block of given path. *
* 7) Initialize array for mean travel time for each weapon *
* per block of given path. *
*

4

* B. SIMULATION OF THREATS *
* 1) Generate threats at predetermined uniformly distributed *
* interval. *
* 2) If threat can seize next block then goto 3) *
* else determine why threat cannot seize block. *
* set appropriate flag if threat has crashed to *
* stop corresponding intercepted threat/weapon *
* terminate threat *
* 3) Seize block *
* 4) Adjust altitude *
* 5) Update appropriate block entry in'array SECT to *
* indicate threat is currently occupying block at *
* threat's current altitude. *
* 6) Advance mean travel time for threat for current block *
* 7) Clear SECT record to indicate threat is exiting block *
* 8) If threat logically destroyed while executing step 6) *
* then terminate *
* else goto 9) *
* 9) If threat has crossed line *
* then dump system state and terminate *
* else go to 10) *
* 10) If threat is allowed to seize next block *
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* then go to step 2 *
* else issue warning message and terminate *
* *
* B. SIMULATION OF WEAPONS *
* 1) Generate weapons at predetermined uniformly distributed *
* interval. *
* 2) If weapon can seize next block then goto 3) *
* else determine why weapon cannot seize block *
* set appropriate flag if weapon has crashed to *
* stop corresponding intercepted threat/weapon *
* terminate weapon *
* 3) Seize block *
* 4) Adjust altitude *
* 5) Update appropriate block entry in array SECT to *
* indicate weapon is currently occupying block at *
* weapon's current altitude. *
* 6) Advance mean travel time for weapon for current block *
* 7) Clear SECT record to indicate weapon is exiting block *
* 8) If weapon logically destroyed while executing step 6) *
* then terminate *
* else goto 10) *
* 9) If system dump flag is set *
* then dump weapon state and terminate *
* else go to 10) *
* 10) If weapon is allowed to seize next block *
* then go to step 2 *
* else issue warning message and terminate *
* *
* C. THREAT/ASSESSMENT AND WEAPONS ALLOCATION PROCEDURES *
* I) If decision phase = 1 *
* 1) For Line# = 2 to 4 *
* 2) For threat# 1 to 3 *
* i) if threat falls within lethality thresholds of *
* current line then record threat in array TSET *
* ii) if new threat selected then find one weapon that has *
* the highest pdef against current threat *
* iii) if weapon selection is successful then decrement *
* weapon inventory *
* iv) go to step I.2) *
* 3) go to step I.1) *
* 4) go to step IV) *
* II) If decision phase = 2 *
* 1) For all active threats at the end of decision phase 1 *
* 2) If threat has not crossed line and assigned weapon has *
* not missed threat then ressume simmulation with *
* previously assigned weapon and go to IV) *
* else go to step II.3) *
* 3) Find the fastest weapon that can intercept threat and *
* matches threat trajectory *
* 4) Assign weapon to threat and go to IV) *
* III) If decision phase = 3 *
* 1) For all active threats at the end of decision phase 2 *
* 2) If threat has not crossed line and assigned weapon has *
* not missed threat then ressume simmulation with *
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* previously assigned weapon and go to IV) *
* else go to step III.3)

*
* 3) Assign any remaining weapon that has a non negative *
* inventory and go to IV) *
* IV) define storage for each block so that only 3 weapons or *
* threats can occupy a block at a time. *
* V) initialize transaction parameters for threats & weapons *
* VI) initialize threat and weapon counter so transactions are *
* initialized accurately. *
* VII) start simulation *
* VIII) end program execution *
* *

SIMULATE
OPERCOL 30 free format specification

*
* declare variables

INTEGER &D temporary variable for weapon altitude
INTEGER &FOUND boolean flag to indicate weapon selected
INTEGER &DPHASE current decision phase
INTEGER &HISPED weapon type with highest speed
INTEGER &ERRCOND flag that is set to 1 if error occurs

* during weapons allocation
INTEGER &RLETH random lethality for threats
INTEGER &CHGW change in altitude for weapons
INTEGER &WTBLK block a weapon is currently occupying
INTEGER &TWBLK block a threat is currently occupying
INTEGER &COUNT number of threats selected
INTEGER &NUMTHRET number of threats being simulated
INTEGER &ITYPE threat type
INTEGER &TARGET target of threat
INTEGER &LETH lethality of threat
INTEGER &SPEED speed of threat
INTEGER &COST cost of threat
INTEGER &DIST distance of deployment of threat
INTEGER &PALTUDE peak altitude of threat
INTEGER &DEPHT deployment altitude of threat
INTEGER &NTYPE weapon type
INTEGER &E1 first of three targets for a weapon
INTEGER &T2 second of three targets for a weapon
INTEGER &T3 third of three targets for a weapon
INTEGER &IDLET idle time for weapon
INTEGER &PDEF1 pdef of a weapon for line 2
INTEGER &PDEF2 pdef of a weapon for line 3
INTEGER &PDEF3 pdef of a weapon for line 4
REAL &Y temporary variables to calculate idle
INTEGER &TMP time for threat to reach outermost line
INTEGER &HIPDEF stores weapon with highest pdef
INTEGER &INVW total inventory of threats
INTEGER &TCOST total cost of weapons
INTEGER &I variable for loop control
INTEGER &J variable for loop control
INTEGER &K variable for loop control
INTEGER &L variable for loop control
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INTEGER &M variable for loop control
INTEGER &LETHT variable for lethality of threat
INTEGER &LETHL lower threshold of lethality of a line
INTEGER &LETHU upper threshold of lethality of a line
REAL &ALFA increment to current altitude
INTEGER &INDEXW index to block record for weapon
INTEGER &PEAKW peak height of weapon
INTEGER &INDEX variable to index sector record
REAL &MT1 mean time for threat/weapon 1 per block
REAL &MT2 mean time for threat/weapon 2 per block
REAL &MT3 mean time for threat/weapon 3 per block
REAL &MT4 mean time for threat/weapon 4 per block
REAL &MT5 mean time for threat/weapon 5 per block
REAL &MT6 mean time for threat/weapon 6 per block
REAL &MT7 mean time for threat 7 per block
INTEGER &REM distance from outermost line
REAL &TEMP travel time

*
* declare matrices
*

THRET MATRIX ME,8,8 matrix to store threats
WEPS MATRIX MX,6,10 matrix to store weapons ~
ELETH MATRIX MX,4,2 matrix for allowable threats
TSET MATRIX MX,8,9 matrix for selected threats
WSET MATRIX MX,6,9 matrix for selected weapons
INV MATRIX MX,6,1 matrix for inventory of weapons
SECT MATRIX MX,20,11 matrix to record threat/weapon features
DUMET MATRIX MX,3,1O matrix in which threats are dumped

* before threat reassessment
DUMEW MATRIX ME,6,10 matrix in which weapons are dumped

* before threat reassessment
LINEBLK MATRIX MX,4,1 matrix to indicate line associated with

* each block
PDEF MATRIX MX,6,4 matrix to record varying pdefs of weps

* in each sector
MU MATRIX ML,1,7 matrix for mean travel time of threats
MUW MATRIX ML,1,6 matrix for mean travel time of weapons

*
* print message
*

PUTSTRING FILE=OUTS3,(' ')
° PUTSTRING FILE=OUTS3,('ECHO OF RELEVANT PARTS OF THE INPUT FILE ')

PUTSTRING FILE=OUTS3 , (·
·
)

*
*
*
* Objective : Record initial inventory values for each weapon in array

* INV.

* Logic : repeat

* read value of weapon

*
' store in next record of array INV

* print array entry
* for all weapons
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PUTSTRING FILE=OUTS3,(' ')
PUTSTRING FILE=OUTS3,('Inventory of current weapons :')
DO &I=1,6

GETLIST FILE=INF3,(&INVW)
INITIAL MX$INV(&I,1),&INVW
PUTPIC FILE=OUTS3,(MX$INV(&I,1))

******
ENDD0

*
* Objective : Input all threats into array THRET
* Logic : repeat
* read characteristics of next threat
* generate and store random lethality of new threat
* store threat in new array record

* print contents of new array entry

* for all threats
*

PUTSTRING FILE=OUTS3,(' ')
PUTSTRING FILE=OUTS3,('Possible threats ¤ ')
RMULT ,,,,,,964735
DO &I=1,7
GETLIST FILE=INF3,(&TTYPE,&TARGET,&LETH,&SPEED,&COST,&DIST,&PALTUDE,_

warm)
*
* transform random number generated by RN7 so that lethality of threat

* is greater than or equal to 3 and less than or equal to 10

*
LET &RLETH=RN7/125+3
INITIAL MX$THRET(&I,1),&TTYPE/MX$THRET(&I,2),&TARGETL
INITIAL MX$THRET(&I,3),&RLETH/MX$THRET(&I,4),&SPEED
INITIAL MX$THRET(&I,5),&COST/MK$THRET(&I,6),&DIST
INITIAL MX$THRET(&I,7),&PALTUDE
INITIAL MX$THRET(&I,8),&DEPHT
PUTPIC FILE=OUTS3,(MX$THRET(&I,1),MX$THRET(&I,2),MX$THRET(&I,3),_

MX$THRET(&I,4),MM$THRET(&I,5),MX$THRET(&I,6),_V
MX$THRET(&I,7),MX$THRET(&I,8))

******
***7:**

****2%* *****9: ****** ****** ****** ******
ENDD0

*

* Objective : Input all weapons into array WEPS

* Logic : repeat
* read characteristics of next weapon

* store weapon in new array record

* print COntEntS of HEW array Entry

* for all weapons

*

PUTSTRING FILE=OUTS3,(' ')
PUTSTRING FILE=OUTS3,('Current weapons : ')
DO &I=1,6
GETLIST FILE=INF3,(&WTYPE,&SPEED,&COST,&PALTUDE,&T1,&T2,&T3,&IDLET,&D)

INITIAL MX$WEPS(&I,1),&WTYPE/MX$WEPS(&I,2),&SPEED
INITIAL MX$WEPS(&I,3),&COST
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INITIAL HK$WEPS(&I,4),&PALTUDE/MX$WEPS(&I,5),&T1
INITIAL MX$WEPS(&I,6),&T2/MX$WEPS(&I,7),&T3/MX$WEPS(&I,8),&IDLET
INITIAL MX$WEPS(&I,9),&D
PUTPIC FILE=OUTS3,(MX$WEPS(&I,l),MX$WEPS(&I,Z),MX$WEPS(&I,3),_

MX$WEPS(&I,4),MX$WEPS(&I,S),MX$WEPS(&I,6),_
M$WEPS(&I,7),MX$WEPS(&I,8),MX$WEPS(&I,9))

****** ****** ****** ****** ***1*:** ****** ****** ****** ******
ENDDO

*
* Objective : Record varying pdefs of each weapon for line 2, line 3 and
* line 4 in matrix PDEF
* Logic z repeat

* read three pdef values

* record values in next row of PDEF

* print values
* for all weapons
*

PUTSTRING FILE=OUTS3,(' ')
PUTSTRING FILE=OUTS3,('Pdef values of weapons for lines 2, 3, & 4*)
DO &I=1,6

GETLIST FILE=INF3,(&PDEF1,&PDEF2,&PDEF3)
INITIAL MX$PDEF(&I,2),&PDEF1
INITIAL MX$PDEF(&I,3),&PDEF2
INITIAL HX$PDEF(&I,4),&PDEF3
PUTPIC**

** **
ENDDO

*
.

* Objective z Initialize first element of each record in array SECT to 2

* to indicate next available slot for new entry.

* Logic z repeat
* set SECT(row,1) = 2

* for row=1,20
*

DO &I=1,20 ·
INITIAL MX$SECT(&I,1),Z

ENDDO

*
* Objective z Initialize array that defines blocks associated with each

* line
* Logic z repeat

* set LINEBLK(row,1) = block #

* for row=2,4

*
INITIAL MX$LINEBLK(2,l),7
INITIAL MX$LINEBLK(3,1),6
INITIAL MX$LINEBLK(4,l),5

*
* Objective : Initialize lethality thresholds for each line”
* Logic : set lower bound for line 2 = 2

* set upper bound for line 2 = 5

* set lower bound for line 3 = 5
* set upper bound for line 3 = 7

* set lower bound for line 4 = 7
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* . set upper bound for line 4 = 10
sk

INITIAL MX$ELETH(2,1),2 allow threats with 2 < lethality <= 5
INITIAL MX$ELETH(2,2),5 within line 3
INITIAL MX$ELETH(3,1),5 allow threats with 5 < lethality <= 7
INITIAL MX$ELETH(3,2),7 within line 3
INITIAL MX$ELETH(4,1),7 allow threats with 7 < lethality <= 10
INITIAL MX$ELETH(4,2),1O within line 4

sk

* Objective z record mean travel time for each threat in path 3 in array
* MU

* Logic : read mean travel time for 7 threats

*
store values CO!‘1S€qL\€tiV¢ly il'! array MU

ic

GETLIST FILE=INF3,(&MT1,&MT2,&MT3,&MT4,&MT5,&MT6,&MT7)
INITIAL ML$MU(1,1),&MT1
INITIAL Ml$MU(1,2),&MT2
INITIAL Ml$MU(l,3),&MT3
INITIAL ML$MU(1,4),&MT4
INITIAL ML$MU(1,S),&MTS
INITIAL ML$MU(1,6),&MT6
INITIAL M$MU(1,7),&MT7

*
* Objective : record mean travel time for each weapon in path 3 in array

* MUW

* Logic : read mean travel time for 6 weapons

* store values consequetively in array MUW
*

GETLIST FILE=INF3,(&MT1,&MT2,&MT3,&MT4,&MT5,&MT6)
INITIAL Ml$MUW(1,1),&MT1
INITIAL ML$MUW(1,2),&MT2
INITIAL ML$MUW(1,3),&MT3
INITIAL ML$MUW(1,4),&MT4
INITIAL Ml$MUW(1,5),&MTS
INITIAL ML$MUW(1,6),&MT6

sk sk

* *
* SIMULATION OF A THREAT THROUGH PATH 1 : GFE *
ic 9:
ak äickkkkkkakiekkkkkkkkkkkkickk***2*:*9:***ickic:'¢idck·k*¤|<*********>*uE*******1U<**** ic

ic

* format used for printing messages as threat travels through blocks
ic

*
OUTT PICTURE LINES=2
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threat * will exit block *** at altitude ***

TENCE PICTURE LINES=2
new threat entering combat environment

INSPLIT PICTURE LINES=Z
threat * has split into 2 new threats

sk

* boolean conditions used in the simulation of a threat for path 3
sk

ic

* STOPT : is used to check if any threat has been logically destroyed
sk

STOPT BVARIABLE (PF1'E'1)*(XF$FLAGT1'E'1)+(PFl'E'2)*(XF$FLAGT2'E'l)+_
(PFI'E'3)*(XF$FLAGT3'E'l)

ic

* STOPTDP : is used to check if threat state has to be dumped for

*
reassessment

ic

STOPTDP BVARIABLE (PF1'E'1)*(XF$FLAGT1P'E'l)+_
(PFI'E'2)*(XF$FLAGT2P'E'1)+_
(PFl'E'3)*(XF$FLAGT3P‘E'1)

sk

* CONDP z is used to check if threat has reached peak altitude
k

CONDP BVARIABLE (PFZ'L'PF3)*(PF9'NE'1)

*.

* the following 3 conditions are used to check if threat will crash

* with any existing threats/weapons in block G
sk

COND2 BVARIABLE (PF2'NE'O)*(PF2'NE'MX$SECT(5,2))+(PF2'E'0)
COND3 BVARIABLE (PF2'NE'O)*(PF2'NE'MX$SECT(5,5))+(PF2'E'O)
COND4 BVARIABLE (PF2'NE'0)*(PF2'NE'MX$SECT(5,8))+(PF2'E'0)

sk

* the following 3 conditions are used to check if threat will crash

* with any existing threats/weapons in block F
ic

COND6 BVARIABLE (PF2'NE'0)*(PF2'NE'MX$SECT(6,2))+(PF2'E'0)
COND7 BVARIABLE (PF2'NE'O)*(PF2'NE'MX$SECT(6,5))+(PF2'E'0)
COND8 BVARIABLE (PF2'NE‘0)*(PF2'NE'MM$SECT(6,8))+(PF2'E'O)
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*
* the following 3 conditions are used to check if threat will crash
* with any existing threats/weapons in block E
4

COND10 BVARIABLE (PF2'NE'0)*(PF2'NE'MX$SECT(7,2))+(PF2'E'O)
COND11 BVARIABLE (PF2'NE'0)*(PF2‘NE'MX$SECT(7,5))+(PF2'E‘0)
COND12 BVARIABLE (PF2'NE'0)*(PF2'NE'MX$SECT(7,8))+(PF2'E'0)

* .

* generate transaction for first threat with 9 PF and 1 PH paramter
*

GENERATE 6000,,,1,,9PF,1PH
BPUTPIC FILE=OUTS3,PICTURE=TENCE

*
* initialize transactions based on current decision phase

*
TEST E XF$DP,1,CKDP2 if decision phase = 1 then go to
TRANSFER ,AST1 AST1 to assign first set of threats

CKDP2 TEST E XF$DP,2,AST3 if decision phase = 2 then go to AST2
TRANSFER ,AST2 to assign second set of threats

* else go to AST3 to assign third set of

* threats

*
* initialize threat type, current height and peak height, line in which

* threat has to be stopped, weapon chosen to intercept threat, threat

* weapon toggle and an index to access the next available element in
* the SECT matrix. These are transaction paramters PF1 -· PF8

* respectively.

*

*
.

* initialize transactions for first decision phase -
*

AST1 ASSIGN 5,1,,PF PF5=1 because transaction is a threat
ASSIGN 8,5,,PF PF8=1 because BLKG is attempted next
ASSIGN 9,0,,PF PF9=0 since peak alt. not reached
ASSIGN 1,XF$TTY1,,PF PF1 = threat type
ASSIGN 2,XF$DHT1,,PF PF2 = deployment height
ASSIGN 3,XF$PALTD1,,PF PF3 = peak altitude
ASSIGN 4,XF$LINE1,,PF PF4 = line which threat cannot pass
ASSIGN 6,XF$WEPT1,,PF PF6 = weapon that has been selected
QUEUE THRI start collecting stats for threat 1
ADVANCE XL$IDLE1 time for threat 1 to reach line 4
TRANSFER ,STSIMT start simulation

4

* initialize transactions for second decision phase ,

AST2 SPLIT 1,INT2 spawn 2nd threat for decision phase 2
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ASSIGN 5,1,,PF PF5=1 because transaction is a threat
ASSIGN 8,XF$NBKT1,,PF PFB is set to next block attempted
ASSIGN 9,XF$PFLG1,,PF PF9 indicates if peak height has been

* reached
ASSIGN 1,XF$TTY1,,PF PF1 = threat type
ASSIGN 2,XF$DHT1,,PF PF2 = deployment height
ASSIGN 3,XF$PALTD1,,PF PF3 = peak altitude
ASSIGN 4,XF$LINE1,,PF PF4 = line which threat cannot pass
ASSIGN 6,XF$WEPT1,,PF PF6 = weapon that has been selected
QUEUE THR21 start collecting stats for threat 1

„ TRANSFER ,STSIMT start simulation

INT2 ASSIGN 5,1,,PF PF5=1 because transaction is a threat
ASSIGN 8,XF$NBKT2,,PF PF8 is set to next block attempted
ASSIGN 9,XF$PFLG2,,PF PF9 indicates if peak height has been

* reached
ASSIGN 1,XF$TTY2,,PF PF1 = threat type
ASSIGN 2,XF$DHT2,,PF PF2 = deployment height
ASSIGN ·· 3,XF$PALTD2,,PF PF3 = peak altitude
ASSIGN 4,XF$LINE2,,PF PF4 = line which threat cannot pass
ASSIGN 6,XF$WEPT2,,PF PF6 = weapon that has been selected
QUEUE THR22 start collecting stats for threat 2
TRANSFER ,STSIMT start simulation

*
* initialize transactions for third decision phase
A

AST3 ASSIGN 5,1,,PF PF5=1 because transaction is a threat
ASSIGN 8,XF$NBKT1,,PF PF8 indicates next block attempted
ASSIGN 9,XF$PFLG1,,PF PF9 indicates if peak height has been

* reached
ASSIGN 1,XF$TTY1,,PF PF1 = threat type
ASSIGN 2,XF$DHT1,,PF PF2 = deployment height
ASSIGN 3,XF$PALTD1,,PF PF3 = peak altitude
ASSIGN 4,XF$LINE1,,PF PF4 = line which threat cannot pass
ASSIGN 6,XF$WEPT1,,PF PF6 = weapon that has been selected
QUEUE THR31 start collecting stats for threat 3
TRANSFER ,STSIMT start simulation

*
* determine starting point of simulationfrom next block attempted

* paramter of transaction

*

STSIMT TEST E PF8,5,STSIM6 if next block is 5 then go to STSIMG
TRANSFER ,STSIMTG else

STSIM6 TEST E PF8,6,LINE1 if next block is 6 then go to CONT
TRANSFER ,CONT else go to LINE1
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ak kawuwukieicvkiekskkkkskkkkk ak

* segment for line 4 : *
ic kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk ie

de

* if 3 weapons/threat in block then go to MANY
ak

STSIMTG TEST LE MK$SECT(5,1l),3,HANY

ic

* test if block can be captured
sk

TEST E BV$COND2,0,CHK3 if cond2=true then go to chk3
SAVEVALUE BLK,5,XF else record features of threat/
SAVEVALUE CWITH,3,XF weapon that current threat
SAVEVALUE CWITHT,4,XF has intercepted and goto CRASH
SAVEVALUE CWITHH,2,XF
TRANSFER ,CRASH

sk

CHK3 TEST E BV$COND3,0,CHK4 if cond3=true then go to chk4
SAVEVALUE BLK,5,XF else record features of threat/
SAVEVALUE CWITH,6,XF weapon that current threat
SAVEVALUE CWITHT,7,XF has intercepted and goto CRASH
SAVEVALUE CWITHH,5,XF .
TRANSFER ,CRASH

ek

CHK4 TEST E BV$COND4,0,SZG if cond4=true then seize facility
SAVEVALUE BLK,5,XF else record features of threat/
SAVEVALUE CWITH,9,XF weapon that current threat
SAVEVALUE CWITHT,10,XF has intercepted and goto CRASH
SAVEVALUE CWITH,8,XF
TRANSFER ,CRASH

sk

SZG ENTER BLKG · seize the block

ic

* if peak altitude has been reached then go to POSTP1 else increment

* current altitude
>\·

TEST E BV$CONDP,1,POSTP1
ASSIGN 2+,7000,,PF
TRANSFER ,CONTl

·k

* if after peak height then decrement current height
uk

POSTPI ASSIGN 2—,7000,,PF
”

ASSIGN 9,1,,PF

*

* store features of current threat in array SECT at row=5 since block#
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* is 5
sk

CONT1 BLET &INDEX=MX$SECT(5,1) read index to update record
BLET &WTBLK=MX$SECT(5,1l) update threat/weapon record
BLET &WTBLK=&WTBLK+1 of block
MSAVEVALUE SECT,5,1l,&WTBLK
MSAVEVALUE SECT,5,&INDEX,PF2 record height
BPUTPIC FILE=OUTS3,PICTURE=OUTT,(PF1,5,MK$SECT(5,&INDEX))
BLET &INDEX=&INDEX+1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,5,&INDEX,1 set threat/weapon toggle
BLET &INDEX=&INDEX+l
MSAVEVALUE SECT,5,&INDEX,PF1 record threat number

in

* store incremented index for next threat/weapon to indicate next
* available slot in row
ak

BLET &INDEX=&INDEX+1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,5,1,&INDEX

*

* store index in PF7 so threat can clear record upon exiting block
ic

ASSIGN 7,&INDEX,,PF
ie

* advance time for travel through block
ie

ADVANCE ML$MU(l,PFl)*1000

sk

* reset block record as threat exits block
· sk

BLET &INDEX=PF7 read index from transaction param
BLET &W'I‘BLK=MX$SEC'I'(5 , 11)
BLET &WTBLK=&wTBLK-1 decrement next available index
BLET &INDEX=&INDEX·1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,5,1l,&WTBLK
MSAVEVALUE SECT,5,&INDEX,0
BLET &INDEX=&INDEX-1 decrement threat/weapon counter
MSAVEVALUE SECT,S,&INDEX,O
BLET &INDEX=&INDEX-1 reset threat/weapon toggle
MSAVEVALUE SECT,5,&INDEX,0 reset threat number
MSAVEVALUE SECT,S,l,&INDEX

ic

* set PF8 to next block attempted
1:

ASSIGN 8,6,,PF

ll6



ASSIGN 1,0,,PH

*
* if threat dump flag is set then record threat state and terminate

*
TEST E BV$STOPTDP,O,SETFLGS

*
* if transaction logically destroyed as simulation was taking place, 4
* then terminate transaction.

*
TEST E BV$STOPT,O,QUITG1

*
* before threat exits current block it splits into two threats
* and terminates itself
*

SPLIT 2,NEWTHR,1PH spawn 2 threats and direct them to NEWTHR
BPUTPIC FILE=OUTS3,PICTURE=INSPLIT(PF1)
LEAVE BLKG release current block
SAVEVALUE FLAGT2P,1,XF set threat dump flags
SAVEVALUE FLAGT3P,1,XF
TRANSFER ,TERM and terminate

*

*
* the two new threats are initialized sequentially

*

NEWTHR TEST E PH1,2,THRTWO
ASSIGN 1,XF$TTY2,,PF PF1 = threat type
ASSIGN 2,XF$DHT2,,PF PF2 = deployment height
ASSIGN 3,XF$PALTD2,,PF PF3 = peak altitude
ASSIGN 4,XF$LINE2,,PF PF4 = line which threat cannot pass
ASSIGN 6,XF$WEPT2,,PF PF6 = weapon that has been selected
ASSIGN 5,1,,PF PF5 = 1 since transaction is a threat
ASSIGN 8,6,,PF PF8 = 6 to indicate next block
ASSIGN 9,0,,PF PF9=0 since peak altitude not reached
QUEUE THR2 start collecting stats
TRANSFER ,CONTB6

*
THRTW0 ASSIGN 1,XF$TTY3,,PF PF1 = threat type

ASSIGN 2,XF$DHT3,,PF PF2 = deployment height
ASSIGN 3,XF$PALTD3,,PF PF3 = peak altitude
ASSIGN 4,XF$LINE3,,PF PF4 = line which threat cannot pass
ASSIGN 6,XF$WEPT3,,PF PF6 = weapon that has been selected
ASSIGN 5,1,,PF PF5 = 1 since transaction is a threat
ASSIGN 8,6,,PF PF8 = 6 to indicate next block
ASSIGN 9,0,,PF PF9=0 since peak altitude not reached
QUEUE THR3 start collecting stats
SAVEVALUE BRK,1,XF set savevalue to indicate split has
TRANSFER ,CON'1‘B6 go to CONTB6 to dump threat state
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ic

sk

* threat has crossed line therefore dump threat state
sk

CONTB6 TRANSFER ,DSTATET

sk skskskskskskskskskskskskskskskskskskskicieskskskikieicsk ic

* segment for line 3 in path 1 * «
ic sk

sk

* if 3 weapons/threat in block then go to QUITG
ic

CONT TEST LE MX$SECT(6,l1),3,QUITG
sk

* test if block can be captured
sk

TEST E BV$COND6,0,CHK7 if cond6=true then go to chk3
SAVEVALUE BLK,6,XF record features of threat/
SAVEVALUE CWITH,3,XF weapon that current threat
SAVEVALUE CWITHT,4,XF has intercepted and goto CRASH
SAVEVALUE CWITHH,2,XF
TRANSFER ,CRASH

1:

CHK7 TEST E BV$COND7,0,CHK8 if cond7=true then go to chk8
SAVEVALUE BLK,6,XF record features of threat/
SAVEVALUE CWITH,6,XF weapon that current threat
SAVEVALUE CWITHT,7,XF has intercepted and goto crash
SAVEVALUE CWITH,5,XF _

TRANSFER ,CRASH
1:

CHK8 TEST E BV$COND8,0,SZF if cond8=true then seize facility
SAVEVALUE BLK,6,XF record features of threat/
SAVEVALUE CWITH,9,XF weapon that current threat
SAVEVALUE CwITHT,10,XF has intercepted and goto CRASH
SAVEVALUE CWITHH,8,XF
TRANSFER ,CRASH

sk

SZF ENTER BLKF seize block
‘

* if peak altitude has been reached then go to POSTP2 else increment

* current altitude
sk

TEST E BV$CONDP,1,POSTP2
ASSIGN 2+,40,,PF
TRANSFER ,CONT2
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k

* if after peak altitude then decrement altitude
ie

POSTP2 ASSIGN 2·,40,,PF
ASSIGN 9,1,,PF

ie

* store features of current threat in array SECT at row=6 since b1ock#

* is 6
*

.

CONT2 BLET &INDEX=HX$SECT(6,1) read index from SECT record
BLET &WTBLK=MX$SECT(6,1l)
BLET &WTBLK=&WTBLK+1 increment threat/weapon counter
MSAVEVALUE SECT,6,11,&WTBLK
MSAVEVALUE SECT,6,&INDEX,PF2 record current height
BPUTPIC FILE=OUTS3,PICTURE=OUTT,(PF1,6,MX$SECT(6,&INDEX))
BLET &INDEX=&INDEX+1 I
MSAVEVALUE SECT,6,&INDEX,1 set threat/weapon toggle
BLET &INDEX=&INDEX+1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,6,&INDEX,PF1 record threat number
BLET &INDEX=&INDEX+1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,6,1,&INDEX

de

* store index in PF7 so threat can clear record upon exiting block
k

ASSIGN 7,&INDEX,,PF
ie

* advance time for travel through block
k

ADVANCE M$MU(l,PF1)*1000

ak

* reset block record as threat exits block
ak

BLET &1NDEX=PF7 read element number from PF7
BLET &w*1‘BL1<=nx$sEc·1· ( 6 , 11)
BLET &WTBLK=&WTBLK-1 reset threat/weapon counter
BLET &INDEX=&INDEX·1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,6,ll,&NTBLK
MSAVEVALUE SECT,6,&INDEX,O
BLET &INDEX=&INDEX·1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,6,&INDEX,O reset threat/weapon toggle
BLET &INDEX=&INDEX·l
MSAVEVALUE SECT,6,&INDEX,0 reset threat number
MSAVEVALUE SECT,6,l,&INDEX

k

* set PF8 to next block attempted
sk
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ASSIGN 8,7,,PF
sk

* if threat was logically destroyed as simulation was taking place then
* go to QUITF1 to release current block and terminate threat
ie

TEST E BV$STOPT,O,QUITFl
LEAVE BLKF
TRANSFER ,SETFLGS

ie

* if 3 weapons/threat in block then go to QUITF
ic

LINEI TEST LE HX$SECT(7,11),3,QUITF

ic

* test if block can be captured

*

TEST E BV$COND10,0,CHK11 if cond10=true then go to chkll
LEAVE BLKF else release previous block
SAVEVALUE BLK,7,XF record features of threat/
SAVEVALUE CWITH,3,XF weapon that current threat
SAVEVALUE CWITHT,4,XF has intercepted and goto CRASH
SAVEVALUE CWITHH,2,XF
TRANSFER ,CRASH

ic

CHK11 TEST E BV$COND11,0,CHK12 if cond11=true then go to chk12
LEAVE BLKF else release previous block
SAVEVALUE BLK,7,XF record features of threat/
SAVEVALUE CWITH,6,XF weapon that current threat
SAVEVALUE CWITHT,7,XF has intercepted and goto CRASH
SAVEVALUE CWITH,5,XF
TRANSFER ,CRASH _

sk

CHK12 TEST E BV$COND12,0,SZE if cond12 is true then seize blk
LEAVE BLKF else release previous block A
SAVEVALUE BLK,7,XF record features of threat/
SAVEVALUE CWITH,9,XF weapon that current threat
SAVEVALUE CWITHT,10,XF has intercepted and goto CRASH
SAVEVALUE CWITH,8,XF
TRANSFER ,CRASH

*
SZE ENTER BLKE seize next block

* LEAVE BLKF release previous block

*

* if peak altitude has been reached then go to POSTP3 else increment
1

* current altitude
ic

TEST E BV$CONDP,1,POSTP3
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ASSIGN 2+,40,,PF
TRANSFER ,CONT3

ic

* if after peak altitude then decrement altitude
ic

POSTP3 ASSIGN 2-,40,,PF
ASSIGN 9,1,,PF

uk

* store features of current threat in array SECT at row=7 since block#
* is 7
ie

CONTB BLET &INDEX=MX$SECT(7,1)
BLET &WTBLK=MX$SECT(7,11) increment threat/weapon counter
BLET &WTBLK=&WTBLK+1

· MSAVEVALUE SECT,7,1l,&WTBLK
MSAVEVALUE SECT,7,&INDEX,PF2 record current height
BPUTPIC FILE=0UTS3,PICTURE=OUTT,(PFl,7,MX$SECT(7,&INDEX))
BLET &INDEX=&INDEX+1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,7,&INDEX,1 set threat/weapon toggle
BLET &INDEX=&INDEX+1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,7,&INDEX,PF1 record threat number

uk

* store incremented index for next threat/weapon to indicate next

* available slot in row
sk

BLET &INDEX=&INDEX+1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,7,1,&INDEX
ASSIGN 7,&INDEX,,PF

ic

* advance time for travel through block
ic

ADVANCE ML$MU(1,PF1}*l00O

ie

* reset block record as threat exits block
ic

BLET &INDEX=PF7 read index number from trans.
BLET &WTBLK=MX$SECT(7,11)
BLET &WTBLK=&WTBLK-1 decrement threat/weapon counter
BLET &INDEX=&INDEX·1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,7,11,&NTBLK
MSAVEVALUE SECT,7,&INDEX,0
BLET &INDEX=&INDEX·1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,7,&INDEX,0 reset threat/weapon toggle
BLET &INDEX=&INDEX-1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,7,&INDEX,0 reset threat number
MSAVEVALUE SECT,7,1,&INDEX
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sk

* if threat was logically destroyed as simulation was taking place then
* go to QUITE1 to release current block and terminate threat
st

TEST E BV$STOPT,O,QUITE1
at

ic

* issue warning and terminate threat since threat has crossed line 1
ic

LEAVE BLKE
TRANSFER ,TXLINE

sk ic
at sk

* SIMULATION OF A WEAPON THROUGH PATH 1 : EFG *ic k
ic at

~

* format used for printing messages as weapon travels through blocks
ic
ic

OUTW PICTURE LINES=2
weapon * will exit block ** at altitude ***

WENCE PICTURE LINES=2
new weapon entering combat environment

ic

* additional boolean conditions used in the simulation of a weapon
ic

st

* CONDW : is used to check if weapon has reached peak altitude
ak

CONDW BVARIABLE (PF2'L'PF3)*(PF9‘NE'1)

sk

* STOPW : is used to check if a weapon has been logically destroyed
ic

sropw BVARIABLE (PF1'E'3)*(XF$FLAGW1'E'1)+(PF1'E'2)*(XF$FLAGW2'E'l)+_
(PF1'E'4)*(XF$FLAGW3'E'1)+(PF1'E'5)*(FLAGW4'E'l)

ic

* generate first weapon with 9 PF and 1 PH parameters
sk

GENERATE 6000,,,l,,9PF,1PH
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BPUTPIC FILE=0UTS3,PICTURE=WENCE

*
* initialize transactions based on current decision phase
*

TEST E XF$DP,1,CWDP if decision phase = 1 then assign first
TRANSFER ,ASW1 set of weapons

CWDP TEST E XF$DP,2,ASW3 else if decision phase = 2 then assign
TRANSFER ,ASW2 second set of weapons

* else assign third set of weapons

x

* initialize weapon number,current height,peak height,threat meant to be
* intercepted,threat weapon toggle, and next block attrmpted. These

* are parameters PF1 -- PF8.
*
*

*
* initialize transactions for first decision phase

*

ASW1 ASSIGN 5,0,,PF PF5 = 0 to indicate trans. is a weapon
ASSIGN 8,7,,PF PF8=7 indicates next block atempted
ASSIGN 9,0,,PF PF9=0 since peak altitude not reached
ASSIGN 1,XF$WEPT1,,PF PF1 = weapon type
ASSIGN 2,XF$DHW1,,PF PF2 = deployment height
ASSIGN 3,XF$PALT1,,PF PF3 = peak altitude‘
ASSIGN 4,XF$TTY1,,PF PF4 = threat that weapon is to destroy
QUEUE WEP1 start collecting stats
ADVANCE XL$IDLEW1 advance idle time for weapon
BLET &CHNGW=7000 set altitude increment
TRANSFER ,STSIMW start simulation

*
* initialize transactions for second decision phase

*

ASW2 SPLIT 1,INW2 ,
ASSIGN 5,0,,PF PF5=0 because transaction is a weapon
ASSIGN 8,XF$NBKW1,,PF PF8 indicates next block attempted
ASSIGN 9,XF$PKFL1,,PF PF9 indicates if peak height has been

* reached
_ ASSIGN 1,XF$WEPT1,,PF PF1 = weapon type

ASSIGN 2,XF$DHW1,,PF PF2 = deployment height
ASSIGN 3,XF$PALT1,,PF PF3 = peak altitude
ASSIGN 4,XF$TTY1,,PF PF4 = threat that weapon is to destroy
QUEUE WEP21 start collecting stats
BLET &CHGW=40 set altitude increment
TRANSFER ,STSIMW start simulation

INW2 ASSIGN 5,0,,PF PF5=1 because transaction is a weapon
ASSIGN 8,XF$NBKW2,,PF PF8 indicates next block attempted
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ASSIGN 9,XF$PKFL2,,PF PF9 indicates if peak height has been

* reached
ASSIGN 1,XF$WEPT2,,PF PF1 = weapon type
ASSIGN 2,XF$DHW2,,PF PF2 = deployment height
ASSIGN 3,XF$PALT2,,PF PF3 = peak altitude
ASSIGN 4,XF$TTY2,,PF PF4 = threat that weapon is to destroy
QUEUE WEP22 start collecting stats
BLET &CHGW=40 set altitude increment
TRANSFER ,STSIMW start simulation

*
7

* initialize transactions for third decision phase
*

ASW3 ASSIGN 5,0,,PF PF5=0 because transaction is a weapon
ASSIGN 8,XF$NBKW1,,PF PF8 indicates next block attempted
ASSIGN 9,XF$PKFL1,,PF PF9 indicates if peak height has been

* reached
ASSIGN 1,XF$WEPT1,,PF PF1 = weapon type
ASSIGN 2,XF$DHW1,,PF PF2 = deployment height
ASSIGN 3,XF$PALT1,,PF PF3 = peak altitude
ASSIGN 4,XF$TTY1,,PF PF4 = threat that weapon is to destroy
QUEUE WEP31
BLET &CHNGW=40 set altitude increment
TRANSFER ,STSIMW start simulation

*
* determine starting point of simulation based on next block attempted
* attempted parameter of transaction

*

STSIMW BLET &PEAKW=0
TEST E PF8,7,STSIMWN if next block = 7 then go to NEWWEPS
TRANSFER ,NEWWEPS if next block = 6 then go to CONT

STSIMWN TEST E PF8,6,CONTWG else go to CONTWG
TRANSFER ,CONTM

*
* if 3 weapons/threat in block then go to QUIT
*

NEWWEPS TEST LE MX$SECT(7,11),3,QUIT

*
* test if block can be captured
*

TEST E BV$COND10,0,CHK11W if cond10=true then go to chk11
SAVEVALUE BLK,7,XF else record features of threat/
SAVEVALUE CWITH,3,XF weapon that current weapon
SAVEVALUE CWITHT,4,XF has intercepted and goto CRASH
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SAVEVALUE CWITHH,Z,XF
TRANSFER ,CRASH

k

CHK11W TEST E BV$COND11,0,CHK12w if cond11=true then go to chk12
SAVEVALUE BLK,7,XF else record features of threat/
SAVEVALUE CWITH,6,XF weapon that current weapon
SAVEVALUE CWITHT,7,XF has intercepted and goto CRASH
SAVEVALUE CWITHH,5,XF
TRANSFER ,CRASH

sk

CHKIZW TEST E BV$COND12,0,SZBE if cond12=true then seize block
SAVEVALUE BLK,7,XF else record features of threat/
SAVEVALUE CWITH,9,XF weapon that current weapon
SAVEVALUE CWITHT,10,XF has intercepted and goto CRASH
SAVEVALUE CWITHH,8,XF
TRANSFER ,CRASH

sk

SZBE ENTER BLKE seize next block

* if peak altitude has been reached then go to POSTP6 else increment
* current altitude
sk

TEST E BV$CONDW,l,POSTP6
ASSIGN 2+,&CHGW,,PF
TRANSFER ,CONT6

rk

* if after peak altitude then decrement altitude
sk

POSTP6 ASSIGN Z·,&CHGW,,PF
ASSIGN 9,1,,PF

sk

- * store features of current weapon in array SECT at row=7 since block#

* is 7
1:

CONT6 BLET &INDEXW=MX$SECT(7,1)
BLET &TWBLK=MX$SECT(7,11)
BLET &TWBLK=&TWBLK+1 increment threat/weapon counter
MSAVEVALUE SECT,7,1l,&TWBLK
MSAVEVALUE SECT,7,&INDEXW,PF2
BPUTPIC FILE=OUTS3,PICTURE=OUTW,(PFl,7,HX$SECT(7,&INDEXW))
BLET &INDEXW=&INDEXW+1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,7,&INDEXW,0 set threat/weapon toggle
BLET &INDEXW=&INDEXW+1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,7,&INDEXW,PF1 record weapon number

*
* store incremented index for next threat/weapon to indicate next
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* available slot in row
k

BLET &INDEXW=&INDEXW+1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,7,l,&INDEXW
ASSIGN 6,&INDEXW,,PF

·

* store index in PF6 so weapon can clear record upon exiting block
ak

k

* advance time for travel through block
ic

ADVANCE ML$MUW(1,PFl)*l000

ic

* reset block record as weapon exits block
9:

BLET &INDEXW=PF6
BLET &TWBLK=MX$SECT(7,11)
BLET &IWBLK=&TWBLK—1 decrement threat/weapon counter
BLET &INDEXW=&INDEXW-1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,7,ll,&TWBLK
MSAVEVALUE SECT,7,&INDEXW,0
BLET &INDEXW=&INDEXW·l
MSAVEVALUE SECT,7,&INDEXW,0 reset threat/weapon toggle
BLET &INDEXW=&INDEXW·l
MSAVEVALUE SECT,7,&INDEXW,0 reset threat number
HSAVEVALUE SECT,7,1,&INDEXW

ak

* set PF8 to next block attempted
9:

ASSIGN 8,6,,PF

ic

* if any threats have been dumped then dump weapon state
ic

TEST E BV$STOPTDP,0,0KDUMPE

ak

* if weapon was logically destroyed as simulation was taking place then

* go to QUITE1 to release current block and terminate threat
”

ie

TEST°E BV$STOPW,O,QUITE1
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ak

* if 3 weapons/threat in block then go to QUITE1
ak

CONTM TEST LE MX$SECT(6,11),3,QUITE1
uk

* test if block can be captured
ic

TEST E BV$COND6,0,CHK7W if cond6=true then go to chk7
SAVEVALUE BLK,6,XF record features of threat/
SAVEVALUE CWITH,3,XF weapon that current weapon
SAVEVALUE CWITHT,4,XF has intercepted and goto CRASH
SAVEVALUE CWITHH,2,XF
TRANSFER ,CRASH

uk

CHK7W TEST E BV$COND7,0,CHK8W if cond7=true then go to chkß
SAVEVALUE BLK,6,XF record features of threat/
SAVEVALUE CWITH,6,XF weapon that current weapon
SAVEVALUE CwITHT,7,XF has intercepted and goto CRASH
SAVEVALUE CWITHH,5,XF
TRANSFER ,CRASH '

sk

CHKBW TEST E BV$COND8,0,SZBF if cond8=true then seize facility
SAVEVALUE BLK,6,XF record features of threat/
SAVEVALUE CWITH,9,XF weapon that current threat
SAVEVALUE CwITHT,10,XF has intercepted and goto CRASH
SAVEVALUE CWITH,8,XF .
TRANSFER ,CRASH

ic

SZBF ENTER BLKF seize next block
* LEAVE BLKE RELEASE PREVIOUS BLOCK

ak

* if peak altitude has been reached then go to POSTP7 else increment

* current altitude
ic

TEST E BV$CONDW,1,POSTP7
ASSIGN 2+,&CHNGW,,PF
TRANSFER ,CONT7

ic

* if after peak height then decrement current height
*

.

POSTP7 ASSIGN Z•,&CHNGW,,PF
ASSIGN 9,1,,PF

ak

* store features of current weapon in array SECT at row=6 since block#

* is 6
ic

CONT7 BLET &INDEXW=MX$SECT(6,1)
BLET &TWBLK=MX$SECT(6,11)
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BLET &TWBLK=&TWBLK+1 increment threat/wep counter
MSAVEVALUE SECT,6,1l,&TWBLK
MSAVEVALUE SECT,6,&INDEXW,PF2
BPUTPIC FILE=OUTS3,PICTURE=OUTW,(PF1,6,MX$SECT(6,&INDEXW))
BLET &INDEXW=&INDEXW+1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,6,&INDEXW,0 set threat/weapon toggle
BLET &INDEXW=&INDEXW+1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,6,&INDEXW,PF1 record weapon number

ak

* store incremented index for next threat or weapon
ic

BLET &INDEXW=&INDEXW+1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,6,1,&INDEXW

ic

* store index in PF6 so weapon can clear record upon exiting block
ic

ASSIGN 6,&INDEXW,,PF
ek

* advance time for travel through block
ak

ADVANCE ML$MUW(1,PF1)*1000

ic

* reset block record as weapon exits block
ic

BLET &INDEXW=PF6 .
BLET &TWBLK=MX$SECT(6,11)
BLET &TWBLK=&TWBLK-1 decrement threat/wep counter
BLET &INDEXW=&INDEXW·1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,6,11,&TWBLK
MSAVEVALUE SECT,6,&INDEXW,0
BLET &INDEXW=&INDEXW·l
MSAVEVALUE SECT,6,&INDEXW,O reset threat/weapon toggle
BLET &INDEXW=&INDEXW·1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,6,&INDEXW,0 reset threat number
MSAVEVALUE SECT,6,1,&INDEXW

ak

* set PF8 to next block attempted
ak

ASSIGN 8,5,,PF

ic

* if any threat has been dumped then dump weapon state
ic

TEST E BV$STOPTDP,0,0KDUMPF

1\·

* if weapon was logically destroyed as simulation was taking place then
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* go to QUITF1 to release current block and terminate threat
ic

TEST E BV$STOPW,O,QUITF1

*

* if 3 weapons/threat in block then go to QUITF
sk

CONTWG TEST LE MX$SECT(5,l1),3,QUITF

ic

* test if block can be captured
ic

TEST E BV$COND2,0,CHK3W if cond2=true then go to chk3
LEAVE BLKF else release previous block
SAVEVALUE BLK,5,XF record features of threat/
SAVEVALUE CWITH,3,XF · weapon then current weapon
SAVEVALUE CWITHT,4,XF has intercepted and goto CRASH
SAVEVALUE CWITH,2,XF
TRANSFER ,CRASH

sk

CHKBW TEST E BV$COND3,0,CHK4W if cond3=true then go to chk4
LEAVE BLKF else release previous block
SAVEVALUE BLK,5,XF record features of threat/
SAVEVALUE CWITH,6,XF weapon that current weapon
SAVEVALUE CWITHT,7,XF has intercepted and goto CRASH
SAVEVALUE CWITH,5,XF
TRANSFER ,CRASH

sk

CHK4W TEST E BV$COND4,0,SZBG if cond4=true then seize facility
LEAVE BLKF else release previous block
SAVEVALUE BLK,5,XF record features of threat/
SAVEVALUE CWITH,9,XF weapon that current weapon
SAVEVALUE CWITHT,10,XF has intercepted and goto CRASH
SAVEVALUE CWITHH,8,XF
TRANSFER ,CRASH

k

SZBG ENTER BLKG seize next block

ic

* if peak altitude has not been reached then go to POSTP8 else increment
* current altitude
ie

TEST E BV$CONDW,1,POSTP8
ASSIGN 2+,40,,PF
TRANSFER ,CONT8

ic

* if after peak altitude then decrement altitude
ic

POSTP8 ASSIGN 2•,40,,PF
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ASSIGN 9,1,,PF

~

* store features of current weapon in array SECT at row=5 since block#
* is 5
wk

CONT8 BLET &INDEXW=MX$SECT(5,1)
BLET &TWBLK=MX$SECT(5,ll)
BLET &TWBLK=&TWBLK+1 increment threat/wep counter
MSAVEVALUE SECT,5,11,&TWBLK
MSAVEVALUE SECT,5,&INDEXW,PFZ
BPUTPIC FILE=OUTS3,PICTURE=OUTW,(PF1,5,MX$SECT(5,&INDEXW))
BLET &INDEXW=&INDEXW+1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,5,&INDEXW,0 set threat/weapon toggle
BLET &INDEXW=&INDEXW+1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,5,&INDEXW,PF1 record weapon number

wk

* store incremented index for next threat/weapon to indicate next
* available slot in row
wk

BLET &INDEXW=&INDEXW+l
MSAVEVALUE SECT,5,1,&INDEXW

wk

* store index in PF6 so weapon can clear record upon exiting block
wk

ASSIGN 6,&INDEXW,,PF
wk

* advance time for travel through block
ic

ADVANCE ML$MUW(l,PF1)*lO0O

wk

* reset block record as weapon exits block
ak

BLET &INDEXW=PF6
BLET &TWBLK=MM$SECT(5,ll)
BLET &TWBLK=&TWBLK·l
BLET &INDEXW=&INDEXW-1 decrment threat/wep counter
MSAVEVALUE SECT,5,11,&TWBLK
MSAVEVALUE SECT,5,&INDEXW,0 reset threat/wepon toggle
BLET &INDEXW=&INDEXW·1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,5,&INDEXW,0 threat/weapon toggle
BLET &INDEXW=&INDEXW·1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,5,&INDEXW,0 threat number
MSAVEVALUE SECT,S,1,&INDEXW

wk

* if weapon was logically destroyed as simulation was taking place then
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* go to QUITG1 to release current block and terminate threat
sk

TEST E BV$STOPW,O,QUITG1

sk

* terminate Weapon since Weapon has crossed outermost line and

* missed threat

LEAVE BLKG release block and print error
TRANSFER ,WXLINE msg because wep missed threat

sk iddekkkkkkkvkkimimkk**4:***9:*9:*******9d¢*¤k***kkkk********>•¢*sk>k********9¢¤&*9e

ak

* CRASH analyzes whether a threat intercepted a threat, a weapon
* intercepted another weapon or directs the transaction to TWEP if a
* weapon intercepted a threat
uk

CRASH BLET &I=MX$SECT(XF$BLK,XF$CWITHT) record crashed with missle #
BLET &K=MX$SECT(XF$BLK,XF$CWITH) record thrt/wep toggle of same
SAVEVALUE WTNO,&I,XF
SAVEVALUE TWTOG,&K,XF
MSAVEVALUE SECT,XF$BLK,XF$CWITH,O
MSAVEVALUE SECT,XF$BLK,XF$CWITHT,O
MSAVEVALUE SECT,XF$BLK,XF$CWITHH,O reset SECT entries as trans.
MSAVEVALUE SECT,XF$BLK,1,XF$CWITHH prepares to terminate
BLET &I=MX$SECT(XF$BLK,6)
BLET &I=&I-1 decrement threat/wep counter
MSAVEVALUE SECT,XF$BLK,6,&I
TEST E PF5,XF$TWTOG,QUIT if toggle is O then goto WWEP

k

* threat destroyed a threat
ic

TEST E PF5,1,WWEP
BPUTPIC FILE=OUTS3,PICTURE=TT(PF1,XF$WTNO,XF$BLK)
TEST E XF$WTNO,1,FGT2
SAVEVALUE FLAGT1,1,XF

FGT2 TEST E XF$WTNO,2,FGT3 depending on threat number
SAVEVALUE FLAGT2,l,XF set appropriate flags

FGT3 TEST E XF$WTNO,3,TERM so the right transactions
SAVEVALUE FLAGT3,l,XF will be flaged to stop
TRANSFER ,TERM terminate current transaction

~k

* weapon destroyed a weapon

*

WWEP BPUTPIC FILE=OUTS3,PICTURE=WW(PFl,XF$WTNO,XF$BLK) _
TEST E XF$WTNO,3,FGW2
SAVEVALUE FLAGW1,1,XF depending on the weapon number

FGW2 TEST E XF$WTNO,2,FGW3 set appropriate flags so
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SAVEVALUE FLAGW2,1,XF that the right transactions
FGW3 TEST E XF$WTNO,4,TERM will be flaged to terminate

SAVEVALUE FLAGW3,1,XF
TRANSFER ,TERM terminate current transaction

ic
ie

* MANY prints the error message when more than 3 threat/weapons attempt
* to simultaneously reside in a block. It terminates only the entering

* transaction.
ic

INDEXC BVARIABLE (&I'E°2)+(&I'E'5)+(&I'E'8)
ic

MANY BPUTPIC FILE=0UTS3,PICTURE=XTRA(PF1,PF2)
BLET &I=1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,PF8,11,0
MSAVEVALUE SECT,PF8,1,2

sk

* Looping occurs until all transactions in the block are flaged to

* terminate.
ak

CLOOP TEST NE &I,10,TERM do until i=10
BLET &I=&I+1
TEST NE MX$SECT(PF8,&I),0,CLOOP if zero element then skip
TEST E BV$INDEXC,1,NEXT if new threat/wep then continue
SAVEVALUE MNO,MX$SECT(PF8,&I+2),XF
TEST E MX$SECT(PF8,&I+l),1,WWEPM
BPUTPIC FILE=OUTS3,PICTURE=INADDT(XF$MNO,PF2)
TEST E XF$MO,1,FG2 if entry is a threat then
SAVEVALUE FLAGT1,1,XF set the appropriate flag

FG2 TEST E XF$MNO,2,FG3
SAVEVALUE FLAGT2,1,XF

FG3 TEST E XF$MNO,3,NEXT
SAVEVALUE FLAGT3,1,XF

ic

WWEPH BPUTPIC FILE=OUTS3,PICTURE=INADDW(XF$HNO,PF2)
TEST E XF$MNO,3,FL2W
SAVEVALUE FLAGW1,1,XF if entry is a weapon then

FLZW TEST E XF$MNO,2,FL3W set appropriate flag
SAVEVALUE FLAGW2,1,XF

FL3W TEST E XF$HNO,2,NEXT
SAVEVALUE FLAGW3,1,XF

NEXT MSAVEVALUE SECT,PF8,&I,0 zero out entry
TRANSFER ,CLOOP analyze next element

st

* QQ, TT,WW,XTRA,TMISS,WMISS,INADDT and INADDW are formats used to print

* appropriate messages about the behavior of the threats and weapons.
*
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QQ PICTURE LINES=2
THREAT * DESTROYED BY WEAPON * IN BLOCK *** AT ALTITUDE ***

TT PICTURE LINES=2
THREAT * DESTROYED THEEAT * IN BLOCK **

WW PICTURE LINES=2
WEAPON * DESTROYED WEAPON * IN BLOCK **

XTRA PICTURE LINES=2
THEEE THREATS/WEAPONS IN BLOCK...THREAT * DESTROYED AT ALTITUDE ***

TMISS PICTURE LINES=2
THREAT * WAS NOT INTERCEPTED BY WEAPON * AND CROSSED LINE *

WMISS PICTURE LINES=2
WEAPON * MISSED THREAT * AND CROSSED THE OUTERMOST LINE

INADDT PICTURE LINES=2
THREAT * ALSO ELIMINATED AT ALTITUDE * DUE TO ABOVE ERROR

INADDW PICTURE LINES=2
WEAPON * ALSO ELIHINATED AT ALTITUDE * DUE TO ABOVE ERROR

ic

* QUIT prints message QQ and sends transaction to TWEP
ie

QUIT TEST E PF5,1,WHIT
BPUTPIC FILE=OUTS3,PICTURE=QQ(PF1,XF$WTNO,_

XF$BLK,PF2)
TRANSFER ,TWEP

WHIT BPUTPIC FILE=OUTS3,PICTURE=QQ(XF$WTNO,PF1,_
XF$BLK,PF2)

TRANSFER ,TWEP

k

* QUIT releases block G and sends transaction to MANY
ic

QUITG LEAVE BLKG
TRANSFER ,MANY

*
* QUITF releases block F and sends transaction to MANY
*

QUITF LEAVE BLKF
TRANSFER ,MANY

ic

*
* WXLINE and TXLINE print error messages when a weapon crosses the

* outermost line or a threat crosses its pre decided line. The entering
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* transactions are terminated.
sk

WXLINE BPUTPIC FILE=OUTS3,PICTURE=WMISS(PF1,PF4)
TRANSFER ,TERM

sk

TXLINE BPUTPIC FILE=OUTS3,PICTURE=TMISS(PF1,PF6,PF4)
TRANSFER ,TERM

ic

* QUITG1 releases block G and sends transaction to TERM
sk

QUITGI LEAVE BLKG
TRANSFER ,TERM

ic

* QUITF1 releases block F and sends transaction to TERM
sk

QUITFI LEAVE BLKF
TRANSFER ,TERM

sk

* QUITE1 releases block E and sends transaction to TERM
sk

QUITE1 LEAVE BLKE
TRANSFER ,TERH

ic

sk

* signals legal ending to simulation
ik

TWEP TEST E PF5,1,ISWEP if pf5=1 then threat else weapon
TEST E PF6,3,FLGW2
SAVEVALUE FLAGW1,1,XF
TRANSFER ,TERM set flag to stop

FLGW2 TEST E PF6,2,FLGW3 corresponding weapon
SAVEVALUE FLAGWZz1,XF
TRANSFER ,TERM '

FLGW3 SAVEVALUE FLAGW3,1,XF
TRANSFER ,TERM

ic

ISWEP TEST E PF4,l,FLGT2
SAVEVALUE FLAGT1,1,XF
TRANSFER ,TERM set flag to stop

FLGT2 TEST E PF4,2,FLGT3 corresponding threat
SAVEVALUE FLAGT2,1,XF
TRANSFER ,TERM

FLGT3 SAVEVALUE FLAGT3,1,XF
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*
* format used for pictures in TERM
st

ic

* release blkE and dump state
*

OKDUMPE LEAVE BLKE
TRANSFER ,SETFLGS

*
* release blkF and dump state
k

OKDUMPF LEAVE BLKF

9:

* if transaction is a weapon then go to DSTATEW else set dump flags for

* other threats and go to DSTATET

*

SETFLGS TEST E PF5,1,DSTATEW
SAVEVALUE FLAGT1P,1,XF
SAVEVALUE FLAGT2P,l,XF
SAVEVALUE FLAGT3P,l,XF
TRANSFER ,DSTATET

ic

* dump the state of the current threat in array DUMPT in row=XF$ROWT
ic

DSTATET TEST E XF$CLR,1,DSTATET only 1 threat can dump state at a time
SAVEVALUE CLR,O,XF
SAVEVALUE COLT+,1,XF
SAVEVALUE ROWT+,1,XF
HSAVEVALUE DUMPT,XF$ROWT,XF$COLT,PF1
SAVEVALUE COLT+,1,XF
MSAVEVALUE DUMPT,XF$ROWT,XF$COLT,PFZ
SAVEVALUE COLT+,1,XF
MSAVEVALUE DUMPT,XF$ROWT,XF$COLT,PF3
SAVEVALUE COLT+,1,XF
MSAVEVALUE DUMPT,XF$ROWT,XF$COLT,PF4 dump transaction
SAVEVALUE COLT+,1,XF parameters
MSAVEVALUE DUMPT,XF$ROWT,XF$COLT,PF5
SAVEVALUE COLT+,1,XF
MSAVEVALUE DUMPT,XF$ROWT,XF$COLT,PF6
SAVEVALUE COLT+,1,XF
MSAVEVALUE DUMPT,XF$ROWT,XF$COLT,PF7
SAVEVALUE COLT+,1,XF
MSAVEVALUE DUMPT,XF$ROWT,XF$COLT,PF8
SAVEVALUE COLT+,1,XF
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MSAVEVALUE DUHPT,XF$ROWT,XF$COLT,PF9
SAVEVALUE COLT,O,XF
SAVEVALUE CLR,1,XF reset CLR so other threats can dump
TRANSFER ,TERM terminate transaction

ic

* dump the state of the current weapon in array DUMPW in row=XF$WROW
sk

DSTATEW TEST E XF$CLRW,1,DSTATEW only 1 weapon can dump state at a time
SAVEVALUE CLRW,0,XF
SAVEVALUE WROW+,1,XF
SAVEVALUE COLW+,1,XF
MSAVEVALUE DUMPW,XF$WROW,XF$COLW,PF1
SAVEVALUE COLW+,1,XF
MSAVEVALUE DUMPW,XF$WROW,XF$COLW,PF2
SAVEVALUE COLW+,1,XF
MSAVEVALUE DUMTW,XF$WROW,XF$COLW,PF3
SAVEVALUE COLW+,1,XF
MSAVEVALUE DUMPW,XF$WROW,XF$COLW,PF4
SAVEVALUE COLW+,1,XF
MSAVEVALUE DUMTW,XF$WROW,XF$COLW,PF5
SAVEVALUE COLW+,1,XF
HSAVEVALUE DUMPW,XF$WROW,XF$COLW,PF6 dump transaction
SAVEVALUE COLW+,1,XF parameters
MSAVEVALUE DUMPW,XF$WROW,XF$COLW,PF7
SAVEVALUE COLW+,1,XF
MSAVEVALUE DUMPW,XF$WROW,XF$COLW,PF8
SAVEVALUE COLW+,1,XF
MSAVEVALUE DUMPW,XF$WROW,XF$COLW,PF9
SAVEVALUE COLW,0,XF
SAVEVALUE CLRW,1,XF reset CLRW so other weapons can dump state
TRANSFER ,TERM terminate weapon

9:

* TERM determines associated queue of entering transaction based on

* decision phase and PF1
*

*
* terminate for decision phase 1
A

TERM TEST E XF$DP,1,TERMD2
TEST E PFS,1,TERMW
TEST E PF1,1,TT2
SAVEVALUE FLAGT1,0,XF
DEPART THR1
TRANSFER ,FINI determine PF1 of

TT2 TEST E PF1,2,TT3 threat and stop collecting
DEPART THR2 statistics from associated
SAVEVALUE FLAGT2,0,XF queue
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TRANSFER ,FINI
TT3 DEPART THR3

SAVEVALUE FLAGT3,0,XF
TRANSFER ,FINI

TERMW DEPART WEP1 do the same if transaction is
SAVEVALUE FLAGW1,0,XF weapon
TRANSFER ,FINI

ic

~
ic

* terminate for decision phase 2
sk

TERMD2 TEST E XF$DP,2,TERMD3
TEST E PF5,1,TERMW2
TEST E PF1,2,TT23 terminate threats
SAVEVALUE FLAGT2,0,XF
DEPART THR21
TRANSFER ,FINI

TT23 DEPART THR22
SAVEVALUE FLAGT3,0,XF
TRANSFER ,FINI

TERMW2 TEST E PF1,5,TW23
DEPART WEP21
SAVEVALUE FLAGW4,0,XF terminate weapons
TRANSFER ,FINI

TW23 DEPART WEP22
SAVEVALUE FLAGW3,0,XF
TRANSFER ,FINI

sk

- 1:

* terminate for decision phase 3
ic

TERMD3 TEST E PF5,1,TERMW3
SAVEVALUE FLAGT2,0,XF
DEPART THR31 terminate threat
TRANSFER ,FINI

TERMW3 SAVEVALUE FLAGW3,0,XF
DEPART WEP31 terminate weapon
TRANSFER ,FINI

FINI TERMINATE 1

*

* ¢!‘I'OI' IIIQSSBQBS for WGBPOHS 8l10C&tiO!1

*

ERRNOWEP PICTURE LINES=2 ·
Error --- No weapons selected for threat * . Simulation terminated.
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ERRLOINV PICTURE LINES=2
Error --- Inventory of weapon * is below zero after allocation.
Simulation terminated.

ERRLOREM PICTURE LINES=2
Error --- Threat * deployed within 10 mile radius. Simulation
terminated.

*
* THREAT ASSESSMENT/WEAPONS ALLOCATION *
* ******************************************************************* *

NUINV PICTURE LINES=2
New inventory of weapon * is : *

NT1 PICTURE LINES=2 -
The following threat should be intercepted before it exits line *

WS1 PICTURE LINES=2
The following weapon is selected for threat *

NT2 PICTURE LINES=2 4
Weapon * missed threat * in decision phase *

SW PICTURE LINES=2
Weapon * has not missed threat * and will be reassigned in current phase

*
* initialize global variables
*

PUTSTRING FILE=OUTS3,(' ')
PUTSTRING FILE=0UTS3,('ENTERING DECISION PHASE l')
PUTSTRING FILE=0UTS3,(' ')

LET &DPHASE=1 initialize decision phase
LET &M=0 initialize array indexes
LET &K=0
LET &COUNT=1 initialize weapon counter
LET &ERRCOND=0 set error condition to 0

* DECISION PHASE = 1

*
* Loop to select a set of threats that have to be intercepted within

* a line. &J is updated at the end of each run i.e., it denotes

* the line under consideration. &I is the loop control variable to

* search through the threats. &K is the loop variable to initialize
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* the current threat set (TSET).
*

*
IF (&DPHASE'E'1)
DO &J=2,4 repeat for all lines

DO &NUMTHRET=1,3 repeat for all threats
LET &LETHT=MX$THRET(&NUMTHRET,3) store lethality of threat
LET &LETHL=MX$ELETH(&J,1) note lethality thresholds „
LET &LETHU=MX$ELETH(&J,2) within line J

*
*

* if lethality of threat falls within the lethality thresholds of line
* J then it must be intercepted. Else look at next threat
ic

*
IF (&LETHT'G'&LETHL)AND(&LETHT'LE'&LETHU)

LET &K=&K+1 update TSET index
LET &TTYPE=MX$THRET(&NUMTHRET,1) if threat is
LET &TARGET=MX$THRET(&NUMTHRET,2) allowable then
LET &LETH=MX$THRET(&NUMTHRET,3) record all attributes
LET &spzE¤=Mx$THREr(auuuwuaar,4) to initialize TSET
LET &COST=MM$THRET(&NUMTHRET,5) entry
LET &DIST=MX$THRET(&NUMTHRET,6)
LET &PALTUDE=HX$THRET(&NUMTHRET,7)
LET &DEPHT=MX$THRET(&NUMTHRET,8)
INITIAL HX$TSET(&K,1),&TTYPE initialize tset
INITIAL MX$TSET(&K,Z),&TARGET with the
INITIAL MX$TSET(&K,3),&LETH above
INITIAL MM$TSET(&K,4),&SPEED information
INITIAL MX$TSET(&K,S),&COST
INITIAL M$TSET(&K,6),&DIST
INITIAL MX$TSET(&K,7),&PALTUDE
INITIAL MX$TSET(&K,8),&DEPHT
PUTPIC FILE=0UTS3,PICTURE=NT1,(&J)
PUTPIC FILE=OUTS3,(MX$TSET(&K,1),MX$TSET(&K,2),_

MX$TSET(&K,3),MX$TSET(&K,4),MM$TSET_’
(&K,5),MX$TSET(&K,6),MX$TSET(&K,7),MX$TSET(&K,8))

** * * **** ****** ** *** ***
ENDIF

*

.

*

* Find weapon that can intercept threat by comparing the threat type

* and the target set of each weapon. If more than one weapon is found
* then select the one with the highest probability of defense.

*

*
LET &HIPDEF=0

IF (&M'NE'&K)
LET &TTYPE=MM$TSET(&K,1) store type for current threat
DO &L=1,6 repeat for all weapons

LET &T1=MM$WEPS(&L,5) record threats that
LET &T2=MX$WEPS(&L,6) can be intercepted by
LET &T3=MX$WEPS(&L,7) current weapon
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LET &WTYPE=MX$WEPS(&L,1) record weapon of current weapon

*
*

* If current threet is in the target set of the weapon then
* if pdef of current weapon is > highest pdef found yet then
* record attributes of the current weapon to initialize WSET, else
* look at next weapon
*
*

IFIF
(MX$PDEF(&WTYPE,&J)'G'&HIPDEF) CHECK FOR HIGHEST PDEF

LET &HIPDEF=MX$PDEF(&WTYPE,&J)
LET &INDEX=&L

ENDIF
ENDIF

ENDDO
IF (&HIPDEF'NE'O)

LET &WTYPE=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,1) remember
LET &SPEED=HM$WEPS(&INDEX,2) attributes
LET &COST=MM$WEPS(&INDEX,3) of the
LET &PALTUDE=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,4) current
LET &T1=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,5) weapon
LET &T2=MX$WEPS (&INDEX, 6)
LET &T3=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,7)
LET &IDLET=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,8)
LET &¤E1>1-1T=Mx$wE1>s (6«11~mEx , 9)
INITIAL MX$WEPS(&INDEX,l0),1
LET &M=&M+1 _
INITIAL MX$WSET(&M,1),&WTYPE
INITIAL MX$WSET(&M,2),&SPEED initialize the
INITIAL MM$WSET(&M,3),&COST weapon set
INITIAL MR$WSET(&M,4),&PALTUDE (WSET)
INITIAL MX$WSET(&M,5),&T1
INITIAL MX$WSET(&M,6),&T2
INITIAL MR$WSET(&M,7),&T3
INITIAL MK$WSET(&M,8),&IDLET
INITIAL HX$WSET(&M,9),&DEPHT
LET &HIPDEF=O
PUTPIC FILE=OUTS3,PICTURE=WS1,(&TTYPE)
PUTPIC FILE=OUTS3,(MX$WSET(&M,l),MX$WSET(&M,2),_

MM$WSET(&M,3),MX$WSET(&M,4),MM$WSET_
(&M, 5) ,HX$WSET(&M,6) ,MX$W5ET(&M,7) ,MX$WEPS (8di,8))

** **** ****** **** ** ** **
ENDIF if weapon wih non zero pdef found

*
* set error condition if no weapon was selected
*

IF (&M'E'0)
PUTPIC FILE=OUTS3,PICTURE=ERRNOWEP(&TTYPE)
LET &ERRCOND=1

ENDIF
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k

* compute distance to outermost line only if weapon selected

IF (&ERRCOND'NE'1)

LET &REM=MX$TSET(&K,6)·10
IF (&REM'L'0)

LET &ERRCOND=1
PUTPIC FILE=OUTS3,PICTURE=ERRLOREM(&TTYPE)

ENDIF
ie

* compute time for threat to reach outermost line
ic

LET &Y=60*&REM
LET &TM?=MX$TSET(&K,4)
LET &ALFA=&Y/&TMP
LET &ALFA=&ALFA*1000

st

* initialize transaction paramters individually per threat and weapon
*

IF (&COUNT'E'1)
INITIAL XF$TTY1,MX$TSET(&K,1) initialize
INITIAL XF$PALTD1,MM$TSET(&K,7) first
INITIAL XF$DHT1,M$TSET(&K,8) threat
INITIAL XF$LINE1,&J parameters
INITIAL XL$IDLE1,&ALFA
INITIAL XF$WEPT1,MX$WSET(&H,1) initialize
INITIAL XF$PALT1,MX$WSET(&M,4) first weapon
INITIAL XL$IDLEW1,MX$WSET(&M,8) parameters

ENDIF11·‘
(&COUNT'E'2) ,
INITIAL XF$TTY2,MK$TSET(&K,1)
INITIAL XF$PALTD2,MX$TSET(&K,7) initialize

L

INITIAL XF$DHT2,HX$TSET(&K,8) second
INITIAL XF$LINE2,&J threat
INITIAL XL$IDLE2,&ALFA parameters
INITIAL XF$WEPT2,MX$WSET(&M,1) initialize
INITIAL XF$PALT2,MX$WSET(&M,4) second
INITIAL XL$IDLEW2,MR$WSET(&M,8) weapon
INITIAL XF$DHW2,MX$WSET(&M,9) PARAMETERS

ENDIF
IF (&COUNT'E'3)

INITIAL XF$TTY3,MX$TSET(&K,1)
INITIAL XF$PALTD3,MX$TSET(&K,7) initialize
INITIAL XF$DHT3,MK$TSET(&K,8) third
INITIAL XF$LINE3,&J threat
INITIAL XL$IDLE3,&ALFA parameters
INITIAL XF$WEPT3,MM$WSET(&M,1) initialize
INITIAL XF$PALT3,HX$WSET(&M,4) third
INITIAL XL$IDLEW3,MX$WSET(&M,8) weapon
INITIAL XF$DHW3,MX$WSET(&M,9) parameters

ENDIF
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LET &COUNT=&COUNT+1 increment counter for threats

*
*
* decrement inventory (cost) of weapon chosen to intercept the threat
*x

LET &TCOST=MX$INV(&WTYPE,1) record total cost
LET &TCOST=&TCOST—&COST decrement it by cost of weapon
IF (&TCOST'LE'O) .

PUTPIC FILE=OUTS3,PICTURE=ERRLOINV(&WTYPE)
LET &ERRCOND=1

ENDIF
INITIAL MX$INV(&WTYPE,1),&TCOST store new inventory in matrix
PUTPIC FILE=OUTS3,PICTURE=NUINV,(&WTYPE,HX$INV(&WTYPE,1))

ENDIF for error condition check
ENDIF for loop if new threat selected
ENDDO for all threats

ENDDO for all lines
*
* initialize counters to be used during simulation
*

INITIAL XF$TNO,1 threat counter
INITIAL XF$WNO,1 weapon counter
INITIAL XF$BRK,O threat split indicator
INITIAL XF$CLR,1 flag for accessing DUMPT row
INITIAL XF$CLRW,1 flag for accessing DUMPW row
INITIAL xF$RowT,0 DUMPT row
INITIAL XF$COLT,O DUMPT col
INITIAL XF$WROW,0 DUMPW row
INITIAL xr$coLw,0 DUMPW col

BFOR PICTURE LINES=2
BEFORE SIMULATION OF INTERCEPTION FOR DECISION PHASE *

AFTR PICTURE LINES=2
AFTER SIMULATION OF INTERCEPTION FOR DECISION PHASE *

PREAM PICTURE LINES=10

Welcome to Stagewise CSIM for path 3. Threats and weapon are simulated
on blocks G, F, and E. The following procedure is adopted for
naming the blocks : .

Block G = Block 5
Block F = Block 6
Block E = Block 7

.

* define storage for blocks

*
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BLKG STORAGE 3
BLKF STORAGE 3
BLKE STORAGE 3

sk

* start simulation
ak

IF (&ERRCOND'NE'1)
PUTPIC FILE=OUTS3,PICTURE=BFOR,(1)

INITIAL XF$DP,l
PUTPIC FILE=OUTS3,PICTURE=PREAM
START 4

sk

* reinitialize necessary variables and arrays
ic

CLEAR MX$THRET,MX$WEPS,MX$INV,HX$WSET,MR$TSET,MX$LINEBLK,_
MKSDUMPT,MX$DUM?W,ML$MU,ML$MUW,XF$ROWT,_
XFSCOLT,XF$WROW,XF$COLW,XF$DP,MX$PDEF

in

* reinitialize index for next available slot for each row in SECT to 2
ic

DO &I=1,20
INITIAL HX$SECT(&I,1),Z

ENDDO

PUTPIC FILE=OUTS3,PICTURE=AFTR,(1)
ENDIF

LET &DPHASE=&DPHASE+1 increment decision phase
ENDIF

* DECISION PHASE = 2

*,

* For all active threats at the end of decision phase 1 find one weapon

* that can engage threat, has the highest speed and matches threat

* trajectory if threat has crossed line or weapon has missed threat.

* Else ressume simulation with previous assignment
k

PUTSTRING FILE=OUTS3,(' ')
PUTSTRING FILE=OUTS3,('ENTERING DECISION PHASE Z')
PUTSTRING FILE=OUTS3,(' ')

IF (&DPHASE'E'Z)AND(&ERRCOND'NE'1)AND(XF$ROWT'NE'O)
LET &COUNT=1

DO &I=l,XF$ROWT
LET &TEMP=MX$DUMPT(&I,4)
IF (MX$DUMPT(&I,8)'G‘MM$LINEBLK(&TEMP,1))

k
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* reassign other weapon to threat since threat has crossed line
*

LET &HISPED=O
LET &TTYPE=MX$DUMPT(&I,1)
PUTPIC FILE=OUTS3,PICTURE=NT2,(MX$DUMPT(&I,6),HR$DUMPT(&I,1),1)

DO &L=1,6 repeat for all weapons
LET &SPEED=MX$WEPS(&L,2) record speed,
LET &DEPHT=MX$WEPS(&L,8) record deployment height,
LET &T1=MX$WEPS(&L,5) record threats that
LET &T2=MM$WEPS(&L,6) can be intercepted by
LET &T3=MX$wEPS(&L,7) current weapon and
LET &WTYPE=MX$WEPS(&L,1) record current weapon type

*
*
* If current threat is in the target set of the weapon then

* if speed of current weapon is > highest speed found yet then
* record attributes of the current weapon to initialize WSET, else
* look at next weapon
k
11:

IF (&TTYPE'E'&T1)0R(&TTYPE'E'&T2)OR(&TTYPE'E‘&T3)
IF (&SPEED'G'&HISPED)AND(MX$DUMPT(&I,2)'G'&DEPHT)

LET &HISPED=&SPEED
LET &INDEX=&L

ENDIF
‘ ENDIF

ENDDO
LET &WTYPE=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,1) remember
LET &DEPHT=MK$WEPS(&INDEX,2) attributes
LET &PALTUDE=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,4) of the
LET &T1=MK$WEPS(&INDEX,5) weapon
LET &T2=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,6)
LET &T3=MM$WEPS(&INDEX,7)
LET &DEPHT=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,9)
INITIAL MM$WEPS(&INDEX,10),1
LET &K=XF$WROW
LET &K=&K+1
INITIAL MX$DUMPW(&K,1),&NTYPE
INITIAL MX$DUMPW(&K,2),&DEPHT initialize the
INITIAL MX$DUMPW(&K,3),&PALTUDE weapon set
INITIAL MX$DUMPW(&K,4),&TTYPE (WSET)
INITIAL HX$DUMPW(&K,5),0
INITIAL MX$DUMPW(&K,6),0
INITIAL MX$DUMPW(&K,7),0
INITIAL MR$DUMPW(&K,8),7
INITIAL MX$DUMPW(&K,l0),0
INITIAL MX$DUMTT(&I,10),&K
INITIAL XF$WROW,&K
LET &HISPED=0

”

PUTPIC FILE=OUTS3,PICTURE=WS1,(MX$DUMPT(&I,l))
PUTPIC FILE=OUTS3,(MX$DUMPW(&K,l),MX$DUMPW(&K,2),_

MX$DUMPW(&K,3),HM$DUMPW(&K,4),MX$DUMPW_
(&K„5)„MX$DUMPW(&K,6),M%$DUMPW(&K,7),_
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MX$DUMPW(&K,8))
ink

***21:
****2Uc kkiuk ick ick ick iduk

*
ie

* decrement inventory (cost) of weapon chosen to intercept the threat
k
ic

LET &TCOST=MX$INV(&WTYPE,1) record total cost
LET &TCOST=&TCOST—&COST decrement it by cost of weapon
IF (&TCOST'LE'0)

PUTPIC FILE=OUTS3,PICTURE=ERRLOINV(&WTYPE)
LET &ERRCOND=1

ENDIF
INITIAL MX$INV(&WTYPE,l),&TCOST store new inventory in matrix
PUTPIC FILE=OUTS3,PICTURE=NUINV,(&WTYPE,MX$INV(&WTYPE,1))

ENDIF

ic

* if threat has not crossed line and weapon has not missed threat then
* ressume previous assignment

IF (MX$DUMPT(&I,8)'LE'MX$LINEBLK(&TEM?,1))
_ LET &WTYPE=NX$DUMPT(&I,6)

PUTPIC FILE=OUTS3,PICTURE=SW,(&WTYPE,MX$DUMPT(&I,1))
DO &J=1,XF$WROW find weapon state of previous

IF (M$DUMPW(&J,1)'E'&WTYPE) assignment to correctly initialize
INITIAL MX$DUMPT(&I,10),&J transaction paramters

ENDIF
ENDDO

ENDIF

ic

* initialize transaction paramters individually per threat and weapon
ic

IF (&COUNT'E'1)
INITIAL XF$TTY1,MX$DUMPT(&I,l)
INITIAL XF$DHT1,MR$DUMPT(&I,2) initialize
INITIAL XF$PALTDl,MX$DUMPT(&I,3) first threat
INITIAL XF$LINE1,MX$DUMPT(&I,4) parameters
INITIAL XF$NBKT1,MX$DUMPT(&I,8)
INITIAL XF$PFLG1,MX$DUMPT(&I,9)
LET &M=MX$DUMPT(&I,10)
INITIAL xF$wE1>1‘1 ,Mx$¤u1~u>w(aM, 1)
INITIAL XF$DHW1,MX$DUMPW(&M,2) initialize
INITIAL XF$PALT1,MM$DUMTW(&M,3) first weapon
INITIAL XF$NBKW1,MX$DUMW(&M,8)
INITIAL XF$PKFLl,MX$DUMPW(&M,9)

' ENDIF
IF (&COUNT'E'2)

INITIAL XF$TTY2,HK$DUMPT(&I,1)
INITIAL XF$DHT2,MX$DUMPT(&I,2) initialize
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INITIAL XF$PALTD2,MM$DUMTT(&I,3) second threat
INITIAL XF$LINE2,MM$DUMPT(&I,4) parameters
INITIAL XF$NBKT2,MX$DUMPT(&I,8) '

INITIAL XF$PFLG2,MX$DUMPT(&I,9)
LET &M=MX$DUMPT(&I,l0)
INITIAL XF$WEPT2,MX$DUMPW(&M,1)
INITIAL XF$DHW2,MX$DUMPW(&M,2) initializc
INITIAL XF$PALT2,MM$DUMPW(&M,3) first weapon
INITIAL XF$NBKW2,MX$DUMPW(&M,8)
INITIAL XFSPKFLZ ,MX$DUMPW(&M , 9)

ENDIF
LET &COUNT=&COUNT+1 increment counter for threats
ENDDO of reassessment of threats for decision phase 2

*
* initialize savevalues to be used during simualtion
ic

INITIAL XF$ROWT,O
INITIAL XF$COLT,0
INITIAL XF$WROW,0
INITIAL XF$COLW,0
INITIAL XF$CLR,1
INITIAL XF$CLRW,1

ic

* start simulation
*

IF (&ERRCOND'NE'1)
PUTPIC FILE=OUTS3,PICTURE=BFOR,(2)

INITIAL XF$DP,2
START 4

sk

* clear necessary variables and arrays
ic

CLEAR MX$THRET,MM$WEPS,MX$INV,MX$WSET,MM$TSET,HX$LINEBLK,_
MXSDUMPT,MX$DUMTW,ML$MU,ML$MUW,XF$ROWT,_
XFSCOLT,XF$WROW,XF$COLW,XF$DP,MX$PDEF

sk

* reinitialize index for next available slot for each row in SECT to 2
ak

DO &I=1,20
I

INITIAL MX$SECT(&I,1),2
ENDDO

PUTPIC FILE=OUTS3,PICTURE=AFTR,(2)
ENDIF

LET &DPHASE=&DPHASE+1
ENDIF

* DECISION PHASE = 3
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sk

* For all active threats at the end of decision phase 2 find one weapon
* that can engage threat, and has a non negative inventory if threat

* has crossed line or weapon has missed threat.
* Else ressume simulation with previous assignment
k

PUTSTRING FILE=OUTS3,(' ')
PUTSTRING FILE=OUTS3,('ENTERING DECISION PHASE B')
PUTSTRING FILE=OUTSB,(' ')

IF (&DPHASE'E'3)AND(&ERRCOND'NE'1)AND(XF$ROWT'NE'O)
LET &COUNT=1

DO &I=1,XF$ROWT
LET &TEMT=MX$DUMPT(&I,4)

IF (MX$DUMPT(&I,8)'G'MX$LINEBLK(&TEMP,1))OR_
(MM$DUMPT(&I,8)'GE‘MM$DUMPW(&M,8)) =====

ic

* reassign other weapon to threat since threat has crossed line
ic

LET &TTYPE=HX$DUM?T(&I,1)
PUTPIC FILE=OUTSB,PICTURE=NT2,(MX$DUMPT(&I,6),&TTYPE,2)
LET &FOUND=0

DO &L=1,6 repeat for all weapons
LET &T1=MR$wEPS(&L,5) record threats that
LET &T2=MX$WEPS(&L,6) can be intercepted by
LET &T3=MM$WEPS(&L,7) current weapon
LET &WTYPE=MX$WEPS(&L,1) record type of current weapon

ic

*
* If current threat is in the target set of the weapon and

* if weapon has positive inventory then record attributes of current

* current weapon to initialize WSET, else look at next weapon
ic
ic

IF (&TTYPE'E'&T1)OR(&TTYPE'E'&T2)OR(&TTYPE'E'&T3)
IF (&FOUND'E'0)

LET &INDEX=&L
LET &FOUND=1ENDIF _

ENDIF
ENDDO

LET &WTYPE=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,1) remember -
LET &DEPHT=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,2) attributes
LET &PALTUDE=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,4) of the
LET &T1=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,5) weapon
LET &T2=Mx$wE1>s (&1m>1—:x, 6)
LET &TB=HX$WEPS(&INDEX,7)
LET &DEPHT=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,9)
INITIAL MX$WEPS(&INDEX,l0),1
LET &K=XF$WROW
LET &K=&K+1
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INITIAL MX$DUMPW(&K,1),&WTYPE
INITIAL MX$DUMPW(&K,2),&DEPHT initialize the
INITIAL MX$DUMPW(&K,3),&PALTUDE weapon set
INITIAL MX$DUMPW(&K,4),&TTYPE (WSET)
INITIAL m<$0uMPw(6a<,s) ,0
INITIAL MX$DUMPW(&K,6),0
INITIAL MX$DUMPW(&K,7),0
INITIAL MX$DUMPW(&K,8),7
INITIAL MX$DUMPW(&K,9),O _

INITIAL MX$DUMPT(&I,10),&K
INITIAL XF$WROW,&K
LET &HISPED=0
PUTPIC FILE=OUTS3,PICTURE=WSl,(MX$DUMPT(&I,1))
PUTPIC FILE=OUTS3,(MX$DUMPW(&K,1),MX$DUMPW(&K,2),_

MX$DUMPW(&K,3),MX$DUMPW(&K,4),MX$DUMPW_
(&K„5)„MX$DUMPW(&K„6)„MX$DUT!PW(&K„7)„-
MX$DUMPW(&K,8))

kk kkkk kkkkkk kkkk kk kk kk kkk

k

* decrement inventory (cost) of weapon chosen to intercept the threat
k
k

LET &TCOST=HX$INV(&WTYPE,1) record total cost
LET &TCOST=&TCOST-&COST decrement it by cost of weapon
IF (&TCOST'LE'O)

PUTPIC FILE=OUTS3,PICTURE=ERRLOINV(&WTYPE)
LET &ERRCOND=1

ENDIF
INITIAL HX$INV(&NTYPE,1),&TCOST store new inventory in matrix
PUTPIC FILE=OUTS3,PICTURE=NUINV,(&WTYPE,MX$INV(&WTYPE,1))

ENDIF

k

* if threat has not crossed line and weapon has not missed threat then

* ressume previous assignment
k

IF (MXSDUMT(&I,8)'LE'MX$LINEBLK(&TEMP,1))
LET &WTYPE=MX$DUMPT(&I,6)
PUTPIC FILE=OUTS3,PICTURE=SW,(&WTYPE,MX$DUMPT(&I,1))
DO &J=1,XF$WROW find weapon state of previous

IF (MX$DUMPW(&J,1)'E'&WTYPE) assignment
INITIAL MX$DUMPT(&I,l0),&J

ENDIF
ENDDO

ENDIF

k

* initialize transaction paramters individually per threat and weapon
k

IF (&COUNT'E'1)
‘
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INITIAL XF$TTY1,MX$DUMPT(&I,1)
INITIAL XF$DHT1,MX$DUMPT(&I,2) initialize
INITIAL XF$PALTD1,MX$DUMPT(&I,3) first threat
INITIAL XF$LINE1,MX$DUMPT(&I,4) parameters
INITIAL XF$NBKTl,MX$DUMPT(&I,8)
INITIAL XF$PFLG1,MX$DUMPT(&I,9)
LET &M=HK$DUMPT(&I,10)
INITIAL XF$WEPTl,MX$DUM?W(&M,1)
INITIAL XF$DHWl,MK$DUMPW(&M,2)
INITIAL XF$PALT1,MX$DUMW(&M,3) initialize
INITIAL XF$NBKW1,MX$DUMPW(&M,8) first weapon
INITIAL XF$PKFLl,MR$DUMPW(&M,9)

ENDIF
IF (&COUNT'E'2)

INITIAL XF$TTY2,MM$DUM?T(&I,1)
INITIAL XF$DHT2,MM$DUMPT(&I,2) initialize
INITIAL XF$PALTD2,MX$DUMPT(&I,3) second threat
INITIAL XF$LINE2,MX$DUMPT(&I,4) parameters
INITIAL XF$NBKT2,MX$DUMPT(&I,8)
INITIAL XF$PFLG2,MX$DUMPT(&I,9)
LET &M=MX$DUMPT(&I,10)
INITIAL XF$WEPT2,MX$DUMTW(&M,1)
INITIAL XF$DHW2,MX$DUMPW(&M,2)
INITIAL XF$PALT2,MX$DUMPW(&M,3) initialioze
INITIAL XF$NBKW2,MX$DUMPW(&M,8) first weapon
INITIAL XF$PKFL2,MX$DUMPW(&M,9)

ENDIF
LET &COUNT=&COUNT+1 increment counter for threats
ENDDO of reassessment of threats for decision phase 3

*
* initialize savevalues to be used during simulation

*

INITIAL XF$ROWT,0
INITIAL XF$COLT,0
INITIAL XF$WROW,0
INITIAL XF$COLW,0
INITIAL XF$CLR,1
INITIAL XF$CLRW,1

*
* start simulation
k

IF (&ERRCOND'NE'1}
PUTPIC FILE=OUTS3,PICTURE=BFOR,(3)

INITIAL XF$DP,3
START Z

PUTPIC FILE=OUTS3,PICTURE=AFTR,(3)
ENDIF

ENDIF
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END
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Appendix F : Threat Assessment/Weapons
Allocation Modules

Appendix F : Threat Assessment/Weapons Allocation Modules l5l



* ******************************************************************* *
* *
* THREAT/ASSESSMENT AND WEAPONS ALLOCATION *
* FOR STAGEWISE CSIM FOR PATH 1 *
* *
* ******************************«************************************ *

PUTSTRING FILE=OUTS1,(' ')
PUTSTRING F1LE=ours1,(·EuTER1Nc DECISION PHASE l')
PUTSTRING FILE=OUTS1,(' ')

*
* initialize variables
*

LET &DPHASE=1 initialize decision phase
LET &M=0 initialize array indexes
LET &K=0
LET &COUNT=1
LET &ERRCOND=0 set error condition to 0

* DECISION PHASE = 1

*
* Loop to select a set of threats that have to be intercepted within
* a line. &J is updated at the end of each run i.e., it denotes

* the line under consideration. &I is the loop control variable to
* search through the threats. &K is the loop variable to initialize
* the current threat set (TSET).

*
*

IF (&DPHASE'E'1)
DO &J=2,4 repeat for all lines

DO &NUMTHRET=1,3 repeat for all threats
LET &LETHT=MX$THRET(&NUMTHRET,3) store lethality of threat
LET &LETHL=MM$ELETH(&J,1) note lethality thresholds
LET &LETHU=MX$ELETH(&J,2) within line J

*
*
* if lethality of threat falls within the lethality thresholds of line-
* J then it must be intercepted. Else look at next threat

*
*

IF (&LETHT'G'&LETHL)AND(&LETHT'LE'&LETHU)
LET &K=&K+1 if threat is to be intercepted
LET &TTYPE=MM$THRET(&NUMTHRET,1) if threat is
LET &TARGET=MX$THRET(&NUMTHRET,2) allowable then
LET &LETH=MX$THRET(&NUMTHRET,3) record all attributes
LET &SPEED=MX$THRET(&NUMTHRET,4) to initialize TSET
LET &COST=MX$THRET(&NUMTHRET,5) entry
LET &DIST=MX$THRET(&NUMTHRET,6)
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LET &PALTUDE=HX$THRET(&NUMTHRET,7)
LET &DEPHT=MX$THRET(&NUMTHRET,8)
INITIAL MK$TSET(&K,1),&TTYPE initialize tset
INITIAL MX$TSET(&K,2),&TARGET with the
INITIAL MX$TSET(&K,3),&LETH above
INITIAL MX$TSET(&K,4),&SPEED information
INITIAL MX$TSET(&K,5),&COST
INITIAL MX$TSET(&K,6),&DIST
INITIAL MX$TSET(&K,7),&PALTUDE
INITIAL MX$TSET(&K,8),&DEPHT
PUTPIC FILE=OUTS1,PICTURE=NT1,(&J)
PUTPIC FILE=0UTSl,(MX$TSET(&K,1),MK$TSET(&K,2),_

MX$TSET(&K,3),MX$TSET(&K,4),MX$TSET_
(&K,5),MX$TSET(&K,6),MX$TSET(&K,7),MX$TSET(&K,8))

** * * **** ****** ** *** ***
ENDIF

k

*

* Find weapon that can intercept threat by comparing the threat type

* and the target set of each weapon. If more than one weapon is found

* then select the one with the highest probability of defense.
*
*

LET &HIPDEF=0

IF (&M‘NE'&K)
LET &TTYPE=MX$TSET(&K,1) store type for current threat
DO &L=1,6 repeat for all weapons

LET &T1=MM$WEPS(&L,5) record threats that
LET &T2=MX$WEPS(&L,6) can be intercepted by
LET &T3=MX$WEPS(&L,7) current weapon
LET &wTYPE=MX$WEPS(&L,1) record weapon of current weapon

uk
ak

* If current threat is in the target set of the weapon then

* if pdef of current weapon is > highest pdef found yet then

* record attributes of the current weapon to initialize WSET, else

* look at next weapon

*
* .

IF (&TTYPE'E'&T1)OR(&TTYPE'E'&T2)OR(&TTYPE'E'&T3)
IF (MX$PDEF(&wTYPE,&J)'G'&HIPDEF) check for highest pdef

LET &HIPDEF=MX$PDEF(&WTYPE,&J)
LET &INDEX=&L

ENDIF
‘

ENDIF
ENDDO
IF (&HIPDEF'NE'O)

LET &WTYPE=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,1) remember
LET &SPEED=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,2) attributes
LET &COST=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,3) of the
LET &PALTUDE=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,4) current
LET &T1=MM$wEPS(&INDEX,5) weapon
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LET &T2=MM$WEPS(&INDEX,6)
LET &'I‘3=MX$WEPS (amozx , 7)
LET &DEPHT=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,8)
INITIAL MX$WEPS(&INDEX,10),1
LET &M=&M+1 1
INITIAL HX$WSET(&M,1),&WTYPE
INITIAL MM$WSET(&M,2),&SPEED initialize the
INITIAL MX$WSET(&M,3),&COST weapon set
INITIAL MX$WSET(&M,4),&PALTUDE (WSET)
INITIAL MX$WSET(&M,5),&T1
INITIAL MX$WSET(&M,6),&T2
INITIAL MX$WSET(&M,7),&T3
INITIAL MR$WSET(&M,8),&DEPHT
LET &HIPDEF=0
PUTPIC FILE=OUTS1,PICTURE=WT1,(&TTYPE)

_ PUTPIC FILE=OUTS1,(MX$WSET(&M,l),MM$WSET(&M,2),_
m<$wsE'1•(&M,3) ,1~1x$wsE1‘(6a·1,4) ,MX$WSET_

(&M,5),MX$WSET(&M,6),MX$WSET(&M,7),MX$WEPS(&M,8))
kk kkkk kkkkkk kkkk kk kk kk

ENDIF if weapon wih non zero pdef found
k

k

* set error condition if no weapon was selected
ak

IF (&H'E'0)
PUTPIC FILE=OUTS1,PICTURE=ERRNOWEP(&TTYPE)
LET &ERRCOND=1

ENDIF

k

* compute distance to outermost line only if weapon selected
*

IF (&ERRCOND'NE'1)

LET &REM=MX$TSET(&K,6)-10
IF (&REM'L'0)

LET &ERRCOND=1
PUTPIC FILE=OUTS1,PICTURE=ERRLOREM(&TTYPE)

ENDIF
k

* compute time for threat to reach outermost line
k

LET &Y=60*&REM
LET &TMP=HX$TSET(&K,4)
LET &ALFA=&Y/&TMP
LET &ALFA=&ALFA*1000

*
* initialize transaction paramters individually per threat and weapon
k

IF (&COUNT'E'l)
INITIAL XF$TTY1,MX$TSET(&K,1) initialize
INITIAL XF$PALTD1,MX$TSET(&K,7) first
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INITIAL xF$¤HT1,Mx$TsET(&x,6) threat
INITIAL XF$LINE1,&J parameters
INITIAL XL$IDLE1,&ALFA
INITIAL XF$WEPT1,MX$WSET(&M,1) initialize
INITIAL XF$PALT1,MX$WSET(&M,4) first weapon
INITIAL XF$DHWl,MX$WSET(&M,8)

ENDIF
IF (&COUNT'E'2)

„ INITIAL XF$TTY2,MK$TSET(&K,1)
INITIAL XF$PALTD2,MX$TSET(&K,7) initialize
INITIAL XF$DHT2,MX$TSET(&K,8) second
INITIAL XF$LINE2,&J threat
INITIAL XL$IDLE2,&ALFA parameters
INITIAL XF$WEPT2,MX$WSET(&M,1) initialize
INITIAL XF$PALT2,MK$WSET(&M,4) second weapon
INITIAL XF$DHW2,MM$WSET(&M,8)

ENDIF
IF (&COUNT'E'3)

INITIAL XF$TTY3 ,Mx$1•sE*1· (ax, 1)
INITIAL XF$PALTD3,MX$TSET(&K,7) initialize
INITIAL XF$DHT3,MM$TSET(&K,8) third
INITIAL XF$LINE3,&J threat
INITIAL XL$IDLE3,&ALFA parameters
INITIAL XF$WEPT3,MM$WSET(&M,1) initialize
INITIAL XF$PALT3,MX$WSET(&M,4) third weapon
INITIAL XF$DHW3,MM$WSET(&M,8)

ENDIF
LET &COUNT=&COUNT+1 increment counter for threats

k
ic

* decrement inventory (cost) of weapon chosen to intercept the threat
ic

*.
LET &TCOST=MX$INV(&WTYPE,1) record total cost
LET &ECOST=&TCOST-&COST decrement it by cost of weapon
IF (&TCOST'LE'0)

PUTPIC FILE=OUTS1,PICTURE=ERRLOINV(&WTYPE)
LET &ERRCOND=l

ENDIF
INITIAL MX$INV(&WTYPE,1),&TCOST store new inventory in matrix
PUTPIC FILE=0UTS1,PICTURE=NUINV(&WTYPE,MM$INV(&WTYPE,1))

ENDIF for error condition check
ENDIF for loop if new threat selected
ENDDO for all threats

ENDDO for all lines V
*
* initialize counters to be used during simulation
k

INITIAL XF$TNO,1 threat counter
INITIAL XFSWNO,1 weapon counter
INITIAL XF$BRK,0 threat split indicator -
INITIAL XF$CLR,1 flag to access element of DUMPT
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INITIAL XFSCLRW,1 flag to access element of DUMPW
INITIAL XF$ROWT,0 row index for DUMPT
INITIAL XF$COLT,0 column index for DUMPT
INITIAL XF$WROW,O row index for DUMPW
INITIAL XF$COLW,0 column index for DUMPW

BFOR PICTURE LINES=2
BEFORE SIMULATION OF INTERCEPTION FOR PHASE *

AFTR PICTURE LINES=Z
AFTER SIMULATION OF INTERCEPTION FOR PHASE *

PREAM PICTURE LINES=1O

Welcome to Stagewise for path 1. Threats and weapon are simulated
on blocks A, B, C, and D. The following procedure is adopted for

„ naming the blocks :

Block A = Block 1
Block B = Block 2
Block C = Block 3
Block D = Block 4

*
* define storage for blocks
ic

BLKA STORAGE 3
BLKB STORAGE 3
BLKC STORAGE 3

‘

BLKD STORAGE 3

ic

* start simulation _

*

IF (&ERRCOND'NE'1)
PUTPIC FILE=OUTSl,PICTURE=BFOR,(1)
PUTPIC FILE=OUTS1,PICTURE=PREAM

INITIAL XF$DP,l
START 6

k

* reset necessary variables and arrays
*

CLEAR MX$THRET,MX$WEPS,MX$INV,HX$WSET,MM$TSET,MX$LINEBLK,_
MXSDUMPT,MX$DUMPW,ML$MU,ML$MUW,XF$ROWT,_
XFSCOLT,XF$WROW,XF$COLW,XF$DP,MX$PDEF

ic

* reinitialize element of SECT so that next available element is 2
k

DO &I=1,20
INITIAL MX$SECT(&I,l),2
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ENDDO

PUTPIC FILE=OUTS1,PICTURE=AFTR,(1)
ENDIF

LET &DPHASE=&DPHASE+1 increment decision phase
ENDIF ,

* DECISION PHASE = 2

ic

* For all active threats at the end of decision phase 1 find one weapon
* that can engage threat, has the highest speed and matches threat

* trajectory if threat has crossed line or weapon has missed threat.
* Else ressume simulation with previous assignment
*

PUTSTRING FILE=OUTS1,(' ')
PUTSTRING FILE=OUTSl,('ENTERING DECISION PHASE Z')
PUTSTRING FILE=OUTSl,(' ')

IF (&DPHASE‘E'2)AND(&ERRCOND'NE'1)AND(XF$ROwT'NE'0)
LET &COUNT=1

DO &I=1,XF$ROWT
LET &WTYPE=MX$DUMPT(&I,6)
DO &J=1,XF$WROW find weapon state of previous

IF (MX$DUMPW(&J,1)'E'&WTYPE) to compare distance of threat and
LET &NFND=&J previously assigned weapon

ENDIF
ENDDO

LET &TEM?=HM$DUMPT(&I,4)
ic

* determine if weapon has missed threat
ak

IF (HX$DUM?T(&I,8)'G'MX$LINEBLK(&TEMT,1))AND_
(MX$DUMPT(&I,8)'G'MX$DUMPW(&WFND,8))

ic

* reassign other weapon to threat since threat has crossed line
ie

LET &HISPED=0
LET &TTYPE=MX$DUMPT(&I,1)
PUTPIC FILE=OUTS1,PICTURE=NT2,(&WTYPE,MM$DUMPT(&I,l),1)

DO &L=1,6 repeat for all weapons
LET &SPEED=MX$WEPS(&L,2) record speed,
LET &DEPHT=MX$WEPS(&L,8) record deployment height,
LET &T1=MM$wEPS(&L,5) record threats that
LET &T2=MX$WEPS(&L,6) can be intercepted by
LET &T3=MX$wEPS(&L,7) current weapon and
LET &wTYPE=MX$WEPS(&L,1) record current weapon type

ic

*
* If current threat is in the target set of the weapon then
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* if speed of current weapon is > highest speed found yet then
* record attributes of the current weapon to initialize WSET, else

* look at next weapOn

*
k

IF (&TTYPE'E'&T1)OR(&TTYPE'E'&T2)OR(&TTYPE'E'&T3)
IF (&SPEED'G'&HISPED)

LET &HISPED=&SPEED
LET &INDEX=&L

ENDIF
ENDIF

ENDDO
LET &MTYPE=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,1) remember
LET &DEPHT=MK$WEPS(&INDEX,8) attributes of
LET &PALTUDE=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,4) selected
LET &T1=MM$WEPS(&INDEX,S) weapon
LET &T2=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,6)
LET &T3=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,7)
INITIAL MX$WEPS(&INDEX,10),1
LET &x<=xF$wRow
LET &K=&K+1
INITIAL MX$DUMTW(&K,1),&WTYPE
INITIAL MX$DUMPW(&K,2),&DEPHT initialize next element
INITIAL MX$DUMPW(&K,3),&PALTUDE of weapon set (WSET)
INITIAL MX$DUMPW(&K,4),&TTYPE
INITIAL MR$DUMPW(&K,5),0
INITIAL MX$DUMPW(&K,6),0
INITIAL MX$DUMPW(&K,7),0
INITIAL HX$DUMPW(&K,8),4
INITIAL MX$DUMPW(&K,10),0
INITIAL MX$DUMPT(&I,10),&K
INITIAL XF$WROW,&K
LET &HISPED=0
PUTPIC FILE=OUTSl,PICTURE=WT1,(&TTYPE)
PUTPIC FILE=OUTS1,(MX$WSET(&M,l),MM$WSET(&M,2),_

MR$WSET(&M,3),MX$WSET(&M,4),MX$WSET_
(&M,5),MX$WSET(&M,6),MM$WSET(&M,7),MX$WEPS(&M,8))

kk kkkk kkkkkk kkkk kk kk kk

k
k

* decrement inventory (cost) of weapon chosen to intercept the threat

*k
LET &TCOST=MX$INV(&WTYPE,1) record total cost
LET &TCOST=&TCOST·&COST decrement it by cost of weapon
IF (&TCOST'LE'0)

PUTPIC FILE=0UTS1,PICTURE=ERRLOINV(&WTYPE)
LET &ERRCOND=1

ENDIF
INITIAL MR$INV(&wTYPE,1),&TCOST store new inventory in matrix
PUTPIC FILE=OUTS1,PICTURE=NUINV,(&WTYPE,MX$INV(&WTYPE,1))

ENDIF
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*
* if threat has not crossed line and weapon has not missed threat then
* !'€SSUm¢ previous BSSIQTIMEHYZ
k

IF (MX$DUMPT(&I,8)'LE'MK$LINEBLK(&TEMP,1))AND_
(MX$DUMPT(&I,8)'LE'MX$DUMPW(&WFND,8))

LET &WTYPE=MX$DUMPT(&I,6)
DO &J=1,xF$wRow find weapon state of previous

IF (MX$DUMPW(&J,1)'E'&WTYPE) assignment to correctly initialize
INITIAL MX$DUMPT(&I,10),&J transaction paramters

ENDIF
ENDDO
PUTPIC FILE=OUTS1,PICTURE=WS2,(&WTYPE,M$DUMPT(&I,1))

ENDIF

*
* initialize transaction paramters individually per threat and weapon
*

IF (&COUNT'E'1)
INITIAL XF$TTY1,MM$DUMTT(&I,1)
INITIAL XF$DHT1,MX$DUMPT(&I,2) initialize
INITIAL XF$PALTD1,MX$DUMPT(&I,3) first threat
INITIAL XF$LINE1,MX$DUMPT(&I,4) parameters
INITIAL XF$NBKT1,MX$DUMPT(&I,8)
INITIAL XF$PFLG1,MX$DUMPT(&I,9)
LET &M=MM$DUMPT(&I,l0)
INITIAL XF$WEPT1,MX$DUMTW(&M,1)
INITIAL XF$DHWl,MM$DUMPW(&M,2) initialize
INITIAL XF$PALTl,MX$DUMPW(&M,3) first weapon
INITIAL XF$NBKW1,MX$DUMPW(&M,8)
INITIAL XF$PKFL1,MX$DUMPW(&M,9)

ENDIF
IF (&COUNT‘E'2)

INITIAL XF$TTY2,MX$DUMTT(&I,1)
INITIAL XF$DHT2,MX$DUMPT(&I,2) initialize
INITIAL XF$PALTD2,MX$DUMPT(&I,3) second threat
INITIAL XF$LINE2,MX$DUMPT(&I,4) parameters
INITIAL XF$NBKT2,MX$DUMPT(&I,8)
INITIAL XF$PFLG2,MK$DUMPT(&I,9)
LET &M=MX$DUMPT(&I,10)
INITIAL XF$WEPT2,MX$DUMPW(&M,1)
INITIAL XF$DHW2,MX$DUMPW(&M,2) initialize
INITIAL XF$PALT2,MX$DUMPW(&M,3) second weapon
INITIAL XF$NBKW2,MX$DUMPW(&M,8)
INITIAL XF$PKFL2,MX$DUMPW(&M,9)

ENDIF
IF (&COUNT'E'3)

INITIAL XF$TTY3,MX$DUMPT(&I,1)
INITIAL XF$DHT3,MX$DUMPT(&I,2) initialize
INITIAL XF$PALTD3,MX$DUMPT(&I,3) third threat
INITIAL XF$LINE3,MX$DUM?T(&I,4)
INITIAL XF$NBKT3,MX$DUMPT(&I,8)
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INITIAL XF$PFLG3,MX$DUMPT(&I,9)
LET &M=MX$DUMPT(&I,10)
INITIAL XF$WEPT3,MX$DUMPW(&M,l)
INITIAL XF$DHW3,MX$DUMPW(&M,2) initialize
INITIAL XF$PALT3,MX$DUMPW(&M,3) third weapon
INITIAL XF$NBKW3,MX$DUMPW(&M,8)
INITIAL XF$PKFL3,MX$DUMPW(&M,9)

ENDIF
LET &COUNT=&COUNT+1 increment counter for threats
ENDDO of reassessment of threats for decision phase 2

*
* initialize savevalues to be used during simualtion
*

INITIAL XF$CLR,1 flag to access element of DUMPT
INITIAL XF$CLRW,1 flag to access element of DUMPW
INITIAL XF$ROwT,0 row index for DUMPT
INITIAL XF$COLT,0 column index for DUMPT
INITIAL xs$wRow,0 row index for DUMPW
INITIAL XF$COLW,0 column index for DUMPW

sk

* start simulation

*

IF (&ERRCOND'NE'l)
PUTPIC FILE=OUTS1,PICTURE=BFOR,(2)

INITIAL XF$DP,2
START 4

sk

* reset necessary variables and array
ic

CLEAR MX$THRET,MM$WEPS,MM$INV,MX$WSET,MX$TSET,MX$LINEBLK,_
MXSDUMPT,MX$DUMPW,ML$MU,ML$MUW,XF$ROWT,_
XF$COLT,XF$WROW,XF$COLW,XF$DP,MX$PDEF

ak

* reinitialize element of SECT so that next available element is 2
ak

DO &I=1,20
INITIAL MX$SECT(&I,1),2 *

ENDDO

PUTPIC FILE=OUTSl,PICTURE=AFTR,(2)
ENDIF e

LET &DPHASE=&DPHASE+1
ENDIF

* DECISION PHASE = 3

k

* For all active threats at the end of decision phase 2 find one weapon '

* that can engage threat, and has a non negative inventory if threat

* has crossed line or weapon has missed threat.
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* Else ressume simulation with previous assignment
ic

PUTSTRING FILE=0UTS1 , (·
·
)

PUTSTRING FILE=OUTS1,('ENTERING DECISION PHASE 3')
PUTSTRING FILE=OUTS1,(' ')

IF (&DPHASE'E'3)AND(&ERRCOND'NE'l)AND(XF$ROWT'NE'0)
LET &COUNT=1

DO &I=1,XF$ROWT
LET &NTYPE=MX$DUMPT(&I,6)
DO &J=1,XF$WROW find weapon state of previous

IF (MM$DUMTW(&J,1)'E'&WTYPE) assignment to compare distance
LET &WFND=&J of threat and weapon

ENDIF
ENDDO

LET &TEMP=MX$DUHPT(&I,4)
9:

* determine if weapon has missed threat
ak

IF (MX$DUMPT(&I,8)'G'MX$LINEBLK(&TEMP,1))AND_
(HX$DUMPT(&I,8)'G'(MX$DUMPW(&WFND,8)))

ak

* reassign other weapon to threat since threat has crossed line
ie

LET &TTYPE=MX$DUMPT(&I,1)
LET &FOUND=0
PUTPIC FILE=OUTSl,PICTURE=NTZ,(&WTYPE,MX$DUMPT(&I,l),2)
DO &L=1,6 repeat for all weapons

LET &T1=MM$WEPS(&L,5) record threats that
LET &T2=MM$WEPS(&L,6) can be intercepted by
LET &T3=MX$WEPS(&L,7) current weapon
LET &WTYPE=MX$WEPS(&L,1) record type of current weapon

·k

* If current threat is in the target set of the weapon and
L

* if weapon has non negative inventory then record attributes of current
* current weapon to initialize WSET, else look at next weapon
ic

*
IFIF

(&FOUND'E'O)
LET &INDEX=&L
LET &FOUND=1

ENDIF
ENDIF

ENDDO
LET &wTYPE=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,1) remember
LET &DEPHT=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,8) attributes
LET &PALTUDE=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,4) of selected
LET &T1=MR$WEPS(&INDEX,5) weapon
LET &T2=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,6)
LET &T3=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,7)
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INITIAL MX$WEPS(&INDEX,10),1
LET &K=XF$WROW
LET &K=&K+1
INITIAL MX$DUMPW(&K,1),&WTYPE
INITIAL MX$DUMPW(&K,2),&DEPHT initialize the next
INITIAL MX$DUMPW(&K,3),&PALTUDE element of the
INITIAL l‘IX$DUMPW(&K,4),&TTYPE weapon set (wszm
INITIAL MX$DUMPW(&K,5),0
INITIAL MX$DUMPW(&K,6),0
INITIAL MX$DUMPW(&K,7),0
INITIAL MX$DUMPW(&K,8),4
INITIAL MX$DUMPW(&K,9),0
INITIAL MX$DUMPT(&I,10),&K
INITIAL XF$WROW,&K
LET &HISPED=O
PUTPIC FILE=0UTS1,PICTURE=WT1,(MK$DUMPT(&I,1))
PUTPICkk

kkkk kkkkkk kkkk kk kk kk

k

* decrement inventory (cost) of weapon chosen to intercept the threat
k
k

LET &TCOST=MX$INV(&WTYPE,1) record total cost
LET &TCOST=&TCOST—&COST decrement it by cost of weapon
IF (&TCOST'LE'O)

PUTPIC FILE=OUTS1,PICTURE=ERRLOINV(&WTYPE)
LET &ERRCOND=1

ENDIF
INITIAL MX$INV(&WTYPE,1),&TCOST store new inventory in matrix

' PUTPIC FILE=OUTS1,PICTURE=NUINV,(&WTYPE,MX$INV(&WTYPE,1))
ENDIF

k

* if threat hasn't crossed line & weapon has not missed threat then

* I'¢SSUm€ previous &SSiQ'!1I|\¢ht
k

IF (MX$DUMPT(&I,8)'LE'MX$LINEBLK(&TEMP,1))AND_
(MX$DUMPT(&I,8)'LE'MX$DUMTW(&WFND,8))

LET &WTYPE=MX$DUMPT(&I,6)
PUTPIC FILE=OUTS1,PICTURE=WS2,(&WTYPE,MM$DUMPT(&I,1))
DO &J=1,XF$WROW find weapon state of previous

IF (MM$DUMPW(&J,1)'E'&WTYPE) assignment
INITIAL HX$DUMPT(&I,10),&J

ENDIF
ENDDO

ENDIF
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ic

* initialize transaction paramters individually per threat and weapon
ic

IF (&COUNT'E'1)
INITIAL XF$TTYl,MX$DUMPT(&I,1)
INITIAL XF$DHT1,MX$DUMPT(&I,2) initialize
INITIAL XF$PALTDl,MX$DUMPT(&I,3) first threat
INITIAL XF$LINE1,MX$DUMPT(&I,4) parameters
INITIAL XF$NBKT1,MX$DUMPT(&I,8)
INITIAL XF$PFLG1,MX$DUMPT(&I,9)
LET &M=MX$DUMPT(&I,10)
INITIAL XF$WEPT1,MX$DUMPW(&M,1)
INITIAL XF$DHWl,MM$DUMPW(&M,2)
INITIAL XF$PALT1,MX$DUMPW(&M,3) initialize
INITIAL XF$NBKW1,MX$DUMPW(&M,8) first weapon
INITIAL XF$PKFLl,MX$DUMPW(&M,9)

ENDIF
IF (&COUNT'E'2)

INITIAL x1=$·1•·1·Y2 ,Mx$¤um>•1·(6«1 , 1)
INITIAL XF$DHT2,MX$DUMTT(&I,2) initialize
INITIAL XF$PALTD2,MX$DUMPT(&I,3) second threat
INITIAL XF$LINE2,MX$DUMPT(&I,4) parameters
INITIAL XF$NBKT2,MX$DUMPT(&I,8)
INITIAL XF$PFLG2,M$DUMPT(&I,9)
LET &M=MX$DUMPT(&I,10)
INITIAL XF$WEPT2,MX$DUM@W(&M,1)
INITIAL XF$DHW2,MX$DUMPW(&M,2)
INITIAL XF$PALT2,MX$DUMPW(&M,3) initialize
INITIAL XF$NBKW2,MX$DUMPW(&M,8) second weapon
INITIAL XF$PKFL2,HX$DUMPW(&M,9)

ENDIF
LET &COUNT=&COUNT+1 increment counter for threats
ENDD0 of reassessment of threats for decision phase 3

ic

* initialize savevalues to be used during simulation
sk

INITIAL XFSCLR,1 flag to access element of DUMTT
INITIAL XF$CLRW,1 flag to access element of DUMPW
INITIAL XF$ROWT,0 row index for DUMPT
INITIAL XF$COLT,0 column index for DUMPT
INITIAL XF$WROW,0 row index for DUMPW
INITIAL XF$COLW,0 column index for DUMPW

*
* start simulation
ic

IF (&ERRCOND'NE'1)
‘

PUTPIC FILE=OUTS1,PICTURE=BFOR,(3)
INITIAL XF$DP,3
START 2

PUTPIC FILE=OUTS1,PICTURE=AFTR,(3)
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ENDIF
ENDIFEND
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k kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk k

* k

* THREAT ASSESSMENT/WEAPONS ALLOCATION *
* FOR BIGBANG CSIM FOR PATH 1 *
* k
k kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk k

k

* formats used for messages printed during weapons selection
k

NT PICTURE LINES=2
Threat assessment in progress for the following threat

WS PICTURE LINES=2
The following weapon is assigned to threat *

NUINV PICTURE LINES=2
New inventory for weapon * is : *

k

* Loop to select a set of weapons that can potentially intercept three

* threats. For each threat loop through all weapons and select all
* that have threat as one of the targets.
k

k

LET &K=0
LET &M=0

k

PUTSTRING FILE=OUTB1,('
‘)

PUTSTRING FILE=OUTBl,('THREAT/ASSESSMENT AND WEAPONS ALLOCATION z')
PUTSTRING FILE=OUTBl,(' ')

k

DO &NUMTHRET=1,3 assess all threats
IF (&NUMTHRET'E'2)

LET &QNEWEP=&M record array index values to
ENDIF _ correctly initialize
IF (&NUMTHRET'E'3) transaction parameters

LET &TWOWEP=6cM
ENDIF ~

LET &K=&NUMTHRET print threat characteristics
PUTPIC FILE=OUTBl,PICTURE=NT
PUTPIC FILE=OUTB1,(MX$THRET(&K,1),MX$THRET(&K,Z),_

MX$THRET(&K,3),MX$THRET(&K,4),MX$THRET_
(&K,5),MX$THRET(&K,6),MX$THRET(&K,7),MX$THRET(&K,8))

kk k k kkkk kkkkkk kk kkk kkk
k

k

* Find weapon that can intercept threat by comparing the threat type
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* and the target set of each weapon. If more than one weapon is found
* then select the one with the highest probability of defense.ic
ak

LET &COUNT=O
LET &TTYPE=MX$THRET(&K,1) store current threat type
DO &L=1,6 repeat for all weapons

LET &T1=MX$WEPS(&L,5) record threats that
LET &T2=MM$WEPS(&L,6) can be intercepted by
LET &T3=MX$WEPS(&L,7) current weapon
LET &WTYPE=MR$WEPS(&L,1) record weapon type

sk
~k
* If current threat is in the target set of the weapon then .

* record attributes of the current weapon to initialize WSET, else

* look at next weapon
ir

IF (&TTYPE'E'&Tl)OR(&TTYPE'E'&T2)OR(&TTYPE'E'&T3)
LET &INDEX=&L
LET &NTYPE=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,1) remember
LET &SPEED=M$WEPS(&INDEX,2) attributes
LET &COST=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,3) of the
LET &PALTUDE=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,4) current
LET &T1=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,5) weapon
LET &T2=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,6)
LET &T3=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,7)
LET &DEPHT=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,8)
LET &M=&M+1
LET &COUNT=&COUNT+1
INITIAL MX$WSET(&M,1),&WTYPE
INITIAL MM$WSET(&M,2),&SPEED initialize the
INITIAL MX$WSET(&M,3),&COST next record in
INITIAL MX$WSET(&M,4),&PALTUDE array WSET
INITIAL MX$WSET(&M,5),&T1
INITIAL HX$WSET(&M,6),&T2
INITIAL HX$WSET(&M,7),&T3
INITIAL HX$WSET(&M,8),&DEPHT
PUTPIC FILE=OUTB1,PICTURE=WS,(&TTYPE)
PUTPIC FILE=OUTB1,(MX$WSET(&M,1),MX$WSET(&M,2),_

MK$WSET(&M,3),MX$WSET(&M,4),MX$WSET_
E

(&M,5),MM$WSET(&M,6),MK$WSET(&M,7))
ski: $:1%** iukkkkak iekahk kk ide ide

·k

ak
* decrement inventory (cost) of weapon chosen to intercept the threat
ic

sk
LET &TCOST=MM$INV(&WTYPE,1) record total cost
LET &TCOST=&TCOST—&COST decrement it by cost of weapon
INITIAL MX$INV(&WTYPE,1),&TCOST store new inventory in matrix
PUTPIC FILE=OUTB1,PICTURE=NUINV,(&WTYPE,MX$INV(&WTYPE,l))
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ENDIF
ENDDO for checking all weapons

ic

* compute distance to outermost line
* ~

LET &REM=MX$THRET(&NUMTHRET,6)-10

*

:
compute time for threat to reach outermost line

LET &Y=60*&REM
LET &TMP=MX$THRET(&NUMTHRET,4)
LET &ALFA=&Y/&THP
LET &ALFA=&ALFA*lO0O

sk

* initialize transaction paramters
ak

* for first threat
x

IF (&NUMTHRET'E'1)
INITIAL xF$*1“1*Y1 ,Mx$1•1—1m:1·(6«1~1ur1·1*1~11z.¤:1•, 1)
INITIAL XF$PALTD1,MX$THRET(&NUMTHRET,7)
INITIAL XF$DHTl,MX$THRET(&NUMTHRET,8)
INITIAL XL$IDLE1,&ALFA
DO &N=1,&M
IF (&N'E'&M)
INITIAL XF$WEPT1,MX$WSET(&N,1) initialize first weapon
INITIAL XF$PALT1,MX$WSET(&N,4)
INITIAL XF$DHW1,MX$WSET(&N,8)

ENDIF
IF (&N'L'&M)
INITIAL XF$WEPT1,MR$WSET(&N,1) weapon
INITIAL XF$PALT1,MR$WSET(&N,4)
INITIAL XF$DHW1,MX$WSET(&N,8)

ENDIF
ENDDO

ENDIF

*
* for second threat
sk

IF (&NUMTHRET'E'2)
INITIAL XFSTTYZ,HX$THRET(&NUHTHRET,1)
INITIAL XFSPALTDZ,MX$THRET(&NUMTHRET,7)
INITIAL XFSDHTZ,MX$THRET(&NUMTHRET,8)
INITIAL XL$IDLE2,&ALFA
LET &ONEWEP=&ONEWEP+1
DO &N=&ONEWEP,&M
IF (&N'E'&ONEWEP)
INITIAL XF$WEPT2,MX$WSET(&N,1) initialize first weapon
INITIAL XF$PALT2,HX$WSET(&N,4)
INITIAL XF$DHW2,MX$WSET(&N,8)

ENDIF
IF (&N'E'&ONEWEP+1)
INITIAL XF$WEPT3,MX$WSET(&N,1) initialize second weapon
INITIAL XF$PALT3,MX$WSET(&N,4)
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INITIAL XF$DHW3,MX$WSET(&N,8)
ENDIF
IF (&N'E'&M)
INITIAL XF$WEPT4,MX$WSET(&N,1) initialize third weapon
INITIAL XF$PALT4,MX$WSET(&N,4)
INITIAL XF$DHW4,MX$WSET(&N,8)

ENDIF
ENDDO

ENDIF
ak

* for third threat
ic

IF (&NUMTHRET'E'3)
INITIAL XF$TTY3,MX$THRET(&NUMTHRET,1)
INITIAL XF$PALTD3,MX$THRET(&NUMTHRET,7)
INITIAL XF$DHT3,MR$THRET(&NUMTHRET,8)
INITIAL XL$IDLE3,&ALFA
LET &TWOWEP=&TWOWEP+1
DO &N=&TWOWEP,&M
IF (&N'E'&M)
INITIAL XF$WEPT5,MX$wSET(&N,1) initialize fifth weapon
INITIAL XF$PALT5,MX$WSET(&N,4)
INITIAL XF$DHW5,MX$WSET(&N,B)

ENDIF
IF (&N'L'&M)
INITIAL XF$WEPT6,MX$WSET(&N,1)
INITIAL XF$PALT6,MX$WSET(&N,4) initialize sixth weapon
INITIAL XF$DHW6,M%$WSET(&N,8)

ENDIF
ENDDO

ENDIF
ENDDO

ic

* initialize threat and weapon counter
ic

INITIAL XF$TNO,1
INITIAL XF$WNO,1

*
ic

* check if interception possible with simulation ·
ic

*

BFOR PICTURE LINES=2
BEFORE SIMULATION OF INTERCEPTION

AFTR PICTURE LINES=2
AFTER SIMULATION OF INTERCEPTION

PREAM PICTURE LINES=l2
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Welcome to Bigbang CSIM for path 1. Threats and weapon are simulated
on blocks A, B, C, and D. The following procedure is adopted for
naming the blocks :

Block A = Block 1
Block B = Block 2
Block C = Block 3
Block D = Block 4

ic

* define storage for each block
rk

BLKA STORAGE 3
BLKB STORAGE 3
BLKC STORAGE 3
BLKD STORAGE 3

ic

* start simulation of 8 transactions
sk

PUTPIC FILE=OUTB1,PICTURE=BFOR
PUTPIC FILE=OUTBl,PICTURE=PREAM

START 8

PUTPIC FILE=OUTBl,PICTURE=AFTR
END
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* **aa*************************************************************** *
* *
* THREAT ASSESSMENT/WEAPONS ALLOCATION *
* FOR STAGEWISE CSIM FOR PATH 2 *
* *
* ***************************************************************«*** *

*
* initialize variables
*

LET &DPHASE=1 initialize decision phase
LET &M=O initialize array indexes
LET &K=0
LET &COUNT=1
LET &ERRCOND=O set error condition to 0

* DECISION PHASE = 1

*
* Loop to select a set of threats that have to be intercepted within
* a line. &J is updated at the end of each run i.e., it denotes
* the line under consideration. &I is the loop control variable to
* search through the threats. &K is the loop variable to initialize
* the current threat set (TSET).

*
*

IF (&DPHASE°E'1)
PUTSTRING FILE=OUTS2,(' ')
PUTSTRING FILE=OUTS2,('ENTERING DECISION PHASE l')
PUTSTRING FILE=OUTS2,(' ')
DO &J=2,4 repeat for all lines

DO &NUHTHRET=1,3 repeat for all threats
LET &LETHT=MX$THRET(&NUMTHRET,3) store lethality of threat
LET &LETHL=MX$ELETH(&J,1) note lethality thresholds
LET &LETHU=MX$ELETH(&J,2) within line J

* —

* if lethality of threat falls within the lethality thresholds of line

* J then it must be intercepted. Else look at next threat
*
*

IF (&LETHT'G'&LETHL)AND(&LETHT'LE'&LETHU)
LET &K=&K+1 if threat is to be intercepted

* then update index of TSET
LET &TTYPE=MM$THRET(&NUMTHRET,1) if threat is
LET &TARGET=MX$THRET(&NUMTHRET,2) allowable then
LET &LETH=MX$THRET(&NUMTHRET,3) record all attributes
LET asPEE¤=Mx$THRET(auuuruazr,4) to initialize TSET
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LET &COST=MX$THRET(&NUMTHRET,5) entry
LET &DIST=MX$THRET(&NUMTHRET,6) y
LET &PALTUDE=MX$THRET(&NUMTHRET,7)
LET &DEPHT=MX$THRET(&NUMTHRET,8)
INITIAL MX$TSET(&K,1),&TTYPE initialize tset
INITIAL MM$TSET(&K,2),&TARGET with the
INITIAL MX$TSET(&K,3),&LETH above
INITIAL MX$TSET(&K,4),&SPEED information
INITIAL MX$TSET(&K,5),&COST
INITIAL MX$TSET(&K,6),&DIST
INITIAL HX$TSET(&K,7),&PALTUDE
INITIAL MX$TSET(&K,8),&DEPHT
PUTPIC FILE=OUTS2,PICTURE=NT1,(&J)

PUTPICMX$TSET(&K,3) ,MX$'1‘SET(&K,4) ,MX$TSET_
(&K,5},MX$T5ET(&K,6),MX$TSET(&K,7),MX$TSET(&K,8))

kk k k kkkk kkkkkk kk kkk kkk

ENDIF
k
k

* Find weapon that can intercept threat by comparing the threat type

* and the target set of each weapon. If more than one weapon is found
* then select the one with the highest probability of defense.
k
k

LET &HIPDEF=0

IF (&M'NE'&K)
LET &TTYPE=MX$TSET(&K,1) store type for current threat
DO &L=1,6 repeat for all weapons

LET &T1=MM$WEPS(&L,5) record threats that
LET &T2=MX$WEPS(&L,6) can be intercepted by
LET &T3=MK$WEPS(&L,7) current weapon
LET &WTYPE=MX$WEPS(&L,1) record weapon of current weapon

k
k

* If current threat is in the target set of the weapon then
* if pdef of current weapon is > highest pdef found yet then
* record attributes of the current weapon to initialize WSET, else

* look Gt XICXL WBBPOII
k
k

IF (&TTYPE'E'&T1)OR(&TTYPE‘E'&T2)OR(&TTYPE'E'&T3)
IF (MX$PDEF(&WTYPE,&J)'G'&HIPDEF) check for highest pdef

LET &HIPDEF=MX$PDEF(&WTYPE,&J)
LET &INDEX=&L

ENDIF F
ENDIF

ENDDO
IF (&HIPDEF'NE'0)

V LET &WTYPE=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,1) remember
LET &SPEED=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,2) attributes
LET &COST=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,3) of the
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LET &PALTUDE=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,4) current
LET &T1=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,5) weapon
LET &T2=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,6)
LET &T3=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,7)
LET &IDLET=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,8)

* LET &DEPHT=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,9)
INITIAL MX$WEPS(&INDEX,10),1
LET &M=&M+l
INITIAL MX$WSET(&M,1),&WTYPE
INITIAL MX$WSET(&M,2),&SPEED initialize the
INITIAL MX$WSET(&M,3),&COST weapon set
INITIAL MX$WSET(8d4,4),&PALTUDE (WSET)
INITIAL MX$WSET(&M,5),&T1
INITIAL MM$WSET(&M,6),&T2
INITIAL MM$WSET(&M,7),&T3
1N1*1•1AL Mxswsm (664 , 8) , &1¤LE·1·
LET &HIPDEF=O
PUTPIC FILE=OUTS2,PICTURE=WT1,(&TTYPE)
PUTPIC FILE=OUTS2,(MX$WSET(&M,1),MX$WSET(&M,2),_

MX$WSET(&M,3),MX$WSET(&M,4),MM$WSET_

kk kkkk kkkkkk kkkk kk kk kk

ENDIF if weapon wih non zero pdef found
k

* set error condition if no weapon was selected
k

IF (&M'E‘O)
PUTPIC FILE=OUTS2,PICTURE=ERRNOWEP(&TTYPE)
LET &ERRCOND=1

ENDIF

k

* compute distance to outermost line only if weapon selected
k

IF (&ERRCOND'NE'l)

LET &REM=MX$TSET(&K,6)·1O
IF (&REM'L'0)

LET &ERRCOND=1
PUTPIC FILE=OUTS2,PICTURE=ERRLOREM(&TTYPE)

ENDIF
k

* compute time for threat to reach outermost line
k

LET &Y=60*&REM
I

LET &TMP=MX$TSET(&K,4)
LET &ALFA=&Y/&TMP
LET &ALFA=&ALFA*1000

k

* initialize transaction paramters individually per threat and weapon
*

t
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sk

* initialize first threat
ic

IF (&COUNT'E'l)
INITIAL XF$TTY1,MX$TSET(&K,1) initialize
INITIAL XF$PALTDl,MX$TSET(&K,7) first
INITIAL XF$DHTl,MX$TSET(&K,8) threat

.INITIAL XF$LINE1,&J parameters
INITIAL XL$IDLE1,&ALFA
INITIAL XF$WEPT1,MX$WSET(&M,1) initialize
INITIAL XF$PALT1,MX$WSET(&M,4) first weapon
INITIAL XL$IDLEW1,HX$WSET(&M,8) parameters

ENDIF

ak

* initialize second threat
uk

IF (&COUNT'E'2)
INITIAL XF$TTY2,HX$TSET(&K,1)
INITIAL XF$PALTD2,MX$TSET(&K,7) initializc
INITIAL XF$DHT2,MM$TSET(&K,8) second
INITIAL XF$LINE2,&J threat
INITIAL XL$IDLE2,&ALFA parameters
INITIAL XF$WEPT2,MX$WSET(&M,1) initializé
INITIAL XF$PALT2,MX$WSET(&M,4) second
INITIAL XL$IDLEW2,MX$WSET(&M,8) weapon
INITIAL XF$DHW2,0 parameters

ENDIF

de

* initialize third threat
ak

IF (&COUNT'E'3)
INITIAL XF$TTY3,MX$TSET(&K,1)
INITIAL XF$PALTD3,MX$TSET(&K,7) initialize
INITIAL XF$DHT3,MX$TSET(&K,8) third
INITIAL XF$LINE3,&J threat
INITIAL XL$IDLE3,&ALFA parameters
INITIAL XF$WEPT3,MX$WSET(&M,1) initialize
INITIAL XF$PALT3,MX$WSET(&M,4) third
INITIAL XL$IDLEW3,MX$WSET(&M,8) weapon

. INITIAL XF$DHW3,0 parameter
ENDIF
LET &COUNT=&COUNT+1 increment counter for threats

ak

*

* decrement inventory (cost) of weapon chosen to intercept the threat
ak

LET &TCOST=MM$INV(&WTYPE,1) record total cost
LET &TCOST=&TCOST-&COST decrement it by cost of weapon
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IF (&TCOST'LE‘0)
PUTPIC FILE=OUTS2,PICTURE=ERRLOINV(&WTYPE)
LET &ERRCOND=1

ENDIF
INITIAL MX$INV(&WTYPE,1),&TCOST store new inventory in matrix
PUTPIC FILE=OUTS2,PICTURE=NUINV,(&WTYPE,MX$INV(&WTYPE,1))

ENDIF for error condition check
ENDIF for loop if new threat selected
ENDDO for all threats

ENDDO for all lines
*
* initialize counters to be used during simulation
*

INITIAL XF$TNO,1 threat counter
INITIAL XF$WNO,1 weapon counter
INITIAL XF$CLR,1 flag to access DUMPT elements

W INITIAL XFSCLRW,1 flag to access DUMPW elements
INITIAL XF$ROWT,0 row for DUMPT
INITIAL XF$COLT,0 column for DUMPT
INITIAL XF$WROW,0 row for DUMPW
INITIAL XF$COLW,0 column for DUMPW W

*
* define storage for blocks
*

BLKY STORAGE 3
BLKO STORAGE 3
BLKZ STORAGE 3

BFOR PICTURE LINES=2
BEFORE SIHULATION OF INTERCEPTION FOR DECISION PHASE *

AFTR PICTURE LINES=2 W
AFTER SIMULATION OF INTERCEPTION FOR DECISION PHASE *

PREAM PICTURE LINES=10

Welcome to Stagewise CSIM for path 2. Threats and weapons are simulated
on blocks y, o, and z. The following procedure is adopted for
naming the blocks :

Block y = Block 10
Block o = Block 11
Block z = Block 12

*
* start simulation
x

IF (&ERRCOND'NE'1)
PUTPIC FILE=OUTS2,PICTURE=BFOR,(1)
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INITIAL XF$DP,1
PUTPIC FILE=OUTS2,PICTURE=PREAM
START 6

*
* reset necessary variables and arrays
ic

CLEAR MX$THRET,MX$WEPS,MX$INV,MX$WSET,MX$TSET,MX$LINEBLK,_
MXSDUMPT,MX$DUMPW,ML$MU,ML$MUW,XF$ROWT,_
XF$COLT,XF$WROW,XF$COLW,XF$DP,MX$PDEF

ic

* reinitialize first element of each row in SECT to the next available
* element in row
ic

V DO &I=1,2O
INITIAL MM$SECT(&I,1),2

ENDDO

PUTPIC FILE=OUTS2,PICTURE=AFTR,(1)
ENDIF

LET &DPHASE=&DPHASE+1 increment decision phase
ENDIF

* DECISION PHASE = 2

ek

* For all active threats at the end of decision phase 1 find one weapon

* that can engage threat, has the highest speed and matches threat

* trajectory if threat has crossed line or weapon has missed threat.

* Else ressume simulation with previous assignment

*

PUTSTRING FILE=OUTS2,(' ')
PUTSTRING FILE=OUTSZ,('ENTERING DECISION PHASE Z')
PUTSTRING FILE?OUTS2,(' ')
IF (&DPHASE'E'2)AND(&ERRCOND'NE'1)AND(XF$ROWT'NE'O)
LET &COUNT=1
DO &I=1,XF$ROWT

LET &IEMP=MX$DUMPT(&I,4)
LET &WTYPE=MM$DUMPT(&I,6)
DO &J=1,XF$WROW find weapon state of previous

IF (MX$DUMPW(&J,1)'E'&WTYPE) assignment to compare distance of
LET &M=&J threat and weapon

ENDIF
ENDDO

ic

* check if weapon has missed threat
*
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IF (MX$DUMPT(&I ,6) ·c·Mx$L1uE6L1<(&T6MP,1))
ic

* reassign other weapon to threat since weapon has missed threat
sk

LET &HISPED=0
LET &TTYPE=MX$DUMPT(&I,1)
PUTPIC FILE=0UTS2,PICTURE=NT2,(MX$DUMPT(&I,6),&TTYPE,1)

DO &L=1,6 repeat for all weapons
LET &SPEED=MX$WEPS(&L,2) record speed,
LET &DEPHT=MK$WEPS(&L,8) record deployment height,
LET &T1=MX$WEPS(&L,5) record threats that
LET &T2=MX$WEPS(&L,6) can be intercepted by
LET &T3=MX$WEPS(&L,7) current weapon and
LET &WTYPE=MX$WEPS(&L,1) record current weapon type

ak
ic

* If current threat is in the target set of the weapon then
* if speed of current weapon is > highest speed found yet then
* record attributes of the current weapon to initialize WSET, else

~ * look at next weapon
sk
ic

IFIF
(&SPEED'G'&HISPED)

LET &HISPED=&SPEED
LET &INDEX=&L

ENDIF
ENDIF

ENDDO
LET &WTYPE=MM$WEPS(&INDEX,1) remember
LET &DEPHT=MR$WEPS(&INDEX,2) attributes
LET &PALTUDE=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,4) of the
LET &T1=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,5) weapon
LET &T2=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,6)
LET &T3=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,7)

* LET &DEPHT=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,9)
INITIAL MX$WEPS(&INDEX,10),1
LET &K=XF$WROW
LET &K=&K+l
INITIAL MM$DUMPW(&K,1),&WTYPE
INITIAL MX$DUMPW(&K,2),0 initialize next
INITIAL MX$DUMPW(&K,3),&PALTUDE element of
INITIAL MX$DUM@W(&K,4),&TTYPE weapon set
INITIAL MX$DUMPW(&K,5),0 (WSET)
INITIAL MX$DUMPW(&K,6),O
INITIAL MX$DUMPW(&K,7),0
INITIAL MX$DUMPW(&K,8),12
INITIAL MX$DUM?W(&K,10),0
INITIAL MM$DUMPT(&I,10),&K
INITIAL XF$WROW,&K
LET &HISPED=0
PUTPIC FILE=OUTS2,PICTURE=WT1,(&TTYPE)
PUTPIC FILE=0UTS2,(MX$WSET(&M,l),MX$WSET(&M,2),_
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Mx$wsET(&M, 3) ,MX$WSET(&M,4) ,MX$WSET_

** **** ******·**** ** ** **

*

*

* decrement inventory (cost) of weapon chosen to intercept the threat
ic

k

LET &TCOST=MK$INV(&NTYPE,1) record total cost
LET &TCOST=&TCOST-&COST decrement it by cost of weapon
IF (&TCOST'LE'0)

PUTPIC FILE=OUTS2,PICTURE=ERRLOINV(&WTYPE)
LET &ERRCOND=1

ENDIF
INITIAL MX$INV(&WTYPE,1),&TCOST store new inventory in matrix
PUTPIC FILE=OUTS2,PICTURE=NUINV,(&WTYPE,MX$INV(&WTYPE,1))

ENDIF

*

* if threat has not crossed line and weapon has not missed threat then
* rcssumc previous assignment

*

IF (MX$DUMPT(&I,B)'LE'MX$LINEBLK(&TEMP,1))
LET &NTYPE=MX$DUMPT(&I,6)
PUTPIC FILE=OUTS2,PICTURE=WS2,(&WTYPE,MX$DUMPT(&I,1))
DO &J=1,XF$WROW find weapon state of previous

IF (MX$DUMPW(&J,1)'E'&WTYPE) assignment to correctly initialize
INITIAL MX$DUMPT(&I,10),&J transaction paramters

ENDIF
ENDDO

ENDIF

ie

* initialize transaction paramters individually per threat and weapon

*

*

* initialize first threat
*

IF (&COUNT'E'l)
INITIAL XF$TTY1,MX$DUMPT(&I,1)
INITIAL XF$DHT1,MX$DUMPT(&I,2) initialize
INITIAL XF$PALTD1,MX$DUMPT(&I,3) first threat
INITIAL XF$LINE1,MX$DUMPT(&I,4) parameters
INITIAL XF$NBKT1,MX$DUM?T(&I,8)
INITIAL XF$PFLG1,MX$DUMPT(&I,9)
LET &M=MX$DUHPT(&I,10)
INITIAL XFSWEPT1 ,Mx$¤uMPw(&M, 1)
INITIAL XF$DHW1,MX$DUMPW(&M,2) initialize
INITIAL XF$PALT1,MM$DUMPW(&M,3) first weapon
INITIAL XF$NBKW1,MX$DUMPW(&M,8)
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INITIAL XF$PKFL1,MK$DUMPW(&M,9)
ENDIF

k

* initialize second threat
ak

IF (&COUNT'E'2)
INITIAL XF$TTY2,MX$DUMPT(&I,1) ,
INITIAL XF$DHT2,MX$DUMPT(&I,2) initialize
INITIAL XF$PALTD2,MX$DUMPT(&I,3) second threat
INITIAL XF$LINE2,MX$DUMPT(&I,4) parameters
INITIAL XF$NBKT2,MX$DUMPT(&I,8)
INITIAL XF$PFLG2,MX$DUMPT(&I,9)
LET &H=MX$DUMPT(&I,10)
INITIAL XF$WEPT2,MX$DUMPW(&M,1)
INITIAL XF$DHW2,MX$DUMPW(&M,2) initialize
INITIAL XF$PALT2,MX$DUMPW(&M,3) second weapon
INITIAL XF$NBKW2,MX$DUMPW(&M,8)
INITIAL XF$PKFL2,MX$DUMPW(&M,9)

ENDIF

*
«

* initialize third threat
k

IF (&COUNT'E'3)
INITIAL XF$TTY3,MM$DUMPT(&I,1)
INITIAL XF$DHT3,MX$DUMPT(&I,2) initialize
INITIAL XF$PALTD3,MX$DUMPT(&I,3) third threat
INITIAL XF$LINE3 ,MX$DUMP'I‘(&I ,4)
INITIAL XF$NBKT3,MX$DUMPT(&I,8)
INITIAL xr·‘$1>1=Lca ,MX$DUMPT(&I , 9) ·
LET &M=MM$DUMPT(&I,10)
INITIAL XF$WEPT3,MX$DUMPW(&M,1)
INITIAL XF$DHW3,MX$DUMPW(&M,2) initializé
INITIAL XF$PALT3,MX$DUHPW(&M,3) third weapon
INITIAL XF$NBKW3,MX$DUM?W(&M,8)
INITIAL XF$PKFL3,MM$DUMPW(&M,9)

ENDIF
LET &COUNT=&COUNT+1 increment counter for threats
ENDDO of reassessment of threats for decision phase 2

*
* initialize savevalues to be used during simualtion
ic

INITIAL XFSCLR,1 flag to access DUMPT elements
INITIAL XFSCLRW,1 flag to access DUMPW elements
INITIAL XF$ROWT,0 row for DUMPT
INITIAL XF$COLT,0 column for DUMPT
INITIAL XF$WROW,0 row for DUMTW '
INITIAL XF$COLW,0 column for DUMPW
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sk

* start simulation
sk

IF (&ERRCOND'NE'l)
PUTPIC FILE=OUTS2,PICTURE=BFOR,(2)

INITIAL XF$DP,2
START 6

-

* I'¢S¢t necessary variables and attays
sk

CLEAR MX$THRET,MX$WEPS,MK$INV,MX$WSET,MX$TSET,MX$LINEBLK,_
MXSDUMPT,MXSDUMPW,ML$MU,ML$MUW,XF$ROWT,_
XFSCOLT,XF$WROW,XF$COLW,XF$DP,MK$PDEF

sk

* reinitialize first element of each row in SECT to the next available
* element in row
ic

DO &I=1,20
INITIAL MK$SECT(&I,l),2

ENDDO _

PUTPIC FILE=OUTSZ,PICTURE=AFTR,(2)
ENDIF

LET &DPHASE=&DPHASE+l
ENDIF

* DECISION PHASE = 3

sk

* For all active threats at the end of decision phase 2 find one weapon
* that can engage threat, and has a non negative inventory if threat ·

* has crossed line or weapon has missed threat.
* Else ressume simulation with previous assignment
ic

PUTSTRING FILE=OUTS2,(' ')
PUTSTRING FILE=OUTS2,('ENTERING DECISION PHASE 3 ')
PUTSTRING FILE=OUTS2,(' ')
IF (&DPHASE'E'3)AND(&ERRCOND'NE'l)AND(XF$ROWT'NE'O)
LET &COUNT=l
PUTSTRING FILE=OUTS2,('entering dp3')
DO &I=1,XF$ROWT
LET &TEM?=MX$DUMPT(&I,4)

LET &WTYPE=MX$DUMPT(&I,6)
DO &J=1,XF$WROW find weapon state of previous

IF (MX$DUMPW(&J,1)'E'&WTYPE) assignment to compare distance
LET &M=&J of threat and weapon

ENDIF
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ENDDO
ic

* check if weapon has missed threat
ak

IF (MX$DUMPT(&I,8)‘GE'MX$DUMPW(&M,8))

*
* reassign other weapon to threat since threat has crossed line
k

LET &TTYPE=MK$DUMPT(&I,1)
LET &FOUND=0

PUTPIC FILE=OUTS2,PICTURE=NT2,(MX$DUMPT(&I,6),MK$DUMPT(&I,1),2)
DO &L=1,6 repeat for all weapons

LET &T1=MM$WEPS(&L,5) record threats that
LET &T2=MX$WEPS(&L,6) can be intercepted by
LET &T3=MK$WEPS(&L,7) current weapon
LET &WTYPE=MX$WEPS(&L,1) record type of current weapon

ic

:1:

* If current threat is in the target set of the weapon and
* if weapon has non negative inventory then record attributes of current
* current weapon to initialize WSET, else look at next weapon

*ic

IF (&TTYPE'E'&T1)OR(&TTYPE'E'&T2)OR(&TTYPE'E'&E3)
IF (&FOUND'E'0)

LET &INDEX=&L
LET &FOUND=1

ENDIF
ENDIF

ENDDO
LET &WTYPE=MR$WEPS(&INDEX,1) remember
LET &DEPHT=MK$WEPS(&INDEX,2) attributes
LET &PALTUDE=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,4) of the
LET &T1=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,5) weapon
LET 6«T2=ux$wE1>s (&INDEX,6)
LET &T3=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,7)

* LET &DEPHT=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,9)
INITIAL MK$WEPS(&INDEX,10),l
LET &K=XF$WROW

‘

LET &K=&K+1
INITIAL MX$DUMPW(&K,1),&WTYPE initialize next
INITIAL MR$DUMPW(&K,2),O element of
INITIAL MX$DUMPW(&K,3),&PALTUDE weapon set
INITIAL MX$DUMPW(&K,4),&TTYPE (WSET)
INITIAL HX$DUMPW(&K,5),0
INITIAL MK$DUMPW(&K,6),O
INITIAL MX$DUMPW(&K,7),0
INITIAL MX$DUMPW(&K,8),12
INITIAL HX$DUMPW(&K,9),O

L

INITIAL MX$DUMPT(&I,lO),&K
INITIAL XF$WROW,&K
LET &HISPED=0
PUTPIC FILE=OUTS2,PICTURE=WT1,(&TTYPE)
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PUTPIC FILE=OUTS2,(MX$WSET(&M,l),MX$WSET(&M,2),_
MX$WSET(&M,3),MX$WSET(&M,4),MX$WSET_

kk kkkk kkkkkk kkkk kk kk kk

k

k

* decrement inventory (cost) of weapon chosen to intercept the threat
k
k

LET &TCOST=MX$INV(&WTYPE,1) record total cost
LET &TCOST=&TCOST—&COST decrement it by cost of weapon
IF (&TCOST'LE'0)

PUTPIC FILE=OUTS2,PICTURE=ERRLOINV(&WTYPE)
LET &ERRCOND=l

ENDIF
INITIAL M%$INV(&WTYPE,1),&TCOST store new inventory in matrix
PUTPIC FILE=OUTSZ,PICTURE=NUINV,(&WTYPE,MX$INV(&WTYPE,1))

ENDIF

k

* if threat has not crossed line and weapon has not missed threat then
* ressume previous assignment
k

LET &WTYPE=MX$DUMPT(&I,6)
IF (MXSDUMT(&I,8)'G‘MX$DUMPW(&NTYPE,8))
PUTPIC FILE=OUTS2,PICTURE=WS2,(&WTYPE,MX$DUMPT(&I,1))
DO &J=1,XF$WROW find weapon state of previous

IF (MM$DUMTW(&J,l)'E'&WTYPE) assignment
INITIAL MX$DUMPT(&I,10),&J

ENDIF
ENDDO

ENDIF

k

* initialize transaction paramters individually per threat and weapon
k

k

* initialize first threat
k

IF (&COUNT'E'1)
INITIAL XF$TTY1,MM$DUMPT(&I,1)
INITIAL XF$DHT1,MX$DUMPT(&I,2) initializc
INITIAL XF$PALTD1,MM$DUMPT(&I,3) first threat
INITIAL XF$LINE1,MX$DUMPT(&I,4) parameters
INITIAL XF$NBKT1,MX$DUMPT(&I,8)

° INITIAL XF$PFLG1,MX$DUHPT(&I,9)
LET &M=MX$DUMTT(&I,10)
INITIAL XF$WEPT1,MX$DUMPW(&M,1)
INITIAL XF$DHW1,MX$DUMPW(&M,2)
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INITIAL XF$PALT1,MX$DUMPW(&M,3) initialize
INITIAL XF$NBKW1,MX$DUMPW(&M,8) first weapon
INITIAL XF$PKFLl,MX$DUMPW(&M,9) °

ENDIF

ic

* initialize second threat
k

IF (&COUNT'E'2)
INITIAL XF$TTY2,MK$DUMTT(&I,1)
INITIAL XF$DHT2,MX$DUMPT(&I,2) initialize
INITIAL XF$PALTD2,MX$DUMPT(&I,3) second threat
INITIAL XF$LINE2,MX$DUMPT(&I,4) parameters
INITIAL XF$NBKT2,MX$DUMPT(&I,8)
INITIAL XF$PFLG2,MX$DUMPT(&I,9)
LET &M=MX$DUMPT(&I,10)
INITIAL XF$WEPT2,MX$DUMPW(&M,l)
INITIAL XF$DHW2,MX$DUMPW(&M,2)
INITIAL XF$PALT2,MX$DUMPW(&M,3) initialioze
INITIAL XF$NBKW2,MX$DUMPW(&M,8) first weapon
INITIAL XF$PKFL2,MX$DUMPW(&M,9)

ENDIF
LET &COUNT=&COUNT+1 increment counter for threats
ENDDO of reassessment of threats for decision phase 3

k

* initialize savevalues to be used during simulation
ic

INITIAL XF$CLR,1 flag to access DUMPT elements
INITIAL XF$CLRW,1 flag to access DUMPW elements
INITIAL XF$ROWT,0 row for DUMPT
INITIAL XF$COLT,O column for DUMPT
INITIAL XF$WROW,O row for DUMTW
INITIAL XF$COLW,0 column for DUMTW

ic

* start simulation
*

PUTPIC F1LE=ouTs2,p1cwuRE=sFoR,(6)
IF (&ERRCOND'NE'1)

INITIAL XF$DP,3
PUTPIC FILE=OUTS2,PICTURE=BFOR,(3)
START 2

ENDIF
ENDIF
END
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* *
* THREAT ASSESSMENT/WEAPONS ALLOCATION *
* FOR BIGBANG CSIM FOR PATH 2 *
* *
* *******11:************************************************************* *

*
* Loop to select a set of all weapons that can intercept the incoming
* threats.
*

LET &M=0
LET &K=O

DO &NUMTHRET=1,3 repeat for all threats
IF (&NUMTHRET'E'2)

LET &ONEWEP=&M
ENDIF
IF (&NUMTHRET'E'3)

LET &TWOWEP=&M
ENDIF

PUTPIC FILE=OUTB3,PICTURE=NT
LET &K=&NUMTHRET
PUTPIC FILE=OUTB2,(MX$THRET(&K,1),MX$THRET(&K,2),_

MX$THRET(&K,3),MX$THRET(&K,4),MX$THRET_
(&K,5),MX$THRET(&K,6),MX$THRET(&K,7),MX$THRET(&K,8))

** **** ****** **4:* ** ** **
*
*
* Find weapon that can intercept threat by comparing the threat type
* and the target set of each weapon. If more than one weapon is found
* then select the one with the highest probability of defense.
*
*

DO &L=1,6 repeat for all weapons
LET &TTYPE=MX$THRET(&NUMTHRET,1)
LET &Tl=MX$WEPS(&L,5) record threats that
LET &T2=MX$WEPS(&L,6) can be intercepted by
LET &T3=MX$WEPS(&L,7) current weapon
LET &wTYPE=MM$WEPS(&L,1) record weapon of current weapon

*
* .
* If current threat is in the target set of the weapon then

* record attributes of the current weapon to initialize WSET, else
* look at next weapon
ie „

*
IF (&TTYPE'E'&Tl)OR(&TTYPE'E'&T2)OR(&TTYPE'E'&T3)

LET &INDEX=&L
LET &WTYPE=MM$WEPS(&INDEX,1) remember
LET &SPEED=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,2) attributes
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LET &COST=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,3) of the
LET &PALTUDE=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,4) current
LET &T1=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,5) weapon
LET &T2=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,6)
LET &T3=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,7)
LET &IDLET=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,8)
LET &M=&M+1
INITIAL MX$WSET(&M,1),&WTYPE
INITIAL MX$WSET(&M,2),&SPEED initialize next element
INITIAL MX$WSET(&M,3),&COST of the weapon set
INITIAL MX$WSET(&M,4),&PALTUDE (WSET)
INITIAL MX$WSET(&M,5),&Tl
INITIAL MX$WSET(&M,6),&T2
INITIAL HX$WSET(&M,7),&T3
INITIAL MX$WSET(&M,8),&IDLET
LET &HIPDEF=0
PUTPIC FILE=OUTBZ,PICTURE=WS,(&TTYPE)
PUTPIC FILE=0UTB2,(MX$WSET(&M,1),MX$WSET(&M,2),_

MX$WSET(&M,3),HX$WSET(&M,4),MX$WSET_
· (&M,5),MX$WSET(&M,6),MX$WSET(&M,7),MX$WEPS(&M,8))

kk kkkk kkkkkk kkkk kk kk kk

ENDIF if weapon wih non zero pdef found
ENDDO

k

* compute distance to outermost line
k

LET &REM=MX$THRET(&NUMTHRET,6)·10
k

* compute time for threat to reach outermost line

*
LET &Y=60*&REM
LET &TMP=MX$THRET(&NUMTHRET,4)
LET &ALFA=&Y/&TMP
LET &ALFA=&ALFA*1000

k

* initialize first threat
k

IF (&NUMTHRET'E'1)
INITIAL XFSTTYI,MX$THRET(&NUMTHRET,1)
INITIAL XF$PALTD1,MM$THRET(&NUMTHRET,7)
INITIAL XF$DHT1,MR$THRET(&NUMTHRET,8)
INITIAL XL$IDLE1,&ALFA
DO &N=1,&M

IF (&N'E'&M)
INITIAL XF$WEPT1,MX$WSET(&N,1)
INITIAL XF$PALT1,MM$WSET(&N,4) initialize first weapon
INITIAL XL$IDLEWl,MX$WSET(&N,8)

ENDIF
ENDDO

ENDIF
k

* initialize second threat
k

IF (&NUMTHRET'E'2)
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INITIAL XFSTTYZ,MX$THRET(&NUMTHRET,1)
INITIAL XF$PALTD2,MM$THRET(&NUMTHRET,7)
INITIAL XF$DHT2,MX$THRET(&NUMTHRET,8)
INITIAL XL$IDLEZ,&ALFA
DO &N=l,&M

IF (&N'E'&M)
INITIAL XF$WEPT2,MX$WSET(&N,1) initialize second weapon
INITIAL XF$PALT2,MX$WSET(&N,4)
INITIAL XL$IDLEW2,MX$WSET(&N,8)

ENDIF
ENDDO

ENDIF
ak

* initialize third threat
ie

IF (&NUMTHRET'E'3)
INITIAL XF$TTY3,MX$THRET(&NUMTHRET,l)
INITIAL XFSPALTDB,MX$THRET(&NUMTHRET,7)
INITIAL XF$DHT3,MX$THRET(&NUMTHRET,8)
INITIAL XL$IDLE3,&ALFA .
DO &N=1,&M

IF (&N'E'6M)
INITIAL XF$WEPT3,MX$WSET(&N,l)
INITIAL XF$PALT3,MX$WSET(&N,4) initialize third threat
INITIAL XL$IDLEW3,MM$WSET(&N,8)

ENDIF
ENDDO

ENDIF
ic

ic

* decrement inventory (cost) of weapon chosen to intercept the threat
ie

~

LET &TCOST=MX$INV(&WTYPE,1) record total cost
LET &TCOST=&TCOST-&COST decrement it by cost of weapon
INITIAL M$INV(&WTYPE,1),&TCOST store new inventory in matrix
PUTPIC FILE=OUTB2,PICTURE=NUINV,(&WTYPE,MX$INV(&WTYPE,1))

ENDDO for all threats
sk

* initialize threat and weapon counters
ak

INITIAL XF$TNO,1
INITIAL XF$WNO,1

k

* check if interception possible with simulation
ak

ic

* define storage for blocks
k

BLKY STORAGE 3
BLKO STORAGE 3
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BLKZ STORAGE 3
k
BFOR PICTURE LINES=2

BEFORE SIMULATION OF INTERCEPTION

AFTR PICTURE LINES=2
AFTER SIMULATION OF INTERCEPTION

PREAM PICTURE LINES=l0

Welcome to Bigbang CSIM for path 2. Threats and weapon are simulated
on blocks y, 0, and z. The following procedure is adopted for
naming the blocks z

Block y = Block 10
Block 0 = Block 11
Block z = Block 12

PUTPIC FILE=OUTB2,PICTURE=BFOR
PUTPIC FILE=OUTB2,PICTURE=PREAM
START 6
PUTPIC FILE=OUTB2,PICTURE=AFTR

END
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1:
*****1:***********1:*********1:*1:*******1:*1:***************1:**1:*** *

* *
* THREAT/ASSESSMENT AND WEAPONS ALLOCATION *
* FOR BIGBANG CSIM FOR PATH 3 *k

*1:
1:****1:**1:********1:*1:*1:******1:***1:1:1:**1:1:*********************1:* *

* Loop to select weapons for the first three threats. More than one
* weapon can be chosen for a threat.
*

LET &M=O
LET &K=0

DO &NUMTHRET=1,3 repeat for all threats
IF (&NUMTHRET'E'2)

LET &ONEWEP=&M record array index after finding
ENDIF weapons for first
IF (&NUMTHRET'E'3) and second threats

LET &TWOWEP=&M ·
ENDIF
PUTPIC FILE=OUTB3,PICTURE=NT
LET &K=&NUMTHRET
PUTPIC FILE=OUTB3,(MX$THRET(&K,1),MX$THRET(&K,2),_

HX$THRET(&K,3),MX$THRET(&K,4),MX$THRET_
(&K,5),MX$THRET(&K,6),MX$‘I'HRET(&K,7),MX$1'l{RET(&K,8))

**
*1:**

**1:***
**1:*

** **
*1:

1:

*

* Find weapon that can intercept threat by comparing the threat type

* and the target set of each weapon.
*

*
DO &L=1,6 repeat for all weapons

LET &TTYPE=MX$THRET(&NUMTHRET,1)
LET &T1=MM$WEPS(&L,5) record threats that
LET &T2=MX$WEPS(&L,6) can be intercepted by
LET &T3=MX$WEPS(&L,7) current weapon
LET &WTYPE=MM$WEPS(&L,l) record weapon of current weapon

*1:

* If current threat is in the target set of the weapon then
* record attributes of the current weapon to initialize WSET, else
* look at next weapon
*
1:

IF (&TTYPE'E'&T1)OR(&TTYPE'E'&T2)OR(&TTYPE'E'&T3)
LET &INDEX=&L
LET &WTYPE=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,1) remember
LET &SPEED=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,2) attributes
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LET &COST=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,3) of the
LET &PALTUDE=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,4) current
LET &T1=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,5) weapon
LET &T2=MR$WEPS(&INDEX,6)
LET &T3=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,7)
LET &IDLET=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,8)
LET &DEPHT=MX$WEPS(&INDEX,9)
LET &M=&M+l
INITIAL MX$WSET(&M,1),&WTYPE
INITIAL MX$WSET(&M,2),&SPEED initialize the
INITIAL MX$WSET(&M,3),&COST the weapon
INITIAL MX$WSET(&M,4),&PALTUDE set (WSET)
INITIAL MX$WSET(&M,5),&T1
INITIAL MX$WSET(&M,6),&T2
INITIAL MM$WSET(&M,7),&T3
INITIAL MX$WSET(&M,8),&IDLET
INITIAL MX$WSET(&M,9),&DEPHT
LET &HIPDEF=O
PUTPIC FILE=OUTB3,PICTURE=WT,(&TTYPE)
PUTPIC FILE=OUTB3,(MX$WSET(&M,1),MK$WSET(&M,2),_

MX$WSET(&M,3),MX$WSET(&M,4),MX$WSET_

kk kkkk kkkkkk kkkk kk kk kk
k
k

* decrement inventory (cost) of weapon chosen to intercept the threat
k
k

LET &TCOST=MK$INV(&WTYPE,1) record total cost
LET &TCOST=&TCOST-&COST decrement it by cost of weapon
INITIAL MM$INV(&WTYPE,l),&TCOST store new inventory in matrix
PUTPIC FILE=OUTB3,PICTURE=NUINV,(&WTYPE,MX$INV(&WTYPE,1))

ENDIF
ENDDO

LET &K=&NUMTHRET
k

* compute distance to outermost line for current threat
k

LET &REM=MX$THRET(&K,6)·10
k

* compute time for threat to reach outermost line
k

LET &Y=60*&REM ~
LET &TM1>=Mx$T1—1RET(sa<,4)
PUTPIC FILE=OUTB3,(&REM,&Y,&TMP,&K,&M)

kk_kk kk k k
LET &ALFA=&Y/&TMP
LET &ALFA=&ALFA*l000

k

* initialize threat and weapon parameters for first threat
k

IF (&NUMTHRET'E'1)
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INITIAL XF$TTYl,MX$THRET(&K,1)
INITIAL XF$PALTD1,MX$THRET(&K,7) initialize threat
INITIAL XF$DHTl,MX$THRET(&K,8)
INITIAL XL$IDLE1,&ALFA
DO &N=1,&M
IF (&N'L'&M)
INITIAL XF$WEPT1,MX$WSET(&N,1) initialize first weapon
INITIAL XF$PALT1,MX$WSET(&N,4)
INITIAL XL$IDLEW1,MX$WSET(&N,8)
INITIAL XF$DHWl,M%$WSET(&N,9)
ENDIF
IF (&N'E'&M)
INITIAL XF$WEPT2,MX$WSET(&N,1)
INITIAL XF$PALT2,MX$WSET(&N,4) initialize second weapon
INITIAL x1.$1¤LEw2 ,MX$WSE'I' (su , 6)
ENDIFENDDO

ENDIF

k

* initialize threat and weapon paramters for second threat
*

IF (&NUMTHRET'E'2)
INITIAL XF$TTY2,MX$THRET(&K,1)
INITIAL XF$PALTD2,MX$THRET(&K,7)
INITIAL XF$DHT2,MX$THRET(&K,8) initialize second threat
INITIAL XL$IDLE2,&ALFA
LET &DNEWEP=&ONEWEP+l
DO &N=&ONEWEP,&M
IF (&N'E'&M)
INITIAL XF$WEPT3,M%$WSET(&N,1) initialize first weapon
INITIAL XF$PALT3,MX$WSET(&N,4)
INITIAL XL$IDLEW3,MX$WSET(&N,8)
INITIAL XF$DHW3,MM$WSET(&N,9)
ENDIF
ENDDO

ENDIF

*
* initialize threat and weapon parameters for third threat
*

IF (&NUMTHRET'E'3)
INITIAL XF$TTY3,MM$THRET(&K,1)
INITIAL XF$PALTD3,MX$THRET(&K,7) initialize third threat
INITIAL XF$DHT3,MX$THRET(&K,8)
INITIAL XL$IDLE3,&ALFA
LET &TWOWEP=&TWOWEP+1
DO &N=&TWOWEP,&M
IF (&N'E'&M)
INITIAL XF$WEPT4,MX$WSET(&N,1) initialize first weapon
INITIAL XF$PALT4,MX$WSET(&N,4)
INITIAL XL$IDLEW4,MX$WSET(&N,8)
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INITIAL XF$DHW4,MX$WSET(&N,9)
ENDIF
ENDDO

ENDIF
ENDDO for all threats

ic

* initialize threat and weapon counter
sk

INITIAL XFSTNO,1 threat counter
INITIAL XF$WNO,1 weapon counter

BFOR PICTURE LINES=2
BEFORE SIMULATION OF INTERCEPTION

AFTR PICTURE LINES=Z
AFTER SIMULATION OF INTERCEPTION

PREAH PICTURE LINES=lO

Welcome to Bigbang CSIM for path 3. Threats and weapon are simulated
on blocks G, F, and E. The following procedure is adopted for
naming the blocks :

’

Block G = Block 10
Block F = Block 11
Block E = Block 12

*
* define storage for blocks so that more than one threat/weapon can
* occupy block simultaneously
ic

BLKG STORAGE 3
BLKF STORAGE 3
BLKE STORAGE 3

ic

* start simulation
ir

PUTPIC FILE=OUTB3,PICTURE=BFOR
PUTPIC FILE=OUTB3,PICTURE=PREAM
START 5
PUTPIC FILE=0UTB3,PICTURE=AFTR

-

* end of the program

*
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9: 9:9:*9:*9:*9:9:9:9:9:**9:*9:*9:9:9:9:**9:»k9:9:9:9:9:9:9:9:¤k9:9:*9:*9:9:9:9:9:9:9:9:¤k9:9:9:*9:9:9:9:9:1ksE>\:9:>•:>k9:>k>V:9: 9:

* *
* SIHULATION OF A THREAT THROUGH PATH 1 (ABCD) IN STAGEWISE CSIM *
* *sk k¤k*9:*9:9:9:9:9:9:*9:9:9:**9:9:9:9:9:9¤9:9:9:9:*9:9:9:9:9:~k9:9:9:»¤:»•:9:9:>k>*:9:sk9:9:9:9:9:9:**9:9:>k9:*9:»k>k>&9:*9:>k9:»k 9:

9:

9:

* boolean conditions used in the simulation of a threat for path 1
9:

sk

* STOPTDP s is used to check if model state needs to be dumped
sk

STOPTDP BVARIABLE (XF$FLAGT1P‘E'l)+_
(XF$FLAGT2P'E'1)+_
(XF$FLAGT3P'E'l)

ir

* STOPT : is used to check if any threat has been logically destroyed
9:

STOPT BVARIABLE (PF1'E'1)*(XF$FLAGT1'E'1)+(PF1'E'2)*(XF$FLAGT2'E'1)+_
· (PF1'E'3)*(XF$FLAGT3'E'1)

k

* CONDP : is used to check if threat has reached peak altitude
ak

CONDP BVARIABLE (PF2'L'PF3)*(PF9'NE'1)
9:

* the following 3 conditions are used to check if threat will crash
* with any existing threat/weapon in block A
k

COND2 BVARIABLE (PFZ'NE'MX$SECT(1,2))+_
(PF2‘E‘O)*(MK$SECT(1,2)'E'O)

COND3 BVARIABLE (PF2'NE'MX$SECT(1,5))+_
(PF2'E'O)*(MX$SECT(1,5)'E'0)

COND4 BVARIABLE (PF2'NE'MK$SECT(1,8))+_
(PF2‘E'0)*(MX$SECT(1,8)'E'O)

9:

* the following 3 conditions are used to check if threat will crash

* with any existing threat/weapon in block B
9:

COND6 BVARIABLE (PFZ'NE'MX$SECT(2,2))+_
(PFZ'E'O)*(MX$SECT(2,2)'E'O)

COND7 BVARIABLE (PF2'NE'MX$SECT(2,5))+_
(PF2'E'O)*(MX$SECT(2,5)'E'O)

COND8 BVARIABLE (PF2'NE'MX$SECT(2,8))+_
(PF2'E'0)*(MX$SECT(2,8)'E'0)

9:

* the following 3 conditions are used to check if threat will crash

* with any existing threat/weapon in block C
9:

CONDIO BVARIABLE (PF2'NE'MX$SECT(3,2))+_
(PF2'E'0)*(MX$SECT(3,2)'E'O)

COND11 BVARIABLE (PF2'NE'MX$SECT(3,5))+_
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(PF2'E'0)*(MX$SECT(3,5)'E'0)
COND12 BVARIABLE (PF2'NE'MX$SECT(3,8))+_

(PF2'E'0)*(MX$SECT(3,8)'E'0)

*
* the following 3 conditions are used to check if threat will crash
* with any existing threat/weapon in block D
*

COND14 BVARIABLE (PF2'NE'MX$SECT(4,2))+_
(PF2'E'0)*(MX$SECT(4,2)'E'0)

COND15 BVARIABLE (PF2'NE'MX$SECT(4,5))+_
(PF2'E'0)*(MX$SECT(4,5)'E'0)

COND16 BVARIABLE (PF2'NE'MM$SECT(4,8))+_
(PF2'E'0)*(MX$SECT(4,8)'E'0)

*
* generate 1 transaction with 9 PF parameters
*

*
GENERATE ,,,1,,9PF
BPUTPIC FILE=OUTS1,PICTURE=TENCE

*
* determine code for initialization based on decision phase
*

TEST E XF$DP,1,CKT2 if decision phase=1 then initialize at AST1
TRANSFER ,AST1 else if decision phase=2 then initialize at

CKT2 TEST E XF$DP,2,AST3 AST2
TRANSFER ,AST2 else initialize at AST3

*
* initialize threat type, current height and peak height, line in which
* threat has to be stopped, weapon chosen to intercept threat, threat

* weapon toggle and an index to access the next available element in
* the SECT matrix. These are transaction paramters PF1 —- PF8

* respectively.
*

*
* initializations for decision phase 1
*

*
* first threat in phase 1

—

*
AST1 ADVANCE 9000 wait for threat to arrive

SPLIT 1,AS12 spawn transaction for 2nd threat
ASSIGN 5,1,,PF PF5=1 because transaction is a threat
ASSIGN 8,1,,PF PF8=1 because BLKA is attempted next
ASSIGN 9,0,,PF PF9=0 since peak ht. not reached
ASSIGN 1,XF$TTY1,,PF PF1 = threat type
ASSIGN 2,XF$DHT1,,PF PF2 = deployment height
ASSIGN 3,XF$PALTDl,,PF PF3 = peak altitude
ASSIGN 4,XF$LINE1,,PF PF4 = line which threat cannot pass
ASSIGN 6,XF$WEPT1,,PF PF6 = weapon that has been selected
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QUEUE THR1 start collecting stats for threat 1
ADVANCE XL$IDLE1 time for threat 1 to reach line 4
TRANSFER ,STSIMT start actual travel

*
* second threat in phase 1
*
AS12 ADVANCE 9000 wait for threat to arrive

SPLIT 1,AS13 spawn next threat
ASSIGN 5,1,,PF PF5=1 because transaction is a threat
ASSIGN 8,1,,PF PF8=1 bcause BLKA is attempted next
ASSIGN a 9,0,,PF PF9=0 since peak alt. not reached ·
ASSIGN 1,XF$TTY2,,PF PF1 = threat type
ASSIGN 2,XF$DHT2,,PF PF2 = deployment height
ASSIGN 3,XF$PALTD2,,PF PF3 = peak altitude
ASSIGN 4,XF$LINE2,,PF PF4 = line which threat cannot pass
ASSIGN 6,XF$WEPT2,,PF PF6 = weapon that has been selected
QUEUE THR2 start collecting stats for threat 2
ADVANCE XLSIDLEZ time for threat 2 to reach line 4
TRANSFER ,STSIMT start actual travel

*
* third threat in phase 1
*
AS13 ADVANCE 9000 wait for threat to arrive

ASSIGN 5,1,,PF PF5=1 because transaction is a threat
ASSIGN 8,1,,PF PF8=1 since BLKA is attempted next
ASSIGN 9,0,,PF PF9=0 since peak alt. not reached
ASSIGN 1,XF$TTY3,,PF PF1 = threat type
ASSIGN 2,XF$DHT3,,PF PF2 = deployment height
ASSIGN 3,XF$PALTD3,,PF PF3 = peak altitude
ASSIGN 4,XF$LINE3,,PF PF4 = line which threat cannot pass
ASSIGN 6,XF$WEPT3,,PF PF6 = weapon that has been selected
QUEUE THR3 start collecting stats for threat 3
ADVANCE XL$IDLE3 time for threat 3 to reach line 4
TRANSFER ,STSIMT

*
* initalizations for decision phase 2
*

*
* first threat in phase 2
*
AST2 SPLIT 1,AS22 spawn next threat

ASSIGN 5,1,,PF PF5=1 because transaction is a threat
ASSIGN 8,XF$NBKT1,,PF PF8 indicates next block attempted
ASSIGN 9,XF$PFLG1,,PF PF9 indicates whether peak alt reached
ASSIGN 1,XF$TTY1,,PF PF1 = threat type
ASSIGN 2,XF$DHT1,,PF PF2 = deployment height
ASSIGN 3,XF$PALTD1,,PF PF3 = peak altitude
ASSIGN 4,XF$LINE1,,PF PF4 = line which threat cannot pass
ASSIGN 6,XF$WEPT1,,PF PF6 = weapon that has been selected
QUEUE THR21 start collecting stats on threat 1
TRANSFER ,STSIMT start actual travel

*
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* second threat in phase 2
*
AS22 ASSIGN 5,1,,PF PF5=1 because transaction id s threat

ASSIGN 8,XF$NBKT2,,PF PF8 indicates next block attempted
ASSIGN 9,XF$PFLG2,,PF PF9 indicates whether peak ht. reached
ASSIGN l,XF$TTY2,,PF PF1 = threat type
ASSIGN 2,XF$DHT2,,PF PF2 = deployment height
ASSIGN 3,XF$PALTD2,,PF PF3 = peak altitude
ASSIGN 4,XF$LINE2,,PF PF4 = line which threat cannot pass
ASSIGN 6,XF$WEPT2,,PF PF6 = weapon that has been selected
QUEUE THR22 start collecting stats on threat 2
TRANSFER ,STSIMT start actual travel

*
* initializations for decision phase 3
*

*
* first threat in phase 3
*

AST3 ASSIGN 1,XF$TTY1,,PF PF1 = threat type
ASSIGN 5,1,,PF PF5=1 because transaction is a threat
ASSIGN 8,XF$NBKT1,,PF PF8 indictes next block attempted
ASSIGN 9,XF$PFLG1,,PF PF9 indicates whether peak ht. reached
ASSIGN 2,XF$DHT1,,PF PF2 = deployment height
ASSIGN 3,XF$PALTD1,,PF PF3 = peak altitude
ASSIGN 4,XF$LINE1,,PF PF4 = line which threat cannot pass
ASSIGN 6,XF$WEPT1,,PF PF6 = weapon that has been selected
QUEUE THR31 start collecting stats on threat 1
TRANSFER ,STSIMT start actual travel

STSIMT BPUTPIC FILE=OUTS1,PICTURE=TENCE

*
* determine block from where simulation of threat should start based on
* next block attempted paramter of transaction
*

TEST E BV$STOPTDP,O,SETFLGS dump state if STOPTDP flag is set
TEST E PF8,1,CKC if next block is 1 go to STSIMTA
TRANSFER ,STSIMTA

CKC TEST E PF8,2,CKE
TRANSFER ,STSIMTB if next block is 2 go to STSIMTB

CKE TEST E PF8,3,STSIMTD if next block is 3 go to STSIMTC
TRANSFER ,STSIMTC else go to STSIMTD

* *
* CODE FOR ONE BLOCK IN STAGEWISE CSIM FOR PATH 1 *
* *
* ****************************************************************** *
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sk

* if 3 weapons/threats in block then go to MANY
ic

STSIMTA TEST LE HX$SECT(l,l1),3,MANY
ic

* test if block can be captured
ic

TEST E BV$COND2,0,CHK3 if cond2=true then chk3
SAVEVALUE BLK,l,XF record features of threat/
SAVEVALUE CWITH,3,XF weapon that current threat
SAVEVALUE CWITHT,4,XF has intercepted and goto CRASH
SAVEVAULE CWITHH,Z,XF
TRANSFER ,CRASH

ic

CH3 TEST E BV$COND3,0,CHK4 if cond3=true then chk4
SAVEVALUE BLK,1,XF else record features of threat/
SAVEVALUE CWITH,6,XF weapon that current threat
SAVEVALUE CWITHT,7,XF has intercepted and goto CRASH
SAVEVAULE CWITHH,5,XF
TRANSFER ,CRASH

sk

CHK4 TEST E BV$COND4,0,SZA if cond4=true then seize facility
SAVEVALUE BLK,l,XF else record features of threat/
SAVEVALUE CWITH,9,XF weapon that current threat
SAVEVALUE CWITHT,10,XF has intercepted and goto CRASH
SAVEVAULE CWITHH,8,XF
TRANSFER ,CRASH

ic

SZA ENTER BLKA seize the block
sk

* if peak height has been reached then go to POSTP1 else increment
* current height '
9:

TEST E svscou¤p,1,posrr1
ASSIGN 2+,30,,PF
TRANSFER ,CONT1

ic

* if after peak height then decrement current height
sk

POSTP1 ASSIGN 2·,30,,PF
ASSIGN 9,1,,PF

ic

* store features of current threat in block record
*
CONT1 BLET &INDEX=MX$SECT(1,l) read index to update record

BLET &WTBLK=MX$SECT(1,11) . update threat/weapon counter
BLET &WTBLK=&WTBLK+1 of block
MSAVEVALUE SECT,1,11,&WTBLK
MSAVEVALUE SECT,l,&INDEX,PF2 record height ‘

EPUTPIC FILE=OUTS1,PICTURE=OUTT,(PFl,1,MX$SECT(1,&INDEX))
BLET &INDEX=&INDEX+1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,1,&INDEX,1 set threat/weapon toggle
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BLET &INDEX=&INDEX+l
MSAVEVALUE SECT,1,&INDEX,PF1 record threat number

ic

* store incremented index for next threat or weapon

*
ic

BLET &INDEX=&INDEX+l
MSAVEVALUE SECT,l,1,&INDEX
ASSIGN 7,&INDEX,,PF store index in transaction

*

* advance time for travel through block
sk

Anvmcz ML$MU(l,PFl)*1000
sk

* if transaction logically destroyed as simulation was taking place,
* then terminate transaction.
sk

TEST E BV$STOPT,O,QUITAl
*.

* update block record as threat exits block
ie

BLET &INDEX=PF7 read index from transaction param

BLET &NTBLK=MX$SECT(l,ll)
l

BLET &WTBLK=&WTBLK-1 decrement next available index
BLET &INDEX=&INDEX·l
MSAVEVALUE SECT,l,ll,&WTBLK
MSAVEVALUE SECT,l,&INDEX,0
BLET &INDEX=&INDEX-1 decrement threat/weapon counter
MSAVEVALUE SECT,l,&INDEX,0
BLET &INDEX=&INDEX-1 reset threat/weapon toggle
MSAVEVALUE SECT,1,&INDEX,0 reset threat number
MSAVEVALUE SECT,l,1,&INDEX
ASSIGN 8,2,,PF next block attempted = blkB

TEST E BV$STOPT,0,QUITAl
Ä

* since threat has crossed line dump state and set STOPTDP flag
sk

LEAVE BLKA
TRANSFER ,SETFLGS

ic ie

ic ic

* SIMULATION OF WEAPON THROUGH PATH1 (DCBA) IN STAGEWISE CSIM *9: ak
ic *9:**k***i¢¤k1E**k*¤k***ic******k*skin!skakskieicicvkskzticicvkvkvkakicieakakicicieicvkieakicieieskicskicizic k

de

* additional conditions required for the weapons simulation
ic

de

* CONDW : is use to check if weapon has reached peak altitude
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*
CONDW BVARIABLE (PF2'L'PF3)*(PF9'NE'1)

*
* STOPW z is used to check if weapon has been logically destroyed
*
STOPW BVARIABLE (PF1'E'6)*(XF$FLAGW1'E'1)+(PF1'E'2)*(XF$FLAGW2'E'1)+_

(PF1'E'3)*(XF$FLAGW3'E'1)+(PF1'E'1)*(XF$FLAGW4'E'1)

*
* generate 1 transaction with 9 PF parameters
*

GENERATE ,,,1,,9PF
BPUTPIC FILE=0UTS1,PICTURE=WENCE

*
* determine code for initialization based on decision phase
*

TEST E XF$DP,1,CKW2 if decision phase is 1 then go to ASW1
TRANSFER ,ASW1

CKW2 TEST E XF$DP,2,ASW3 if decision phase is 2 then go to ASW2
TRANSFER ,ASW2 else go to ASW3

*
* initializations for decision phase 1
*

*
* first weapon in phase 1
*
ASW1 ADVANCE 9000 wait for threat to arrive

SPLIT 1,ASW12 spawn next weapon
ASSIGN 5,0,,PF PF5 = 0 to denote trans. is a weapon
ASSIGN 8,4,,PF PF8 = 4 indicates next block attempted
ASSIGN 1,XF$WEPT1,,PF PF1 = weapon type
ASSIGN 2,XF$DHW1,,PF PF2 = deployment height
ASSIGN 3,XF$PALT1,,PF PF3 = peak altitude
ASSIGN 4,XF$TTY1,,PF PF4 = threat that weapon is to destroy
QUEUE WEP1 start collecting stats for weapon 1

_ TRANSFER ,STSIMW start actual travel

*
* second weapon in phase 1
*
ASW12 ADVANCE 9000 wait for threat to arrive

SPLIT 1,ASW13 spawn next weapon
ASSIGN 5,0,,PF PF5 = 0 to denote trans. is a weapon
ASSIGN 8,4,,PF PF8 = 4 indicates next block attempted
ASSIGN 9,0,,PF PF9 = 0 indicates peak ht. not reached
ASSIGN 1,XF$WEPT2,,PF PF1 = weapon type

_ ASSIGN 2,XF$DHW2,,PF PF2 = deployment height
ASSIGN 3,XF$PALT2,,PF PF3 = peak altitude
ASSIGN 4,XF$TTY2,,PF PF4 = threat that weapon is to destroy
QUEUE WEP2 start collecting stats for weapon 2
TRANSFER ,STSIMW start actual travel

*
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* third weapon in phase 1
4
ASW13 ADVANCE 9000 wait for threat to arrive

ASSIGN 5,0,,PF PF5 = 0 to denote trans. is a weapon
ASSIGN 8,4,,PF PF8 = 4 indicates next block attempted
ASSIGN 9,0,,PF PF9 = 0 indicates peak ht. not reached
ASSIGN 1,XF$WEPT3,,PF PF1 = weapon type
ASSIGN 2,XF$DHW3,,PF PF2 = deployment altitude
ASSIGN 3,XF$PALT3,,PF PF3 = peak altitude
ASSIGN 4,XF$TTY3,,PF PF4 = threat that weapon is to destroy
QUEUE WEP3 start collecting stats for weapon 3
TRANSFER ,STSIMW start actual travel

4

* initializations for decision phase 2
4

4

* first weapon in phase 2
4

ASW2 SPLIT 1,ASW22
ASSIGN 5,0,,PF PF5 = 0 to denote trans. is a weapon
ASSIGN 8,XF$NBKw1,,PF PF8 indicates next block attempted
ASSIGN 9,XF$PKFL1,,PF PF9 indicates whether peak ht. reached
ASSIGN 1,XF$WEPT1,,PF PF1 = weapon type
ASSIGN 2,XF$DHW1,,PF PF2 = deployment height
ASSIGN 3,XF$PALT1,,PF PF3 = peak altitude
ASSIGN 4,XF$TTY1,,PF PF4 = threat that weapon is to destroy
QUEUE WEP21 start collecting stats for weapon 1
TRANSFER ,STSIMW start actual travel

4

* second weapon in phase 2
4
ASW22 ASSIGN 5,0,,PF PF5 = 0 to denote trans. is a weapon

ASSIGN 1,XF$WEPT2,,PF PF1 = weapon type
ASSIGN 8,XF$NBKW2,,PF PF8 indicates next block attempted
ASSIGN 9,XF$PKFL2,,PF PF9 indicates whether peak ht. reached
ASSIGN 2,XF$DHW2,,PF PF2 = deployment height
ASSIGN 3,XF$PALT2,,PF PF3 = peak altitude
ASSIGN 4,XF$TTY2,,PF PF4 = threat that weapon is to destroy
QUEUE WEP22 start collecting stats for weapon 2
TRANSFER ,STSIMW start actual travel

4

* initializations for decision phase 3
4

4

* first weapon in phase 3
4

ASW3 ASSIGN 1,XF$WEPT1,,PF PF1 = weapon type
ASSIGN 5,0,,PF PF5 = 0 to denote trans. is a weapon
ASSIGN 8,XF$NBKw1,,PF PF8 indicates next block attempted
ASSIGN 9,XF$PKFL1,,PF PF9 indicates peak ht. status
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ASSIGN 2,XF$DHW1,,PF PF2 = deployment altitude
ASSIGN 3,XF$PALT1,,PF PF3 = peak altitude‘
ASSIGN 4,XF$TTY1,,PF PF4 indicates corresponding threat
QUEUE WEP31 start collecting stats for weapon 1
TRANSFER ,STSIMW start actual travel

*
STSIMW BLET &PEAKW=O

TEST E BV$STOPTDP,0,SETFLGS terminate trans. if dump flag is set
*
* determine block from where simulation of weapon should start based on
* next block attempted paramter of transaction
*

.

TEST E PF8,4,CKWE if next block is 4 go to STSIMWD
TRANSFER ,STSIMWD

CKWE TEST E PF8,3,CKWC if next block is 3 go to STSIMWC
TRANSFER ,STSIMWC

CKWC TEST E PF8,2,STSIMWA if next block is 2 go to STSIMWB
TRANSFER ,STSIMWB else go to STSIMWA

*
* if 3 weapons/threats already in block then go to MANY
*
STSIMWD TEST L MR$SECT(4,11),3,MANY

*
* test if block can be captured
*

TEST E BV$COND14,0,CHK15W if cond14=true then chk15
SAVEVALUE BLK,4,XF record features of threat/
SAVEVALUE CWITH,3,XF weapon that current threat
SAVEVALUE CWITHT,4,XF has intercepted and goto CRASH
SAVEVAULE CWITH,2,XF
TRANSFER ,CRASH

*
CHRISW TEST E BV$COND15,0,CHK16W if cond15=true then chklö

SAVEVALUE BLK,4,XF else record features of threat/
SAVEVALUE CWITH,6,XF weapon that current threat
SAVEVALUE CWITHT,7,XF has intercepted and goto CRASH
SAVEVAULE CWITHH,5,XF
TRANSFER ,CRASH

*
CHK16W TEST E BV$COND16,0,SZBD if cond16=true the seize block

SAVEVALUE BLK,4,XF record features of threat/
SAVEVALUE CWITH,9,XF weapon that current threat
SAVEVALUE CWITHT,10,XF has intercepted and goto CRASH
SAVEVAULE CWITHH,8,XF
TRANSFER ,CRASH

*
SZBD ENTER BLKD '
4

* if peak height has been reached then go to POSTP5 else increment
* current height
*
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TEST E BV$CONDW,1,POSTP5
ASSIGN 2+,40,,PF
TRANSFER ,CONT5

ic

* if after peak height then decrement current height
k

POSTPS ASSIGN 2·,40,,PF
ASSIGN 9,1,,PF

ic

* store features of current weapon in block record
ic

CONT5 BLET &1N¤sxw=Mx$sEcT(4,1)
BLET &TWBLK=MX$SECT(4,ll)
BLET &TWBLK=&TWBLK+1 increment threat/weapon counter
MSAVEVALUE SECT,4,l1,&TWBLK
MSAVEVALUE SECT,4,&INDEXW,PF2 record current height
BPUTPIC FILE=OUTSl,PICTURE=OUTW,(PF1,4,MX$SECT(4,&INDEXW))
BLET &INDEXW=&INDEXW+1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,4,&INDEXW,0 set threat/weapon toggle
BLET &INDEXW=&INDEXW+1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,4,&INDEXW,PF1 record weapon number
k.

* store incremented index for next threat or weapon
ak

BLET &INDEXW=&INDEXW+1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,4,1,&INDEXW
ASSIGN 6,&INDEXW,,PF

ak

* advance time for travel through block
ak

ADVANCE HL$MUW(1,PF1)*l0OO
ic

* update block record as weapon exits block
sk

BLET &INDEXW=PF6
BLET &TWBLK=MX$SECT(4, 11 )
BLET &TWBLK=&TWBLK-1 decrement threat/weapon counter
BLET &INDEXW=&INDEXW·1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,4,ll,&TWBLK
HSAVEVALUE SECT,4,&INDEXW,O
BLET &INDEXW=&INDEXW·1
HSAVEVALUE SECT,4,&INDEXW,0 reset threat/weapon toggle
BLET &INDEXW=&INDEXW·l
MSAVEVALUE SECT,4,&INDEXW,0 reset threat number
MSAVEVALUE SECT,4,l,&INDEXW
ASSIGN 8,3,,PF

ak

* if transaction logically destroyed while simulation was taking place,
* terminate transaction.
sk

TEST E BV$STOPW,0,QUITD1
J

* if dump flag is set then dump weapon state
k
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TEST E BV$STOPTDP , O , OKDUMPD
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*
kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk

*
* *
* SIMULATION OF A THREAT THROUGH PATH 1 : ABCD IN BIGBANG CSIM *
* *
*

kkkkkkkkkkkk******k************kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk
*

*
* boolean conditions used in the simulation of a threat for path 1
*

*
* STOPT : is used to check if any threat has been logically destroyed
*

STOPT BVARIABLE (PF1'E'1)*(XF$FLAGT1'E'1)+(PF1'E'2)*(XF$FLAGT2'E'1)+_
(PF1'E'3)*(XF$FLAGT3'E'1)

*
* generate 3 transactions for threats with 9 PF parameters

*

GENERATE 9000,,,3,,9PF
BPUTPIC FILE=OUTB1,PICTURE=TENCE

*
*
* initialize threat type, current height and peak height,
* weapon chosen to intercept threat, threat weapon toggle and an
* index to access the next available element in
* the SECT matrix. These are transaction paramters PF1 -- PF8

* respectively.

*
ASSIGN 5,1,,PF PF5=1 because transaction is a threat
ASSIGN 8,1,,PF PF8=l because BLKA is attempted next
ASSIGN 9,0,,PF PF9=0 since peak alt. not reached

*
* The remaining parameters have to be initialized individually per
* transaction.

TEST E XF$TNO,1,TNTWO initializations for threat 1
ASSIGN 1,XF$TTY1,,PF PF1 = threat type
ASSIGN 2,XF$DHT1,,PF PF2 = deployment height
ASSIGN 3,XF$PALTD1,,PF PF3 = peak altitude
ASSIGN 6,XF$WEPT1,,PF PF6 = weapon that has been selected
SAVEVALUE TNO+,1,XF increment counter for next threat
QUEUE THRI start collecting stats for threat 1
ADVANCE XL$IDLE1 time for threat 1 to reach line 4
TRANSFER ,STSIMT start actual travel

*
TNTWO TEST E XF$TNO,2,TNTHR initializations for threat 2

ASSIGN 1,XF$TTY2,,PF PF1 = threat type
ASSIGN 2,XF$DHT2,,PF PF2 = deployment height
ASSIGN 3,XF$PALTD2,,PF PF3 = peak altitude
ASSIGN 6,XF$WEPT2,,PF PF6 = weapon that has been selected
SAVEVALUE TNO+,l,XF increment counter for next threat
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QUEUE THR2 _
start collecting stats for threat 2

ADVANCE XL$IDLE2 time for threat 2 to reach line 4
TRANSFER ,STSIMT start actual travel

4

TNTHR TEST E XF$TNO,3,QUIT initializations for threat 3
ASSIGN 1,XF$TTY3,,PF PF1 = threat type
ASSIGN 2,XF$DHT3,,PF PF2 = deployment height
ASSIGN 3,XF$PALTD3,,PF PF3 = peak altitude
ASSIGN 6,XF$WEPT3,,PF PF6 = weapon that has been selected
SAVEVALUE TNO+,1,XF increment counter for next threat
QUEUE THR3 start collecting stats for threat 3
ADVANCE XL$IDLE3 time for threat 3 to reach line 4

4 44444444444444444444 4

* segment for line 4 : *4 44444444444444444444 4

4

* if 3 weapons/threats in block then go to MANY
4

STSIMT TEST LE M%$SECT(1,11),3,MANY

4

* test if block can be captured
4

TEST E BV$COND2,0,CHK3 if cond2=true then chk3
SAVEVALUE BLK,1,XF record features of threat/
SAVEVALUE CWITH,3,XF weapon that current threat
SAVEVALUE CWITHT,4,XF has intercepted and goto CRASH
SAVEVAULE CWITHH,2,XF
TRANSFER ,CRASH

4
CHK3 TEST E BV$COND3,0,CHK4 if cond3=true then chk4

SAVEVALUE BLK,1,XF else record features of threat/
SAVEVALUE CWITH,6,XF weapon that current threat
SAVEVALUE CWITHT,7,XF has intercepted and goto CRASH
SAVEVAULE CWITH,5,XF
TRANSFER ,CRASH

4
CHK4 TEST E BV$COND4,0,SZA if cond4=true then seize facility

SAVEVALUE BLK,1,XF else record features of threat/
SAVEVALUE CWITH,9,XF weapon that current threat
SAVEVALUE CWITHT,10,XF has intercepted and goto CRASH
SAVEVAULE CWITHH,8,XF
TRANSFER ,CRASH

4

SZA ENTER BLKA seize the block

4

* if peak height has been reached then go to POSTP1 else increment
* current height
4
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TEST E BV$CONDP,1,POSTP1
ASSIGN 2+,30,,PF
TRANSFER ,CONT1

ie

* if after peak height then decrement current height
sk

POSTP1 ASSIGN 2-,30,,PF
ASSIGN 9,1,,PF

ak

* store features of current threat in block record
sk

CONT1 BLET &INDEX=MX$SECT(1,1) read index to update record
BLET &wTBLK=MX$SECT(1,11) update threat/weapon counter
BLET &WTBLK=&WTBLK+1 of block
MSAVEVALUE SECT,l,11,&WTBLK
MSAVEVALUE SECT,1,&INDEX,PF2 record height
BPUTPIC FILE=OUTB1,PICTURE=OUTT,(PF1,1,MX$SECT(l,&INDEX))
BLET &INDEX=&INDEX+l
MSAVEVALUE SECT,1,&INDEX,1 set threat/weapon toggle
BLET &INDEX=&INDEX+1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,1,&INDEX,PF1 record threat number

*

* store incremented index for next threat or weapon
sk

ic

BLET &INDEX=&INDEX+l
MSAVEVALUE SECT,l,l,&INDEX

iz

* store index in PF7 so threat can clear record upon exiting block
ic

ASSIGN 7,&INDEX,,PF store index in transaction

*

* advance time for travel through block
uk

ADVANCE Hl$HU(l,PF1)*1000
de

* if transaction logically destroyed as simulation was taking place,
* then terminate transaction.
sk

TEST E BV$STOPT,0,QUITAl
ic

* update block record as threat exits block
ak

BLET &INDEX=PF7 read index from transaction param
BLET &WTBLK=MX$SECT(1 , 11)
BLET &WTBLK=&WTBLK-1 decrement next available index
BLET &INDEX=&INDEX·1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,1,11,&WTBLK
MSAVEVALUE SECT,1,&INDEX,0
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BLET &INDEX=&INDEX-1 decrement threat/weapon counter
MSAVEVALUE SECT,l,&INDEX,0
BLET &INDEX=&INDEX—1 reset threat/weapon toggle
MSAVEVALUE SECT,1,&INDEX,0 reset threat number
MSAVEVALUE SECT,l,l,&INDEX

ak

* set PF8 to next block attempted
ic

ASSIGN 8,2,,PF next block attempted = blkB

ak sk
ic ic

* SIMULATION OF A WEAPON THROUGH PATH 1 (DCBA) FOR BIGBANG CSIM *in sk
ic idcicskkkkkkkkkkiukkkickicshkkkkkkakid:icskimickzkkkicshhhkkkickkkkkkkkkkxkkkkkk ak

ic

* STOPW : is used to check if any weapon has been logically destroyed
ic

STOPW BVARIABLE (PF1'E'6)*(XF$FLAGWl'E'l)+(PF1'E'2)*(XF$FLAGW2'E'1)+_
(PF1'E'3)*(XF$FLAGW3'E'1)+(PF1'E'1)*(XF$FLAGW4'E'l)+_
(PF1'E'5)*(XF$FLAGW5'E'1)_

ic

* generate 3 transactions with 9 PF paramewters
ic

GENERATE 9000,,,3,,9PF
BPUTPIC FILE=OUTB1,PICTURE=WENCE '

ie

* initialize weapon number,current height,peak height,threat meant to be
* intercepted,threat weapon toggle, and next block attempted. These
* are parameters PF1 -- PF8.
ic

k

ASSIGN 5,0,,PF PF5 = 0 to denote trans. is a weapon
ASSIGN 8,4,,PF PF8 = 4 indicates next block attempted

*

* initialize first weapon
*

TEST E XF$WNO,1,WEPTWO .
ASSIGN 1,XF$WEPT1,,PF PF1 = weapon type
ASSIGN 2,XF$DHWl,,PF PF2 = deployment height
ASSIGN 3,XF$PALT1,,PF PF3 = peak altitude
ASSIGN 4,XF$TTY1,,PF PF4 = threat that weapon is to destroy
SAVEVALUE WNO+,1,XF increment counter for next weapon
QUEUE WEP1 start collecting stats for weapon 1
ADVANCE XL$IDLE1 advance idle time
TRANSFER ,STSIMW start actual travel

sk
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* initialize second weapon
*
WEPTWO TEST E XF$WNO,2,WEPTHR

SPLIT 1,TWOTWO spawn transac. for third weapon
ASSIGN 5,0,,PF PF5 = 0 to denote trans. is a weapon
ASSIGN 8,4,,PF PF8 = 4 indicates next block attempted
ASSIGN 1,XF$WEPT2,,PF PF1 = weapon type
ASSIGN 2,XF$DHW2,,PF PF2 = deployment height
ASSIGN 3,XF$PALT2,,PF PF3 = peak altitude
ASSIGN 4,XF$TTY2,,PF PF4 = threat that weapon is to destroy
QUEUE WEP2 · start collecting stats for weapon 2
ADVANCE XL$IDLE2 advance idle time
TRANSFER ,STSIMW start actual travel

*
* initialize third weapon
*
TWOTWO SPLIT 1,TWOTHR spawn fourth weapon

ASSIGN 1,XF$WEPT3,,PF PF1 = weapon type
ASSIGN 2,XF$DHW3,,PF PF2 = deployment height
ASSIGN 5,0,,PF PF5 = O to denote trans. is a weapon
ASSIGN 8,4,,PF PF8 = 4 indicates next block attempted
ASSIGN 3,XF$PALT3,,PF PF3 = peak altitude
ASSIGN 4,XF$TTY2,,PF PF4 = threat that weapon is to destroy
QUEUE WEP3 start collecting stats for weapon 3
ADVANCE XLSIDLEZ advance idle time
TRANSFER ,STSIMW start actual travel

*
* initialize fourth weapon
4

TWOTHR ASSIGN 1,XF$WEPT4,,PF PF1 = weapon type
ASSIGN 2,XF$DHW4,,PF PF2 = deployment height
ASSIGN 5,0,,PF PF5 = O to denote trans. is a weapon
ASSIGN 8,4,,PF PF8 = 4 indicates next block attempted
ASSIGN 3,XF$PALT4,,PF PF3 = peak altitude
ASSIGN 4,XF$TTY2,,PF PF4 = threat that weapon is to destroy
SAVEVALUE WNO+,1,XF increment weapon counter
QUEUE WEP4 start collecting stats for weapon 4
ADVANCE XL$IDLE2 advance idle time
TRANSFER ,STSIMW start actual travel

*
* initialize fifth weapon
*
WEPTHP TEST E XF$WNO,3,

ASSIGN 5,0,,PF PF5 = 0 to denote trans. is a weapon
ASSIGN 8,4,,PF PF8 = 4 indicates next block attempted
ASSIGN 1,XF$WEPT5,,PF PF1 = weapon type
ASSIGN 2,XF$DHW5,,PF PF2 = deployment height
ASSIGN 3,XF$PALT5,,PF PF3 = peak altitude
ASSIGN 4,XF$TTY3,,PF PF4 = threat that weapon is to destroy
SAVEVALUE WNO+,1,XF
QUEUE WEP2 start collecting stats for weapon 5
ADVANCE XL$IDLE3 -•r advance idle time
TRANSFER ,STSIMW start actual travel
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STSIMW BLET &PEAKW=O

*

* if 3 weapons/threats already in block then go to MANY
sk

TEST L MX$SECT(4,l1),3,MANY
ak

* test if block can be captured
sk

TEST E BV$COND14,0,CHK15W if cond14=true then chk15
SAVEVALUE BLK,4,XF record features of threat/
SAVEVALUE CWITH,3,XF weapon that current threat
SAVEVALUE CWITHT,4,XF has intercepted and goto CRASH
SAVEVAULE CWITHH,2,XF
TRANSFER ,CRASH

’
ie

CHK15W TEST E BV$COND15,0,CHK16W if cond15=true then chk16
SAVEVALUE BLK,4,XF else record features of threat/
SAVEVALUE CWITH,6,XF weapon that current threat
SAVEVALUE CWITHT,7,XF has intercepted and goto CRASH
SAVEVAULE CWITHH,5,XF
TRANSFER ,CRASH

ic

CHK16W TEST E BV$COND16,0,SZBD if cond16=true the seize block
SAVEVALUE BLK,4,XF record features of threat/
SAVEVALUE CWITH,9,XF weapon that current threat
SAVEVALUE CWITHT,10,XF has intercepted and goto CRASH
SAVEVAULE CWITHH,8,XF
TRANSFER ,CRASH

ic

SZBD ENTER BLKD
de

* if peak height has been reached then go to POSTP5 else increment
* current height _
ak

TEST E BV$CONDW,1,POSTP5
ASSIGN 2+,40,,PF
TRANSFER ,CONT5

*

* if after peak height then decrement current height
de

POSTP5 ASSIGN 2-,40,,PF
ASSIGN 9,1,,PF

ic

* store features of current weapon in block record
ie

CONT5 BLET &INDEXW=MX$SECT(4,1)
BLET &TWBLK=MX$SECT(4,ll)
BLET &TWBLK=&TwBLK+1 increment threat/weapon counter
MSAVEVALUE SECT,4,11,&TWBLK
MSAVEVALUE SECT,4,&INDEXW,PF2 record current height
BPUTPIC FILE=OUTB1,PICTURE=0UTW,(PF1,4,MX$SECT(4,&INDEXW))
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BLET &INDEXW=&INDEXW+1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,4,&INDEXW,0 set threat/weapon toggle
BLET &INDEXW=&INDEXW+1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,4,&INDEXW,PF1 record weapon number

sk

* store incremented index for next threat/weapon to indicate next
* available slot in row
sk

BLET &INDEXW=&INDEXW+l
HSAVEVALUE SECT,4,1,&INDEXW

sk

* store index in PF6 so weapon can clear record upon exiting block
sk

ASSIGN 6,&INDEXW,,PF
sk

* advance time for travel through block
9:

ADVANCE Ml$MUW(1,PF1)*1000
sk

* if transaction logically destroyed while simulation was taking place,
* terminate transaction.
sk

TEST E BV$STOPW,O,QUITD1
sk

* reset block record as weapon exits block
ic

BLET &INDEXW=PF6 current altitude
BLET &TWBLK=MK$SECT(4,11)
BLET &TWBLK=&TWBLK-1 decrement threat/weapon counter
BLET &INDEXW=&INDEXW·1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,4,l1,&TWBLK
MSAVEVALUE SECT,4,&INDEXW,0
BLET &INDEXW=&INDEXW·1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,4,&INDEXW,0 reset threat/weapon toggle
BLET &INDEXW=&INDEXW·1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,4,&INDEXW,0 reset threat number
MSAVEVALUE SECT,4,1,&INDEXW

sk

* set PF8 to next block attempted
sk

ASSIGN 8,3,,PF
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skk

*
* SIMULATION OF A THREAT THROUGH PATH 2 : YOZ IN STAGEWISE CSIM *
* x
vl:*

boolean conditions used in the simulation of a threat for psth 1
ic

uk

* STOPT : is used to check if threat has been logically destroyed
sk

STOPT BVARIABLE (PF1'E'l)*(XF$FLAGT1‘E'l)+(PF1'E'2)*(XF$FLAGT2'E'l)+_
(PF1'E'3)*(XF$FLAGT3'E'l)

ak

* STOPTDP : is used to check if threat/weapon has to be dumped
9:

STOPTDP BVARIABLE (XF$FLAGT1P'E'l)+_
(XF$FLAGT2P'E'1)+_
(XF$FLAGT3P'E'l)

*

* CONDP : is used to check if threat has reached peak altitude
ie

CONDP BVARIABLE (PF2'L'PF3)*(PF9'NE'1)
ic

* the following three conditions are used to check if threat will
* crash with any existing threats/weapons in block Y
ic

COND2 BVARIABLE (PF2'NE'0)*(PF2'NE'MX$SECT(l0,2))+(PF2'E*0)
COND3 BVARIABLE (PF2‘NE'O)*(PFZ'NE'HX$SECT(10,5))+(PFZ'E'O)
COND4 BVARIABLE (PF2'NE'0)*(PF2'NE'MX$SECT(lO,8))+(PF2'E'0)

sk

* the following three conditions are used to check if threat will
* crash with any existing threats/weapons in block O
sk

com>6 BVARIABLE (1>1=z·NE·0)='<(1>F2·NE·Mx$sEc•1‘(11,2))+(1>1=2·1:·o)
COND7 BVARIABLE (PF2‘NE'O)*(PF2'NE‘MX$SECT(11,5)}+(PF2'E'O)
COND8 BVARIABLE (PF2'NE‘O)*(PFZ'NE'HX$SECT(11,8))+(PF2'E'O)

ie

* the following three conditions are used to check if threat will

* crash with any existing threats/weapons in block Z
uk

COND10 BVARIABLE (PF2'NE'O)*(PFZ'NE‘MX$SECT(12,2))+(PF2'E'0)
COND1l BVARIABLE (PF2'NE'O)*(PF2'NE'MX$SECT(12,5))+(PF2'E'O)
CONDIZ BVARIABLE (PF2'NE'O)*(PF2'NE'MX$SECT(12,8))+(PF2'E'O)

ie

* generate 1 transaction for threats with 9 PF parameters
rk

GENERATE ,,,1,,9PF
BPUTPIC FILE=OUTS2,PICTURE=TENCE
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*
* determine code for initialization based on decision phase
*

TEST E XF$DP,1,CKT2 if decision phase is 1 go to AST1
TRANSFER ,AST1

CKT2 TEST E XF$DP,2,AST3 if decision phase is 2 go to AST2
TRANSFER ,AST2 else go to AST3

*
* initialize threat type, current height and peak height, line in which
* threat has to be stopped, weapon chosen to intercept threat, threat
* weapon toggle and an index to access the next available element in
* the SECT matrix. These are transaction paramters PF1 -- PF8
* respectively.
4

*
* initializations for decision phase 1
x

*
* initialize first threat in phase 1
*
AST1 ADVANCE 1000 advance idle time

SPLIT 1,AS12 spawn next threat
ASSIGN 5,1,,PF PF5=1 because transaction is a threat
ASSIGN 8,10,,PF PF8=10 because BLKY is attempted next
ASSIGN 9,0,,PF PF9=0 since peak ht. not reached
ASSIGN 1,XF$TTY1,,PF PF1 = threat type
ASSIGN 2,XF$DHT1,,PF PF2 = deployment height
ASSIGN 3,XF$PALTD1,,PF PF3 = peak altitude
ASSIGN 4,XF$LINE1,,PF PF4 = line which threat cannct pass
ASSIGN 6,XF$WEPT1,,PF PF6 = weapon that has been selected
QUEUE THR1 start collecting stats
ADVANCE XL$IDLE1 time for threat 1 to reach line 4
TRANSFER ,STSIMT start actual travel

*
* initialize second threat in phase 1
4

AS12 ADVANCE 1000 advance idle time
SPLIT 1,AS13 spawn next threat
ASSIGN 5,1,,PF PF5=1 because transaction is a threat
ASSIGN 8,10,,PF PF8=l because BLKY’is attempted next
ASSIGN 9,0,,PF PF9=0 since peak ht. not reached
ASSIGN 1,XF$TTY2,,PF PF1 = threat type
ASSIGN 2,XF$DHT2,,PF PF2 = deployment height
ASSIGN 3,XF$PALTD2,,PF PF3 = peak altitude
ASSIGN 4,XF$LINE2,,PF PF4 = line which threat cannot pass
ASSIGN 6,XF$WEPT2,,PF PF6 = weapon that has been selected
QUEUE THR2 start collecting stats
ADVANCE XLSIDLEZ time for threat 2 to reach line 4
TRANSFER ,STSIMT start actual travel

4

* initialize third threat in phase 1
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*
AS13 ADVANCE 1000

ASSIGN 5,1,,PF PF5=1 because transaction is a threat
ASSIGN 8,10,,PF PF8=1 because BLKY is attempted next
ASSIGN 9,0,,PF PF9=0 since peak ht. not reached
ASSIGN 1,XF$TTY3,,PF PF1 = threat type
ASSIGN 2,XF$DHT3,,PF PF2 = deployment height
ASSIGN 3,XF$PALTD3,,PF PF3 = peak altitude
ASSIGN 4,XF$LINE3,,PF PF4 = line which threat cannot pass
ASSIGN 6,XF$WEPT3,,PF PF6 = weapon that has been selected
QUEUE THR3 start collecting stats ·
ADVANCE XL$IDLE3 time for threat 3 to reach line 4
TRANSFER ,STSIMT ·

x

* initializations for decision phase 2
*

*
* initialize first threat in phase 2
*

AST2 SPLIT 1,AS22 spawn next weapoon in phase 2
ASSIGN 5,1,,PF PF5=1 because transaction is a threat
ASSIGN 8,XF$NBKT1,,PF PF8 indicates next block attempted
ASSIGN 9,XF$PFLGl,,PF PF9 indicates peak ht. status
ASSIGN 1,XF$TTY1,,PF PF1 = threat type
ASSIGN 2,XF$DHT1,,PF PF2 = deployment height
ASSIGN 3,XF$PALTD1,,PF PF3 = peak altitude
ASSIGN 4,XF$LINE1,,PF PF4 = line which threat cannot pass
ASSIGN 6,XF$WEPT1,,PF PF6 = weapon that has been selected
QUEUE THR21 start collecting stats
TRANSFER ,STSIMT start actual travel

* initialize second threat in phase 2
*
AS22 SPLIT 1,AS23 spawn next threat

ASSIGN 5,1,,PF PF5=1 because transaction is a threat
ASSIGN 8,XF$NBKT2,,PF PF8 indicates next block attempted
ASSIGN 9,XF$PFLG2,,PF PF9 indicates peak ht. status
ASSIGN 1,XF$TTY2,,PF PF1 = threat type
ASSIGN 2,XF$DHT2,,PF PF2 = deployment height
ASSIGN 3,XF$PALTD2,,PF PF3 = peak altitude
ASSIGN 4,XF$LINE2,,PF PF4 = line which threat cannot pass
ASSIGN 6,XF$WEPT2,,PF PF6 = weapon that has been selected
QUEUE THR22 start collecting stats
TRANSFER ,STSIMT start actual travel

*
* initialize third threat in phase 2
*
AS23 ASSIGN 1,XF$TTY3,,PF PF1 = threat type

ASSIGN 5,1,,PF PF5=1 because transaction is a threat
ASSIGN 8,XF$NBKT3,,PF PF8 indicates next block attempted
ASSIGN 9,XF$PFLG3,,PF PF9 indicates peak ht. status
ASSIGN 2,XF$DHT3,,PF PF2 = deployment height
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ASSIGN 3,XF$PALTD3,,PF PF3 = peak altitude
ASSIGN 4,XF$LINE3,,PF PF4 = line which threat cannot pass
ASSIGN 6,XF$WEPT3,,PF PF6 = weapon that has been selected
QUEUE THR23 start collecting stats
TRANSFER ,STSIMT start actual travel

4

* initializations in decision phase 3
4

4

* initialize first threat in phase 3
4
AST3 ASSIGN 1,XF$TTY1,,PF PF1 = threat type

ASSIGN 5,1,,PF PF5=1 because transaction is a threat
ASSIGN 8,XF$NBKT1,,PF PF8 indicates next block attempted
ASSIGN 9,XF$PFLG1,,PF PF9 indicates peak ht. status
ASSIGN 2,XF$DHT1,,PF PF2 = deployment height
ASSIGN 3,XF$PALTD1,,PF PF3 = peak altitude
ASSIGN 4,XF$LINE1,,PF PF4 = line which threat cannot pass
ASSIGN 6,XF$WEPT1,,PF PF6 = weapon that has been selected
QUEUE THR31
TRANSFER ,STSIMT start actual travel

4

* initialize second threat in phase 3
4

4

* determine starting point of simulation based on next block attempted
* parameter of transaction
4

STSIMT TEST E BV$STOPTDP,0,SETFLGS dump state if dump flag is set
TEST E PF8,10,CKK if next block is 10 go to LINE4
TRANSFER ,LINE4

CKK TEST E PF8,11,LINE2 if next block is 11 go to LINE3
TRANSFER ,LINE3 else go to LINE2

4 44444444444444444444 4

* segment for line 4 z *4 44444444444444444444 4

4

* if 3 weapons/threats in block then go to MANY
4

LINE4 TEST LE MX$SECT(10,11),3,MANY

4

* test if block can be captured
4

TEST E BV$COND2,0,CHK3 if cond2=true then chk3
SAVEVALUE BLK,10,XF record features of threat/
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SAVEVALUE CWITH,3,XF weapon that current threat
SAVEVALUE CWITHT,4,XF has intercepted and goto CRASH
SAVEVALUE CWITHH,2,XF
TRANSFER ,CRASH

ic

CHK3 TEST E BV$COND3,0,CHK4 if cond3=true then chk4
SAVEVALUE BLK,10,XF else record features of threat/
SAVEVALUE CWITH,6,XF weapon that current threat
SAVEVALUE CWITHT,7,XF has intercepted and goto CRASH
SAVEVALUE CWITH,5,XF
TRANSFER ,CRASH

ic

CHK4 TEST E BV$COND4,0,SZY if cond4=true then seize facility
SAVEVALUE BLK,10,XF else record features of threat/
SAVEVALUE CWITH,9,XF weapon that current threat
SAVEVALUE CWITHT,10,XF has intercepted and goto CRASH
SAVEVALUE CWITHH,8,XF
TRANSFER ,CRASH

*
SZY ENTER BLKY seize the block

ic

* if peak altitude has been reached then go to POSTP1 else increment

* current altitude
ak

TEST E sv$coN¤p,1,posTP1
ASSIGN 2+,7000,,PF
TRANSFER ,CONT1

ak

* if after peak altitude then decrement altitude
k

POSTP1 ASSIGN 2-,7000,,PF
ASSIGN 9,1,,PF

ic

* store features of current threat in array SECT at row=10 since block#
* is 10
ic

CONT1 BLET &INDEX=MX$SECT(10,1) read index to update record
BLET &WTBLK=MX$SECT(10,11) update threat/weapon record
BLET &WTBLK=&WTBLK+1 of block
MSAVEVALUE SECT,10,l1,&WTBLK
MSAVEVALUE SECT,10,&INDEX,PF2 record height
BPUTPIC FILE=OUTS2,PICTURE=OUTT,(PF1,10,MR$SECT(l0,&INDEX))
BLET &INDEX=&INDEX+1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,10,&INDEX,1 set threat/weapon togg1e·
BLET &INDEX=&INDEX+1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,10,&INDEX,PF1 record threat number
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k

* store incremented index for next threat/weapon to indicate next
* available slot in row
ak

BLET &INDEX=&INDEX+1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,10,l,&INDEX

sk

* store index in PF7 so threat can clear record upon exiting block
sk

ASSIGN 7,&INDEX,,PF store index in transaction
ic

* advance time for travel through block
ak

ADVANCE Ml$MU(2,PF1)*1000

ak

* reset block record as threat exits block
ic

BLET &INDEX=PF7 read index from transaction param
BLET &WTBLK=MX$SECT(l0,11)
BLET &WTBLK=&WTBLK-1 decrement next available index
BLET &INDEX=&INDEX·1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,10,l1,&WTBLK
MSAVEVALUE SECT,10,&INDEX,0
BLET &INDEX=&INDEX-1 decrement threat/weapon counter
MSAVEVALUE SECT,l0,&INDEX,0
BLET &INDEX=&INDEX-1 reset threat/weapon toggle
MSAVEVALUE SECT,10,&INDEX,0 reset threat number
MSAVEVALUE SECT,l0,1,&INDEX

st

* set PF8 to next block attempted
-

ASSIGN 8,11,,PF next block attempted = blkO

sk

* if threat was logically destroyed as simulation was taking place then
* go to QUITY1 to release current block and terminate threat
ak

TEST E BV$STOPT,0,QUITY1

sk

* threat has crossed line therefore dump state
uk

LEAVE BLKY
TRANSFER , SETFLGS
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sk ak

* *
* SIMULATION OF A WEAPON THROUGH PATH 2 (zoy) FOR STAGEWISE CSIH *
* x
sk uk

ic

* additional conditions required for the weapons simulation
ek

ic

* CONDW z is used to check if weapon has reached peak altitude
uk

CONDW BVARIABLE (PF2'L'PF3)*(PF9'NE‘1)

ak

* STOPW z is used to check if any weapon has been logically destroyed
*

STOPW BVARIABLE (PF1'E'6)*(XF$FLAGW1'E'1)+(PF1'E'3)*(XF$FLAGW2'E'1)+_
(PF1'E'2)*(XF$FLAGW3'E'1)

ic

* initialize transaction for weapon with 9 PF parameters
ic

GENERATE ,,,1,,9PF
BPUTPIC FILE=0UTS2,PICTURE=WENCE

sk

* determine code for initializations based on decision phase
de

TEST E XF$DP,1,CKW2 if decision phase is 1 go to ASW1
TRANSFER ,ASW1

CKW2 TEST E XF$DP,2,ASW3 if decision phase is 2 go to ASW2
TRANSFER ,ASW2 else go to ASW3

ic

initialize weapon number,current height,peak height,threat meant to be
* intercepted,threat weapon toggle, and next block attrmpted. These
* are parameters PF1 -- PF8.
ic

ic

* initializations for decision phase 1
ak

ak

* first weapon for phase 1
ic

ASW1 ADVANCE 1000 wait for threat to arrive
SPLIT 1,ASW12 spawn next weapon
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ASSIGN 5,0,,PF PF5 = 0 to denote trans. is a weapon
ASSIGN 8,12,,PF PF8 = 12 indicates next block
ASSIGN 1,XF$WEPT1,,PF PF1 = weapon type
ASSIGN 2,0,,PF PF2 = deployment height
ASSIGN 3,XF$PALT1,,PF PF3 = peak altitude
ASSIGN 4,XF$TTY1,,PF PF4 = threat that weapon is to destroy
QUEUE WEP1 start collecting stats
ADVANCE XLSIDLEWI advance idle time for weapon
TRANSFER ,STSIMW start actual travel

*
* second weapon in phase 1
*
ASW12 ADVANCE 1000 wait for threat to arrive

SPLIT 1,ASW13 spawn next weapon
ASSIGN 5,0,,PF PF5 = 0 to denote trans. is a weapon
ASSIGN 8,12,,PF PF8 = 12 indicates next block
ASSIGN 9,0,,PF PF9 = 0 since peak ht. not reached
ASSIGN 1,XF$WEPT2,,PF PF1 = weapon type
ASSIGN 2,0,,PF PF2 = deployment height
ASSIGN 3,XF$PALT2,,PF PF3 = peak altitude
ASSIGN 4,XF$TTY2,,PF PF4 = threat that weapon is to destroy
QUEUE WEP2 start collecting stats
ADVANCE XL$IDLEW2 advance idle time
TRANSFER ,STSIMW start actual travel

*
* third weapon in phase 1
*
ASW13 ADVANCE 1000 wait for threat to arrive

ASSIGN 5,0,,PF PF5 = 0 to denote trans. is a weapon
ASSIGN 8,12,,PF PF8 = 12 indicates next block
ASSIGN 9,0,,PF PF9 = 0 since peak ht. not reached
ASSIGN 1,XF$WEPT3,,PF PF1 = weapon type
ASSIGN 2,0,,PF PF2 = deployment height
ASSIGN 3,XF$PALT3,,PF PF3 = peak altitude
ASSIGN 4,XF$TTY3,,PF PF4 = threat that weapon is to destroy
QUEUE WEP3 start collecting stats
ADVANCE XL$IDLEW3 advance idle time for weapon
TRANSFER ,STSIMW start actual travel

*
* initializations for phase 2

*

*
* first weapon in phase 1
*
ASW2 SPLIT 1,ASW22 spawn next weapon

ASSIGN 5,0,,PF PF5 = 0 to denote trans. is a weapon
ASSIGN 8,XF$NBKW1,,PF PF8 indicates next block attempted
ASSIGN 9,XF$PKFL1,,PF PF9 indicates peak ht. status
ASSIGN 1,XF$WEPT1,,PF PF1 = weapon type
ASSIGN 2,XF$DHW1,,PF PF2 = deployment height
ASSIGN 3,XF$PALT1,,PF PF3 = peak altitude
ASSIGN 4,XF$TTY1,,PF PF4 = threat that weapon is to destroy
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QUEUE WEP21 start collecting stats
TRANSFER ,STSIMW start actual travel

*
.

* second weapon in phase 1
*
ASW22 SPLIT 1,ASW23 spawn next weapon

ASSIGN 5,0,,PF PF5 = O to denote trans. is a weapon
ASSIGN 1,XF$WEPT2,,PF PF1 = weapon type
ASSIGN 8,XF$NBKW2,,PF PF8 indicates next block attempted
ASSIGN 9,XF$PKFL2,,PF PF9 indicates peak ht. status
ASSIGN 2,XF$DHW2,,PF PF2 = deployment height
ASSIGN 3,XF$PALT2,,PF PF3 = peak altitude
ASSIGN 4,XF$TTY2,,PF PF4 = threat that weapon is to destroy
QUEUE WEP22 start collecting stats
TRANSFER ,STSIMW start actual travel

*
* third weapon in phase 1
*
ASW23 ASSIGN 1,XF$WEPT3,,PF PF1 = weapon type

ASSIGN 5,0,,PF PF5 = 0 to denote trans. is a weapon
ASSIGN 8,XF$NBKW3,,PF PF8 indicates next block attempted
ASSIGN 9,XF$PKFL3,,PF PF9 indicates peak ht. status
ASSIGN 2,XF$DHW3,,PF PF2 = deployment height
ASSIGN 3,XF$PALT3,,PF PF3 = peak altitude
ASSIGN 4,XF$TTY3,,PF PF4 = threat that weapon is to destroy
QUEUE WEP23 start collecting stats
TRANSFER ,STSIMW start actual travel

*
* initializations for decision phase 3 .
*

*
* first threat in phase 3
*
ASW3 ASSIGN 1,XF$WEPT1,,PF PF1 = weaopon type

ASSIGN 5,0,,PF PF5 = 0 to denote trans. is a weapon
ASSIGN 8,XF$NBKW1,,PF PF8 indicates next block attempted
ASSIGN 9,XF$PKFL1,,PF PF9 indicates peak ht. status
ASSIGN 2,XF$DHW1,,PF PF2 = deployment height
ASSIGN 3,XF$PALT1,,PF PF3 = peak altitude
ASSIGN 4,XF$TTY1,,PF PF4 = threat that weapon is to destroy
QUEUE WEP31 start collecting stats
TRANSFER ,STSIMW start actual travel

*
* second weapon in phase 3
*

*
* determine starting point of simulation based on next block attempted
* parameter
*

STSIMW BLET &PEAKW=0
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TEST E BV$STOPTDP,0,SETFLGS dump state if dump flag is set
TEST E PF8,12,CKWK if next block is 12 go to SIMWZ
TRANSFER ,SIMWZ

CKWK TEST E PF8,11,SIMWY if next block is 11 go to SIMWO
TRANSFER ,SIMWO else go to SIMWY

k 9c9:k*9:9:*9:9:*9:»\·**k9:9¤\:1E¤':9:>*:9:sk9:s*:s*:9: 9:

* segment for line 4 in path 1 *9: 9:9¢9:9c9<9:9:9:9:9:9:9:9:9::t9:9:9:9:9:9':9:9:9:9k9¢9:9: k ·

9:

*

* if 3 weapons/threats already in block then go to QUIT

*

SIMWZ TEST LE MM$SECT(12,11),3,QUIT
9:

* test if block can be captured
9:

TEST E BV$COND10,0,CHK11W if cond10=true then chk11
SAVEVALUE BLK,12,XF record features of threat/
SAVEVALUE CWITH,3,XF weapon that current threat
SAVEVALUE CWITHT,4,XF has intercepted and goto CRASH
SAVEVALUE CWITHH,2,XF
TRANSFER ,CRASH

k

CHK11W TEST E BV$COND11,0,CHK12W if cond11=true then chk12
SAVEVALUE BLK,12,XF record features of threat!
SAVEVALUE CWITH,6,XF weapon that current threat
SAVEVALUE CWITHT,7,XF has intercepted and goto CRASH
SAVEVALUE CWITH,5,XF
TRANSFER ,CRASH

9:

CHK12W TEST E BV$COND12,0,SZBZ if cond12=true then seize block
SAVEVALUE BLK,12,XF record features of threat/
SAVEVALUE CWITH,9,XF weapon that current threat
SAVEVALUE CWITHT,10,XF has intercepted and goto CRASH
SAVEVALUE CWITHH,8,XF
TRANSFER ,CRASH

9:

SZBZ ENTER BLKZ seize and release blocks

·

* if peak altitude has been reached then go to POSTP6 else increment

* current altitude
sk

TEST E BV$CONDW,l,POSTP5
ASSIGN 2+,7000,,PF
TRANSFER ,CONT6 °

9:

* if after peak height then decrement current height
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sk

POSTP6 ASSIGN 2-,7000,,PF
ASSIGN 9,1,,PF

ie

* store features of current weapon in array SECT at row=12 since block#
* is 12
ak

CONT6 BLET &INDEXW=MX$SECT(12,1)
' BLET &TWBLK=MX$SECT(l2,l1)

BLET &TWBLK=&TWBLK+1 increment threat/weapon counter
MSAVEVALUE SECT,12,ll,&TWBLK
MSAVEVALUE SECT,12,&INDEXW,PFZ
BPUTPIC FILE=OUTS2,PICTURE=OUTW,(PF1,12,MX$SECT(12,&INDEXW))
BLET &INDEXW=&INDEXw+1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,12,&INDEXW,0 set threat/weapon toggle
BLET &INDEXW=&INDEXW+1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,12,&INDEXW,PF1 record weapon number

ic

* store incremented index for next threat/weapon to indicate next
* available slot in row
*

BLET &INDEXw=&INDEXw+1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,l2,l,&INDEXW

ic

* store index in PF6 so weapon can clear record upon exiting block
ic

ASSIGN 6,&INDEXW,,PF
ic

* advance time for travel through block
ie

ADVANCE ML$MUW(2 ,PF1)*1000
”

k

* reset block record as weapon exits block
ak

BLET &INDEXW=PF6
BLET &TWBLK=MX$SEC'I' ( 12 , 11)
BLET &TwBLK=&TWBLK-1 decrement threat/weapon counter
BLET &INDEXW=&INDEXW·1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,12,11,&TWBLK
MSAVEVALUE SECT,12,&INDEXW,O
BLET &INDEXWä&INDEXW-1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,12,&INDEXW,0 reset threat/weapon toggle
BLET &INDEXW=&INDEXW·1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,12,&INDEXW,0 reset threat number
MSAVEVALUE SECT,12,l,&INDEXW
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ic

* set PF8 to next block attempted
k

ASSIGN 8,11, ,PF

>'¢

* if weapon was logically destroyed as simulation was taking place then
* go to QUITZ1 to release current block and terminate threat
ak

TEST E BV$STOPW,O,QUITZl

sk

* if dump flag is set then dump weapon state
in

. TEST E BV$STOPTDP,0,0KDUMPL
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A A

* A

* SIMULATION OF A THREAT THROUGH PATH 2 (yoz) IN BIGBANG CSIM *
* A
A AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA A

A
A

* boolean conditions used in the simulation of a threat for path 2
A

A

* STOPT : is used to check if any threat has been logically destroyed
A

STOPT BVARIABLE (PF1'E‘1)*(XF$FLAGT1'E'1)+(PF1'E'2)*(XF$FLAGT2‘E'1)+_
(PF1'E'3)*(XF$FLAGT3'E'1)

A

* CONDP : is used to check if threat has reached peak altitude
A

CONDP BVARIABLE (PF2'L'PF3)*(PF9'NE'1)
A

* generate 3 transactions for threats with 9 PF parameters
A

GENERATE 1000,,,3,,9PF
BPUTPIC FILE=0UTB2,PICTURE=TENCE

A

* initialize threat type, current height and peak height, line in which
* threat has to be stopped, weapon chosen to intercept threat, threat
* weapon toggle and an index to access the next available element in
* the SECT matrix. These are transaction paramters PF1 -- PF8
* respectively.
A

ASSIGN 5,1,,PF PF5=1 because transaction is a threat
ASSIGN 8,10,,PF PF8=1 because BLKY is attempted next
ASSIGN 9,0,,PF PF9=0 since peak alt. not reached

A

* The remaining parameters have to be initialized individually per
* transaction.

A

* initialize first threat
A

TEST E XF$TNO,1,TNTWO initializations for threat 1
ASSIGN 1,XF$TTY3,,PF PF1 = threat type
ASSIGN 2,XF$DHT3,,PF PF2 = deployment altitude
ASSIGN 3,XF$PALTD3,,PF PF3 = peak altitude
ASSIGN 6,XF$WEPT3,,PF PF6 = selected weapon
SAVEVALUE TNO+,1,XF increase counter for threats
QUEUE THR3 start collecting stats
ADVANCE XL$IDLE3 time for threat to reach line 4
TRANSFER ,STSIMT start actual travel

A
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* initialize second threat
4

TNTW0 TEST E XF$TNO,2,TNTHR initializations for threat 2
ASSIGN 1,XF$TTY1,,PF PF1 = threat type
ASSIGN 2,XF$DHTl,,PF PF2 = deployment altitude
ASSIGN 3,XF$PALTDl,,PF PF3 = peak altitude
ASSIGN 6,XF$WEPT1,,PF PF6 = selected weapon
SAVEVAULE TNO+,1,XF increase counter for threats
QUEUE THR1 start collecting stats
ADVANCE XLSIDLE1 time for threat to reach line 4
TRANSFER ,STSIMT start actual travel

4

* initialize third threat *
4

TNTHR TEST E XF$TNO,3,QUIT initializations for threat 3
ASSIGN 1,XF$TTY2,,PF PF1 = threat type
ASSIGN 2,XF$DHT2,,PF PF2 = deployment altitude
ASSIGN 3,XF$PALTD2,,PF PF3 = peak altitude
ASSIGN 6,XF$WEPT2,,PF PF6 = selected weapon
SAVEVALUE TNO+,1,XF increase counter for threats
QUEUE THR2 start collecting stats
ADVANCE XL$IDLE2 time for threat to reach line 4

4 kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk 4

* segment for line 4 : *
4

***k************k***
4

4

* if 3 weapons/threats in block then go to MANY
4

STSIMT TEST LE MM$SECT(10,l1),3,MANY
4

* test if block can be captured
4

TEST E BV$COND2,0,CHK3 if cond2=true then chk3
SAVEVALUE BLK,10,XF record features of threat/
SAVEVALUE CWITH,3,XF weapon that current threat
SAVEVALUE CWITHT,4,XF has intercepted and goto CRASH
SAVEVALUE CWITHH,2,XF
TRANSFER ,CRASH

4

CHK3 TEST E BV$COND3,0,CHK4 if cond3=true then chk4
SAVEVALUE BLK,10,XF else record features of threat]
SAVEVALUE CWITH,6,XF weapon that current threat
SAVEVALUE CWITHT,7,XF has intercepted and goto CRASH
SAVEVALUE CWITH,5,XF
TRANSFER ,CRASH

4

CHK4 TEST E BV$COND4,0,SZY if cond4=true then seize facility
SAVEVALUE BLK,10,XF else record features of threat/
SAVEVALUE CWITH,9,XF weapon that current threat
SAVEVALUE CWI'1'H'1‘,10,XF has intercepted and goto CRASH
SAVEVALUE CwITHH,8,XF
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TRANSFER ,CRASH
sk

SZY ENTER BLKY seize the block
k

*

* if peak altitude has been reached then go to POSTP1 else increment
* current altitude
k

TEST E avscounp , 1 ,POSTPl
ASSIGN 2+,7000, ,PF
TRANSFER ,CONTl

sk

* if after peak altitude then decrement altitude
ic

POSTP1 ASSIGN 2·,7000, ,PF
ASSIGN 9,1,,PF

s\·

* store features of current threat in array SECT at row=10 since b1ock#
* is 10
ic

CONT1 BLET &INDEX=MX$SECT(10,1) read index to update record
BLET &WTBLK=MX$SEC'1‘(10,11) update threat/weapon record
BLET &WTBLK=&WTBLK+1 of block
MSAVEVALUE SECT,10,l1,&WTBLK
MSAVEVALUE SEC'1',10,&INDEX,PF2 record height
BPUTPIC FILE=OUTBZ,PICTURE=OUTT,(PFI,10,MX$SECT(10,&INDEX))
BLET &INDEX=&INDEX+1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,10,&INDEX,1 set threat/weapon toggle
BLET &INDEX=&INDEX+1

”

MSAVEVALUE SECT,10,&INDEX,PF1 record threat number

9:

* store incremented index for next threat/weapon to indicate next

* available slot in row
sk

BLET &INDEX=&INDEX+1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,10,1,&INDEX

~

* store index in PF7 so threat can clear record upon exiting block
ic

ASSIGN 7,&INDEX,,PF store index in transaction
ic

* advance time for travel through block
ie

ADVANCE ML$MU(2,PF1)*1000
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sk

* reset block record as threat exits block
sk

BLET &INDEX=PF7 read index from transaction param
BLET &WTBLK=MX$SECT(l0,1l)
BLET &WTBLK=&WTBLK-1 decrement next available index
BLET &INDEX=&INDEX-l
MSAVEVALUE SECT,10,ll,&WTBLK
MSAVEVALUE SECT,10,&INDEX,0
BLET &INDEX=&INDEX-1 · decrement threat/weapon counter
MSAVEVALUE SECT,10,&INDEX,0
BLET &INDEX=&INDEX-1 reset threat/weapon toggle
MSAVEVALUE SECT,10,&INDEX,0 reset threat number
MSAVEVALUE SECT,10,1,&INDEX

sk

* set PF8 to next block attempted
sk

ASSIGN 8,11,,PF next block attempted = b1kC

ic

* if threat was logically destroyed as simulation was taking place then
* go to QUITY1 to release current block and terminate threat
sk

TEST E BV$STOPT,O,QUITY1

sk skskskskkskskskskskskicskskskskskskskskskskskieskskskicieieieskscskskskskskskskskskkskkskskskslcskieskskskskicskicskieskskksk sk
ic sk

* SIMULATION OF A WEAPON THROUGH PATH 2 (ZOY) IN BIGBANG CSIH *ic sk
sk skskskskskskskskikicskskskskskskskskskskskieskicskskikskskskicskskskicskskskskicicieskieieskskicskieskskskikskskskskskskkskksk sk

sk

* additional conditions required for the weapons simulation
sk

sk

* CONDW : is used to check if weapon has reached peak altitude
sk

CONDW BVARIABLE (PF2'L'PF3)*(PF9'NE'l)
ic

* STOPW : is used to check if any weapons have been logically destroyed
sk

STOPW BVARIABLE (PFl'E'6)*(XF$FLAGW1'E'l)+(PFl'E'3)*(XF$FLAGW2'E'l)+_
(PFl'E'2)*(XF$FLAGW3'E'1)

ic

* initialize weapon number,current height,peak height,threat meant to be
* intercepted,threat weapon toggle, and next block attempted. These
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* are parameters PF1 -- PF8.
*

*
* initialize 3 transactions for weapons with 9 PF parameters
*

GENERATE 1000,,,3,,9PF
BPUTPIC FILE=OUTB2,PICTURE=WENCE

*
* initialize common parameters for all weapons
*

ASSIGN 5,0,,PF PF5 = 0 to denote trans. is a weapon
ASSIGN 8,12,,PF PF8 = 12 indicates next block

*
* initialize first weapon
*

TEST E XF$WNO,1,WNTW0 initializations for the first weapon
ASSIGN 1,XF$WEPT3,,PF PF1 = weapon type
ASSIGN 2,0,,PF PF2 = deployment height
ASSIGN 3,XF$PALT3,,PF PF3 = peak altitude
ASSIGN 4,XF$TTY3,,PF PF4 = threat that weapon is to destroy
SAVEVALUE WNO+,1,XF increase counter for weapons
QUEUE WEP3 start collecting stats
ADVANCE XL$IDLEW3 advance idle time for weapon
TRANSFER ,STSIMW start actual travel

*
* initialize second weapon
*
WNTW0 TEST E XF$WNO,2,WNTHR initializations for second weapon

ASSIGN 1,XF$WEPT1,,PF PF1 = weapon type
ASSIGN 2,0,,PF PF2 = deployment height
ASSIGN 3,XF$PALT1,,PF PF3 = peak altitude
ASSIGN 4,XF$TTY1,,PF PF4 = threat that weapon is to destroy
SAVEVALUE WNO+,1,XF increase counter for weapons
QUEUE WEP1 start collecting stats
ADVANCE XL$IDLEW1 advance idle time for weapon
TRANSFER ,STSIMW start actual travel

,

* initialize third weapon
*
WNTHR TEST E XF$WNO,3,QUIT initializations for third weapon

ASSIGN l,XF$WEPT2, ,PF PF1 = weapon type
ASSIGN 2,0,,PF PF2 = deployment height
ASSIGN 3,XF$PALT2,,PF PF3 = peak altitude
ASSIGN 4,XF$TTY2,,PF PF4 = threat that weapon is to destroy
SAVEVALUE WNO+,1,XF increase counter for weapons
QUEUE WEP2 start collecting stats
ADVANCE XLSIDLEWZ advance idle time for weapon
TRANSFER ,STSIMW start actual travel

*
STSIHW BLET &PEAKw=0
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sk ie

* segment for line 4 in path 1 *ic ak

sk

* if 3 weapons/threats already in block then go to QUIT
ak

ic

TEST LE MX$SECT(12,ll),3,QUIT
ak

* test if block can be captured
ak

TEST E BV$COND10,0,CHK11W if cond10=true then chk11
SAVEVALUE BLK,12,XF record features of threat/
SAVEVALUE CWITH,3,XF weapon that current threat
SAVEVALUE CwITHT,4,XF has intercepted and goto CRASH
SAVEVALUE CWITHH,2,XF
TRANSFER ,CRASH

ic

CHK11W TEST E BV$COND11,0,CHK12W if cond11=true then chk12
SAVEVALUE BLK,12,XF record features of threat/
SAVEVALUE CWITH,6,XF weapon that current threat
SAVEVALUE CWITHT,7,XF has intercepted and goto CRASH
SAVEVALUE CWITHH,5,XF
TRANSFER ,CRASH

sk

CHK12W TEST E BV$COND12,0,SZBZ if cond12=true then seize block
SAVEVALUE BLK,12,XF record features of threat/
SAVEVALUE CWITH,9,XF weapon that current threat
SAVEVALUE CWITHT,10,XF has intercepted and goto CRASH
SAVEVALUE CWITHH,8,XF
TRANSFER ,CRASH

ak

E SZBZ ENTER BLKZ seize and release blocks

9:

i* if peak altitude has been reached then go to POSTPG else increment
* current altitude
ic

TEST E BV$CONDW,1,POSTP6
ASSIGN 2+,7000,,PF
TRANSFER ,CONT6

ak

* if after peak altitude then decrement altitude

*

.

POSTP6 ASSIGN 2-,7000,,PF
ASSIGN 9,1,,PF
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ic

* store features of current weapon in array SECT at row=12 since block#
* is 12
ic

CONT6 BLET &INDEXW=MX$SECT(12,1)
BLET &TWBLK=MX$SECT(l2,l1) _

BLET &TWBLK=&TwBLK+1 increment threat/weapon counter
MSAVEVALUE SECT,l2,l1,&TWBLK
MSAVEVALUE SECT,12,&INDEXW,PF2
BPUTPIC FILE=OUTB2,PICTURE=OUTW,(PF1,12,MX$SECT(12,&INDEXW))
BLET &INDEXW=&INDEXW+l
MSAVEVALUE SECT,12,&INDEXW,0 set threat/weapon toggle
BLET &INDEXW=&INDEXW+l
MSAVEVALUE SECT,12,&INDEXW,PF1 record weapon number

ic

* store incremented index for next threat/weapon to indicate next
* available slot in row
sk

BLET &INDEXW=&INDEXW+1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,12,1,&INDEXW

ak

* store index in PF6 so weapon can clear record upon exiting block
ie

ASSIGN 6,&INDEXW,,PF
ic

* advance time for travel through block
*

ADVANCE ML$MUW(2,PF1)*1000

k

* reset block record as weapon exits block
ic

BLET &INDEXW=PF6
BLET &TWBLK=MX$SECT(1Z,1l)
BLET &TWBLK=&TWBLK-1 decrement threat/weapon counter
BLET &INDEXW=&INDEXW·l
MSAVEVALUE SECT,12,11,&TWBLK
MSAVEVALUE SECT,12,&INDEXW,0
BLET &INDEXW=&INDEXW·1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,12,&INDEXW,0 reset threat/weapon toggle
BLET &INDEXW=&INDEXW·l
MSAVEVALUE SECT,12,&INDEXW,0 reset threat number
MSAVEVALUE SECT,12,1,&INDEXW

ak

* set PF8 to next block attempted
*
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ASSIGN 8,11, ,PF

*
.

* if weapon was logically destroyed as simulation was taking place then
* go to QUITZI to release current block and terminate threat
ic

TEST E BV$STOPW,0,QUITZl
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* *
* SIMULATION OF A THREAT THROUGH PATH 3 (GFE) IN BIGBANG CSIM *#

*
* ******************************************************************** *

INSPLIT PICTURE LINES=2
threat * has split into two new threats

*
* boolean conditions used in the simulation of a threat for path 3
* STOPT : is used to check if a threat has been logically destroyed
*

STOPT BVARIABLE (PF1'E'1)*(XF$FLAGT1'E'1)+(PF1'E'2)*(XF$FLAGT2'E'1)+_
(PF1'E'3)*(XF$FLAGT3'E'1)

*
* generate 3 transactions with 9 PF parameters and 1 PH parameter and
* print message TENCE

*

GENERATE 6000,,,1,,9PF,1PH
BPUTPIC FILE=OUTB3,PICTURE=TENCE

*
* initialize threat type, current height and peak height,
* weapon chosen to intercept threat, threat weapon toggle and an index
* to access the next available element in the SECT matrix.
*

ASSIGN 5,1,,PF PF5=1 because transaction is a threat
ASSIGN 8,5,,PF PF8=5 because BLKG is attempted next
ASSIGN 9,0,,PF PF9=0 since peak altitude not reached
ASSIGN 1,XF$TTY1,,PF PF1 = threat type
ASSIGN 2,XF$DHT1,,PF PF2 = deployment altitude
ASSIGN 3,XF$PALTD1,,PF PF3 = peak altitude
ASSIGN 6,XF$WEPT1,,PF PF6 = weapon that has been selected
QUEUE THR1 start collecting stats
ADVANCE XL$IDLE1 time for threat 1 to reach line 4
TRANSFER ,STSIMT start actual travel

* ,

*
* if 3 weapons/threat in block then go to HANY
*

STSIMT TEST LE MX$SECT(5,11),3,MANY
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*
* test if block can be captured
*

TEST E BV$COND2,0,CHK3 if cond2=true then go to chk3
SAVEVALUE BLK,5,XF else record features of threat/
SAVEVALUE CWITH,3,XF weapon that current threat
SAVEVALUE CWITHT,4,XF has intercepted and goto
SAVEVALUE CWITHH,2,XF label CRASH

— TRANSFER ,CRASH

*
CHK3 TEST E BV$COND3,0,CHK4 if cond3=true then go to chk4

SAVEVALUE BLK,5,XF else record features of threat/
SAVEVALUE CWITH,6,XF weapon that current threat
SAVEVALUE CWITHT,7,XF has intercepted and goto CRASH
SAVEVALUE CWITHH,5,XF
TRANSFER ,CRASH

*
CHK4 TEST E BV$COND4,0,SZG if cond4=true then seize facility

SAVEVALUE BLK,5,XF else record features of threat/
SAVEVALUE CWITH,9,XF weapon that current threat
SAVEVALUE CWITHT,10,XF has intercepted and goto CRASH
SAVEVALUE CWITHH,8,XF
TRANSFER ,CRASH

*
/

SZG ENTER BLKG seize the block

*
* if peak altitude has been reached then go to POSTP1 else increment
* current altitude
*

TEST E BV$CONDP,1,POSTP1
ASSIGN 2+,7000,,PF
TRANSFER ,CONTl °

*
* if after peak altitude then decrement altitude
*

POSTP1 ASSIGN 2-,7000,,PF
ASSIGN 9,1, ,PF PF9=1 since peak altitude has

* has been reached

*
* store features of current threat in array SECT at row=5 since block#
* is 5
x

CONT1 BLET &INDEX=MX$SECT(5,1) read next available slot in row
BLET &WTBLK=MX$SECT(5,11) update threat/weapon counter
BLET &WTBLK=&WTBLK+1 of row
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MSAVEVALUE SECT,5,11,&WTBLK store new value of counter
MSAVEVALUE SECT,5,&INDEX,PF2 record new altitude of threat
BPUTPIC FILE=OUTB3,PICTURE=OUTT,(PF1,S,MX$SECT(5,&INDEX))
BLET &INDEX=&INDEX+1 .
MSAVEVALUE SECT,5,&INDEX,1 set threat/weapon toggle to 1
BLET &INDEX=&INDEX+l
MSAVEVALUE SECT,5,&INDEX,PF1 record threat number

sk

* store incremented index for next threat/weapon to indicate next
* available slot in row
ak

BLET &INDEX=&INDEX+1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,5,1,&INDEX

*

* store index in PF7 so threat can clear record upon exiting block
ic

ASSIGN 7,&INDEX,,PF
ic

* advance time for travel through block
ak

A¤vANcE HL$MU(l ,1>1=1 )*1000
ic

BLET &INDEX=PF7 read index from PF7

ic

* reset block record as threat exits block
sk

TEST NE MX$SECT(5,&INDEX—l),0,CHKS1
ic

BLET &WTBLK=MX$SECT(S,1l)
BLET &WTBLK=&WTBLK—1 decrement threat/weapon counter
BLET &INDEX=&INDEX·l
MSAVEVALUE SECT,5,11,&WTBLK
MSAVEVALUE SECT,5,&INDEX,O
BLET &INDEX=&INDEX-1 reset threat/weapon counter
MSAVEVALUE SECT,10,&INDEX,O
BLET &INDEX=&INDEX-1 reset threat/weapon toggle
MSAVEVALUE SECT,5,&INDEX,0 reset threat number
MSAVEVALUE SECT,5,1,&INDEX

ic

* set PF8 to next block attempted
ic

CHKS1 ASSIGN 8,6,,PF
ASSIGN 1,0,,PH

A-

* if transaction logically destroyed as simulation was taking place,
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* then go to QUITG1 to release current facility and terminate threat
*

TEST E BV$STOPT,0,QUITG1

*
* threat splits into two new threats before exiting current block
*

SPLIT 2,NEWTHR,1PH spawn 2 transactions and direct them to
BPUTPIC FILE=OUTB3,PICTURE=INSPLIT(PF1)
TRANSFER ,QUITG1 NEWTHR and goto QUITG1 to terminate

*
* at NEWTHR initialize the 2 new transactions individually by their
* PH1 values

*

NEWTHR TEST E PH1,2,THRTWO
ASSIGN 1,XF$TTY2,,PF PF1 = threat type
ASSIGN 2,XF$DHT2,,PF PF2 = deployment height
ASSIGN 3,XF$PALTD2,,PF PF3 = peak altitude
ASSIGN 6,XF$WEPT2,,PF PF6 = weapon that has been selected
ASSIGN 5,1,,PF PF5 = 1 since transac. is a threat
ASSIGN 8,6,,PF PF8 = 6 indicates next block attempted
ASSIGN 9,0,,PF PF9 = 0 since peak alt. not reached
QUEUE THR2 start collecting stats
TRANSFER ,CONT

*
THRTWO ASSIGN 1,XF$TTY3,,PF PF1 = threat type

ASSIGN 2,XF$DHT3,,PF PF2 = deployment height
ASSIGN 3,XF$PALTD3,,PF PF3 = peak altitude
ASSIGN 4,XF$LINE3,,PF PF4 = line which threat cannot pass
ASSIGN 6,XF$WEPT3,,PF PF6 = weapon that has been selected
ASSIGN 5,1,,PF PF5 = 1 since transac. is a threat
ASSIGN 8,6,,PF PF8 = 6 indicates next block attempted
ASSIGN 9,0,,PF PF9 = 0 since peak alt. not reached
QUEUE THR3 start collecting stats
TRANSFER ,CONT

* *
* SIMULATION OF A WEAPON THROUGH PATH 1 (EFG) IN BIGBANG CSIM *
* *

*
* additional boolean conditions required for the weapons simulation
*
* CONDW : is used to check if weapon has reached peak altitude
*

CONDW BVARIABLE (PF2'L'PF3)*(PF9'NE'1)
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*
* STOPW : is used to check if a weapo has been logically destroyed
*

STOPW BVARIABLE (PF1'E'3)*(XF$FLAGW1'E'1)+(PF1'E‘2)*(XF$FLAGw2'E'1)+_
(PF1'E'4)*(XF$FLAGW3'E‘1)

*
* generate 1 weapon with 9 PF and 1 PH parameters

.
*

GENERATE 6000,,,1,,9PF,1PH
BPUTPIC FILE=OUTB3,PICTURE=WENCE

*
* initialize weapon number,current height,peak height,threat meant to be

_ * intercepted,threat weapon toggle, and next block attempted.
*

ASSIGN 1,0,PH split original weapon into two since
SPLIT 2,SIMARR,1PH two weapons are committed for threat 1
TERMINATE 1 terminate original weapon

*
* initialize first weapon
x

SIMARR TEST E PH1,2,NEWTW0
ASSIGN 5,0,,PF PF5 = 0 to denote trans. is a weapon
ASSIGN 8,7,,PF PF8 = 7 indicates next block attempted
ASSIGN 9,0,,PF PF9 = 0 since peak ait. not reached
ASSIGN 1,XF$WEPTl,,PF PF1 = weapon type
ASSIGN 2,0,,PF PF2 = deployment height
ASSIGN 3,XF$PALT1,,PF PF3 = peak altitude
ASSIGN 4,XF$TTY1,,PF PF4 = threat that weapon is to destroy
QUEUE WEP1 start collecting stats
ADVANCE XL$IDLEW1 advance idle time for weapon
TRANSFER ,STSIMW start actual travel

*
* initialize second weapon

*
NEWTW0 ASSIGN 5,0,,PF PF5=0 since transaction is a weapon

ASSIGN 8,7,,PF PF8 = 7 indicates next block attempted
ASSIGN 9,0,,PF PF9 = O since peak alt. not reached
ASSIGN 1,XF$WEPT2,,PF PF1 = weapon type
ASSIGN 2,0,,PF PF2 = deployment altitude
ASSIGN 3,XF$PALT2,,PF PF3 = peak altitude
ASSIGN 4,XF$TTY1,,PF PF4 = threat that weapon is to engage
QUEUE WEP2 start collecting stats
ADVANCE XLSIDLEWZ advance idle time for weapon

k

STSIMW BLET &CHGw=7000
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ie

* if 3 weapons/threat in block then go to QUIT
sk

TEST LE MX$SECT(7,11),3,QUIT

sk

* test if block can be captured
* .

TEST E BV$COND10,0,CHK11W if cond10=true then go to chk11
SAVEVALUE BLK,7,XF else record features of threat/
SAVEVALUE CWITH,3,XF weapon that current weapon
SAVEVALUE CWITHT,4,XF has intercepted and goto CRASH
SAVEVALUE CWITH,2,XF
TRANSFER ,CRASH

ak

CHK11W TEST E BV$COND11,0,CHK12W if cond11=true then go to chk12
SAVEVALUE BLK,7,XF else record features of threat/
SAVEVALUE CWITH,6,XF weapon that current weapon
SAVEVALUE CWITHT,7,XF has intercepted and goto CRASH
SAVEVALUE CWITH,5,XF
TRANSFER ,CRASH

sk

CHK12W TEST E BV$COND12,0,SZBE if cond12=true then seize block
SAVEVALUE BLK,7,XF record features of threat/
SAVEVALUE CwITH,9,XF weapon that current weapon
SAVEVALUE CWITHT,10,XF has intercepted and goto CRASH
SAVEVALUE CWITHH,8,XF y
TRANSFER ,CRASH

ek

SZBE ENTER BLKE seize next block
*.

* if peak altitude has been reached then go to POSTPG else increment
* current altitude
9:

TEST E BV$CONDW,1,POSTP6
ASSIGN 2+,&CHNGW,,PF
TRANSFER ,CONT6

9:

* if after peak altitude then decrement current altitude_

POSTP6 ASSIGN 2·,&CHNGW,,PF
ASSIGN 9,1,,PF .

st

* store features of current weapon in array SECT at row=7 since b1ock#

* is 7
ic

CONT6 BLET &INDEXW=MX$SECT(7,1)
BLET &TWBLK=MX$SECT(7,11)
BLET &TWBLK=&TWBLK+1 increment threat/weapon counter
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HSAVEVALUE SECT,7,11,&TWBLK
MSAVEVALUE SECT,7,&INDEXW,PFZ
BPUTPIC FILE=OUTB3,PICTURE=OUTW,(PFI,7,MX$SECT(7,&INDEXW))
BLET &INDEXW=&INDEXW+1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,7,&INDEXW,0 set threat/weapon toggle
BLET &INDEXW=&INDEXW+l
MSAVEVALUE SECT,7,&INDEXW,PF1 record weapon number

*

* store incremented index for next threat/weapon to indicate next
* available slot in row ‘
ak

BLET &INDEXW=&INDEXW+l
MSAVEVALUE SECT,7,1,&INDEXW

ak

* store index in PF6 so weapon can clear record upon exiting block
ak

ASSIGN 6,&INDEXW,,PF

*

* advance time for travel through block
ic

ADVANCE ML$m1w( 1 ,1>F1)*10o0

ie

* reset block record as weapon exits block
sk

BLET &INDEXW=PF6
BLET &TWBLK=MX$SECT(7,11)
BLET &TWBLK=&TWBLK—1 decrement threat/weapon counter
BLET &INDEXW=&INDEXW·1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,7,11,&TWBLK
MSAVEVALUE SECT,7,&INDEXW,O
BLET &INDEXW=&INDEXW-1
MSAVEVALUE SECT,7,&INDEXW,0 reset threat/weapon toggle
BLET &INDEXW=&INDEXW·l
MSAVEVALUE SECT,7,&INDEXW,0 reset threat number
MSAVEVALUE SECT,7,1,&INDEXW

at

* set PF8 to next block attempted
sk

ASSIGN 8,6,,PF

ic

* if weapon was logically destroyed as simulation was taking place then
* go to QUITE1 to release current block and terminate weapon
*

TEST E BV$STOPW,0,QUITE1
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